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Legislators to Meet
Committee to Recommend
Medical School Takeover
TRENTON The special
committee appointed by Gov.
Richard J. Hughes to investi-
gate the problems of Seton
Hall College of Medicine and
Dentistry is expected la rec-
ommend a state takWver of
the school July 28 to a special
meeting of New Jersey legis-
lators.
The committee, which is
headed by former Gov. Robert
B. Meyner, will recommend
that the state pay $4 million
for the school’s assets (S3
million would be for medical
equipment) and also take over
the $8 million debt.
The meeting will be held at
3
p.m. July 28 in the State
Labor Building. It will not be
a formal session of the legis-
lature, but Gov. Hughes will
invite all assemblymen and
senators to hear the recom-
mendations.
the COMMITTEE will pro-
pose that the school stay in
Jersey City for at least three
years, controlled by a board
of citizens responsible to the
state Board of Education.
This would be the first medi-
cal school operated by New
Jersey, although Rutgers Uni-
versity presently has plans for
a two-year school which will
open in 1965. Rutgers has al-
ready turned down any idea
that it mightoperate the Seton
Hall school, preferring to con-
centrate on its own project in
New Brunswick.
There has been talk of mov-
ing Seton Hall to Newark if
it is taken over by the state,
but a committtce source said
that any change of site could
involve the expenditure of as
much as S5O million.
Seton Hall had originally
invested close to $2O million
in the college, according to
state estimates and is current-
ly running an annual deficit
of $1 million. The state would
also have to figure on a yearly
loss of SI million in addition
to its $4 million payment and
the debt assumption.
ONE ALTERNATIVE to a
state takeover of Seton Hall
is for the school to be moved
out of the state under other
private auspices. The major
asset of any medical school is
its faculty and Seton Hall’s is
considered to be one of the
finest in the nation. Gov.
Hughes has made it clear that
he would consider a move out
of New Jersey as a great loss
for the state.
Seton Hall was the first med
school in N. J. to graduate a
class.
After much litigation insti-
tued by such groups as the
Jersey City Association for
Separation of Church and
State, Seton Hall opened its
doors at the former clinical
and isolation buildings of the
Medical Center, both white
elephants since their erection
during the 1930'5. Rent and
service disputes with the city,
as well as arguments over
the role of the college pro-
fessors in the hospital contin-
ued under and sometimes
above the surface until the
open break in February over
the firing of Dr. Kenneth Judy
at the Medical Center.
Set Liturgy Study
For Newark Priests
NEWARK - The coming
changes in the liturgical wor-
ship of the Church starting in
AdvAit will be explained to
all parish priests of the New-
ark Archdiocese at four meet-
ings to be held in September,
one in each county.
The schedule was set up at
a meeting of the Archdioccsan
Liturgical Commission July 20
at the Chancery Office, with
Auxiliary Bishop Joseph A.
Costello presiding. The dates
set are Sept. 8 for Union Coun-
ty at St. Bernard's, Plainfield;
Sept. 9 for Essex County at
Seton Hall University; Sept.
10 for Bergen County at Im-
maculate Conception Seminary
and Sept. 11 for Hudson Coun-
ty at a place which is still to
be decided.
Each meeting will present a
program of instruction and
demonstration for the priests
under the gnidancc of an au-
thority in the pastoral-liturgi-
cal movement. Panel sessions
will consider the practical
means by which priests can
implement the Constitution on
the Liturgy promulgated by
the Vatican Council.
The Mass with participation
by the people in the vernacular
will be demonstrated.
The commission will also
study the suggestions and ad-
vise on the problems of the
priests as submitted in a ques-
tionnaire.
Slovak Superior
To Clifton Parish
CLIFTON Rev. Lawrence
Poliak, 0.K.M., former pro-
vincial superior of the Slovak
■Franciscan Fathers, has been
appointed pastor of SS. Cyril
and Methodius Parish here, to
succeed Rev. Gilbert Maga,
0.F.M., a former consultor.
Father Maga has been as-
signed to the provincial head-
quarters in Pittsburgh to con-
duct missions and devotions.
FATHER POLLAK begins
his third assignment at SS.
Cyril and Methodius, having
served here as pastor, 1951-
1958, and as assistant, 1942-47.
Since 1958 he has been at the
Pittsburgh motherhouse serv-
ing as superior of the Com-
missariat of tlie Most Holy Sa-
vior, which has 60 members
in seven foundations located
in New Jersey. Pennslvania,
Ohio and Indiana.
Father Poliak, a native of
Benwood, W. Va„ joined the
Franciscans in 1933. He stud-
ied at St. Bonavcnture's Mon-
astery, Paterson, Duns Scotus
Seminary, Detroit, and St. Jo-
seph's Seminary, Teutopolis,
111. He was ordained in 1941.
Between assignments to SS.
Cyril and Methodius Parish, he
served as superior of Seven
Dolors Friary, Valparaiso, Ind.,
during the 1947-1951 period.
During Father Maga’* three-
year pastorate at SS. Cyril
and Methodius the parish debt
was liquidated, the church
was air-conditioned, the con-
vent was renovated and prop-
erty was purchased for anew
rectory. Last month he cele-
brated his 20th anniversary as
a priest at a parish banquet.
Bolivia Confirmation
-By Paterson Priest
PATERSON A taste of the privileges that sometimes
fall to a priest in mission areas came to Msgr. Frank J •
Rodimcr, vice chancellor of the Paterson Diocese on a
recent visit to Latin America.
At an outdoor evening Mass at the military installation
near Caranavi, Bolivia, Msgr. Rodimer confirmed 30 Bolivian
soldiers. He had been delegated to administer the Sacrament
of Confirmation, usually reserved to Bishops, by Bishop
Thomas Manning, 0.F.M., of Coroico.
The military base is near Divine Love Parish, Caranavi
administered by the Paterson Diocese, with Rev. Armand j!
( onte as pastor. Father Conte and several Franciscan priests
heard Confessions of the soldiers before the Mass, which
Msgr. Rodimcr celebrated at an altar facing the congregation.
With Rev. Thomas Trapasso of Blessed Sacrament” Parish,
Msgr. Rodimer also visited Paterson’s new mission in lea,
Peru, as well as other Latin American missions, June 28-July 18.
Mass Text Public-Presses Roll
WASHINGTON The approved
English text for the Ordinary of the
Mass the core of the language switch
approved by the Vatican on May 1
has been released to the public.
And publishers of both altar and
hand missals have already begun print-
ing both complete missals for altar use
and supplements for the use of the peo-
ple.
THE TEXT, which was first ap-
proved by the American Bishops last
April 2. makes English the language of
the Liturgy of the Word: the first part
of the Mass, up to and including the
Creed.
The Communion service is mostly
English Dialogue formulae, e g.: "The
Lord be with you. And with your spirit."
are in English when they precede Eng-
lish prayers: in Latin where they pre-
cede Latin prayers, such as the Collect,
Preface and Postcommunion.
BOTH THE BISHOPS’ decrees and
the Vatican confirmation revealed by
Francis Cardinal Spellman called for
publication "as soon as the time neces-
sary for preparation and distribution
. . . can be determined.”
The Bishops Liturgy Commission
granted free permission to reprint the
texts “with the explicit understanding
that the text will be set down in its
entirety with no omissions or additions
whatsoever and with the punctuation,
including asterisks, precisely as they
are found in this text.”
A few days later, Archbishop John
F. Dcardon of Detroit, chairman of the
Commission on the Liturgical Aposto-
latc, announced that publishers were al-
ready at work on the preparation of
new missals.
Complete new missals will be pre-
pared only for altar use, he said.
"All that will be necessary (for
general use) is to have available the
newly-approved Ordinary of the Mass
. . publishers of missals for the people
have assured us that at first the text
will be issued as a separate supplement,
as the liturgical commission recom-
mended, and later incorporated in the
missals themselves,” he said.
Catholics will have the next texts in
plenty of time for the introduction of
English in the Mass, probably on the
first Sunday of Advent, Nov. 29.
THE TEXT FOR the prayers of the
Ordinary pertaining to the people pro-
vides the English to be used in the
Kyrie, Gloria. Creed, Sanctus, Lord’s
Prayer, Agnus Dei, Communion of the
faithful and dismissal and last blessing
by the priest.
Except in the Our Father for which
the traditional Catholic form in use in
the U.S. is retained the prayers are
adapted to contemporary English and
substitute the "you" form for the
archaic “thou” and "thee."
The introduction to the Lord’s
Prayer is indicative of the moderniza-
tion of the English usage. Traditional
translations of this invitation to pray
the Our Father have generally run along
this line: “Let us pray: Taught by sav-
ing precepts and guided by the divine
institution, wc make bold to say . . .”
The new approved text reads: “Let us
pray: Taught by our Savior’s command
and formed by the word of God, we
dare to say:. . ."
See Text, Page 2
RIGHT AROUND HOME - At the Stag Hill settlement of mountain people, volunteers
from St. Pool's, Ramsey, and Community Services found an opportunityfor social work
not unlike conditions existing in LatinAmerica. Here, Ginger Gehgan (right) referees
volley-boll game at summer school for underprivilegedmountain children. Story addi-
tion l photos. Pag 7.
Encyclical Rumors
Persist—Maybe
Birth Control?
VATICAN CITY <NC)— A
major papal document, most
likely an encyclical, is expect-
ed to be Issued some time be-
fore the third session of the
ecumenical council opens Sept.
14.
No official announcement
has been made by the Vatican,
but various Vatican sources
confirm the fact- that Pope
Paul VI is working on what
will probably be the first en-
cyclical of his year-old pontifi-
cate.
ITALIAN newspapers have
been full of speculation on the
document's form and content.
Several papers have stated
flatly that it will be devoted
to birth control.
One paper even linked that
subject with the document’s
rumored date of issue, the
feast of St. Anne, pateroness
of Christian mothers and child-
birth, on July 28.
Reliable sources, however,
seriously doubt rumors of date
and subject. Instead, they say,
it is most likely that the en-
cyclical will deal with Pope
Paul’s program of action for
his pontificate, with perhaps
some reference to problems
posed by the so-called popula-
tion explosion.
THE POPE has delayed is-
suing an encyclical for more
than a year after his election.
Normally, a newly elected
Pope issues an encyclical
shortly after his election to set
forth the aims of his reign, a
Sort of platform document
which sets the tone of the pon-
tificate.
Instead, Pope Paul noted
that his speech opening the
ecumenical council’s second
session last year and setting
forth the goals of the council
would take the place of an en-
cyclical.
SPECULATION that the
Pope was readying a major
document increased
greatly in
early July because all private
and special audiences were
cancelled prior to his depar-
ture for the summer home in
Castelgandolfo.
It has also been rumored
that the document will be is-
sued on Aug. 15.
Although it is possible the
document
may carry that
date, it is unlikely that it will
be published on that day, Be-
cause it is a major holiday
in Italy when no newspapers
arc printed and almost the en-
tire population of cities such
as Rome leaves tov-n,
First N. J. Trial
Shared Time to Be Nixed in Maywood
MAYWOOD Shared time,
a concept first put forth as a
possible solution to the tortur-
ous question of state aid to
parochial schools by an Engle-
wood school official, will most
likely be rejected by the board
of education of this Bergen
County community at its next
formal meeting.
On July 17. Harold V. Petril-
lo, president of the Maywood
school board, reported that the
board, meeting as a committee
of the whole, had turned down
a request by a Shared Time
Committee of eight taxpayers
that seventh and eighth grade
pupils at Queen of Peace
School be permitted to take
science and physical education
classes at Maywood Junior
High School. It is the first such
case in North Jersey,
I'etrlllo gave no explanation
of the decision and added that
it was expected that the board
would confirm its decision for-
mally at its next regularly
scheduled meeting, Aug. 10.
However, It is likely that this
meeting will be adjourned with-
out discussion of the topic and
that the final vote will not
come until September, due to
summer vacations for some
board members.
THE FIRST REQUEST for
shared time was made in the
spring of 1963 by a committee
which was headed by Fred-
erick W. Brandt, chairman of
the Maywood planning board,
who has two children attend-
ing Queen of Peace School.
The board was asked to al-
low all seventh and eighth
grade students of the parochial
school to attend physical edu-
cation classes at the public
school and to allow certain
selected students to make use
of the science laboratories and
facilities.
Petrillo had written a letter
to Brandt in April staling that
it would not be feasible to take
Queen of Peace students this
fall for lack of "space, time
or staff." He added that it
might be possible to find, room
for parochial school students
on a full-time basis from kin-
dergarten through the sixth
grade.
THE BOARD OF education
had rejected an opportunity to
hear testimony from Dr. Theo-
dore Powell, public information
consultant to the Connecticut
State Department of Education,
a leading authority on the
shared time question. Powell
had offered to come to May-
wood July 6 to explain the
board’s concept to the commit-
tee of parents.
While shared time has been
a fact of American education
for over 50 years —a Supreme
Court decision upheld the prac-
tice as constitutional in 1911
it has only recently come to
national notice. A proposal by
Englewood superintendent of
schools Dr. Hurry Stearns, now
a Protestant church official,
focused attention on it as a
possible resolution of the fed-
eral aid to schools debate,
As usually practiced, shared
time means that students from
parochial schools take one or
more subjects at nearby, pub-
lic schools. It requires close
cooperation between public and
parochial school officials and
has been hailed as a uniting
force in some communities
with regard to educatelonal
financing problems.
THERE IS at present a bill
before Congress which would
launch a $l5 million federal
study of shared time. Mean-
while, It has spread to several
large cities, notably Chicago,
where it was opposed only by
the usual absolutist Interpre-
ters of the First Amendment,
such as POAU.
The Maywood board had
been advised by its attorney,
G. Tapley Taylor, that it might
face a taxpayer's suit no mat-
ter which way its decision fell.
The parents’ committee, how-
ever, made no statement on
its next step, only saying that
it did not accept the decision
and would "press the matter
further."
QUEEN OF Peace and May-
wood Junior High School are
ideally located for a shared
time program, being next-door
neighbors. The new gymna-
sium at the junior high is pres-
ently utilized at less than full
capacity and is vacant for to
lo 20 periods a week. The two
physical education teachers,
me male and one female, have,
however, a full schedule, so
that anew teacher would have
to be hired.
The science laboratories are
presently used throughout the
day, but some of the classes
held there (i.e., health) could
be held in a regular classroom.
Moreover, the request Is not
for the Queen of Peace stu-
dents to attend science lec-
tures, but rather to take part
in laboratory sessions, a few
at a time. This part of the pro-
gram would be limited to
youngsters with a particular
aptitude for science.
Related Story, Pago 10
Paul Confers
On Sudan
An Advocate Sews Summary
Missionaries—declared ana-
thema to the new state of
Sudan in March—may be per-
mitted to return there soon.
Sudan President Ibrahim
Abtioud. speaking In Cairo at
the same time that a Lebanese
intermediary spoke with the
'•°|>e in Rome has “pro-
claimed forgiveness for all
that has taken place in the
past."
The statement was in line
with a report earlier that
Lebanese Foreign Minister
road Ammun had gone to
Sudan to plead the Church's
case—and had been successful.
without a word. Ammun
then flew home from Sudan,
immediately went to Rome
and the Pope’s residence in
Castelgandolfo. They conferred
for 30 minutes and parted
without comment for the press.
It was then that Abboud
made his speech in Cairo,
charging that "some imperial-
ists had incited men in the
garb of religion to meddle in
politics and Sudan was forced
to expel them.
'These -men have led some
of our sons to carry out sub-
versive and unpatriotic activi-
ties," he said. Then he added:
"The Sudanese government
has proclaimed its forgiveness
for all that has taken place
in the past."
The missionaries—272 Cath-
olics and 28 Protestants—were
driven out of southern Sudan
last March and were charged
with causing unrest.
Agenda Out:
4th Session
For Council?
VATICAN CITY
- The
Church itself will be the first
item of business when the
third session of the Vatican
Council convenes in St. Peter’s
Basilica Sept. 14.
This was revealed July 17
when the Vatican press office
released the agenda for the
third session.
THE SCHEDULE, however,
lists only four schemata for
the Fathers’ debate and vote,
The Church, Pastoral Duties
Df Bishops, Ecumenism and
Divine Revelation, in that
order.
Nine others, including that
on the Church in the Modern
World which is said to include
a discussion of birth control—-
were not mentioned.
Presumably, this means a
fourth council session will be
held.
The agenda was sent to the
world's Bishops by Archbishop
Pericle Felici, secretary gen-
eral of the council, who also
enclosed a number of rules
changes and final texts of
schemata on Divine Revela-
tion, the Church, Missionary
Activity, and the Church in
the Modem World.
ALSO INCLUDED were two
controversial "declarations",
which have been appended to
the schema on Ecumenism—-
those on religious freedom and
on relations with the Jews.
This disclosure will settle for
a time some of the speculation
which has surrounded both dec-
larations, At first, they were
an integral part of the Ecu-
menism schema.
But later they were said to
have been seperated from it
entirely. The statement on the
Jews was once rumored to be
only a part of a statement on
all non-Christians. There was
no mention of that statement,
however, in the agenda.
MANY ITEMS in the pro-
posed schemata will require
only a vote without discussion;,
the commissions have made
changes based on last year’s
debate.
The schema on the Church(
for instance, is composed of
eight chapters, six of which
have been debated. The
Fathers will vote on amend-
ments to them.
Two other chapters on the
“eschatological nature of our
vocation and our union with
the Church in heaven” and on
“the Blessed Virgin Mary,
Mother of God, in the mystery
of Christ and tlie Church,” are
new and must be discussed on
the floor.
FOUR RULES CHANGES
have been made. The first re-
quires five days notice by all
Fathers who wish to address
the council.
Two others permit debate of
an issue after discussion has
ended, if the speaker repre-
sents more than 70 Bishops.
Another permits the four Car-
dinal moderators to require
Fathers who intend lo speak
on the same subject to elect
one or two spokesmen.
Tlie last -rule forbids distri-
bution of pamphlets or books
in or near the council hall
without special permission.
This was occasioned by last
year’s controversy over "lob-
bying” by council periti on
the steps of St. Peter’s.
On the Inside...
A CRUCIAL TIME for the country of
Chile looms this fall. For an anal-
ysis of the political situation and its
relationship to the Church, see Page 14
A MOVING glimpse of the struggles of
Laotian refugees from Communism
comes via the 17-day diary of
fugitive priest on page 15
THE ADULT PERSONALITY Is pro-
foundly influenced by those early
years when boys and girls first no-
tice each other. The Question Box
examines the problems on Page 4
THE 5 TO 11 SHIFT - Cloistered Dominican nuns in Villanueva del Arzobispo, Spain,
received permission to set aside their sewing and contemplative custom, to labor be-side work men to renovate Santa Ana Convent, founded in 1540. Cowed by a repair
estimate of $7,000, the nuns embarked on the do-it-yourself project, which occupies
them from 5 a.m. to 11 p.m. daily, as shown above.
Approved New Text of Mass for the People
The approved text for the ordinary parts
of the Mass pertaining to the people, approved
hy the VS, Conference of Bishops and the
Holy See, prepared hy the Bishops' Commission
of the Liturgical Apostolate, and now being
printed for general distribution.
The Liturgy of the Word of God
Entrance Rite
Kyrie
Priest: Lord, have mercy.
People: Lord, have mercy.
Priest: Lord, have mercy.
People: Christ, have mefey.
Priest: Christ, have mercy.
People: Christ, have mercy.
Priest: Lord, have mercy.
People: Lord, have mercy.
Priest: - Lord, have mercy.
Gloria
Priest: Glory to God in the highest.
People: And on earth peace to men of good
will. •
We praise you. We bless you. We wor-
ship you. We glorify you. *
We give you thanks for your great
glory. *
Lord God, heavenly King, God the
Father almighty. *
Lord Jesus Christ, the only-begotten
Son. •
Lord God, Lamb of God, Son of the
Father. *
You, who take away the sins of the
world, have mercy on us. *
You, who take away the sins of the
world, receive our prayer. *
You, who sit at the right hand of the
Father, have mercy on us.
•
For you alone are holy. *
You alone are Lord. •
Vou alone, 0 Jesus Christ, are most
high, *
-4-With the Holy Spirit, in the glory of
God the Father. Amen.
The Prayer (Collect)
Priest: Dominus vobiscum.
People: Et cum spiritu tuo.
Priest: Oremus
.
.
• - - per omnia saecula saeculorum.
People: Amen.
The Word of God
Epistle
Server (at low Mass) concludes: Thanks be to
God.
Gospel
Deacon (or Priest):The Lord be with you.
People: And with your spirit.
Deacon (or Priest) :-fA reading from the holy
Gospel according to
Matthew
. . .
People: Glory to you, 0 Lord.
Server (at low Mass) concludes: Praise to vou
0 Christ. ’
Creed
Priest: I believe in one God.
People: The Father almighty, maker of heaven
and earth, * and of all things visible
and invisible. *
And I believe in one Lord, Jesus
Christ, * the only-begotten Son of
God.
Born of the Father before all ages.
*
God of God, Light of Light, true God
of true God. •
Begotten, not made, *
of one substance with the Father. •
By whom all things were made. •
Who for us men and for our salvation
came down from heaven. *
And he became flesh by the Holy Spirit
of the Virgin Mary: *
and was made man. *
He was also crucified for us, *
suffered under Pontius Pilate, and
was buried. *
And on the third day he rose again,
according to the Scriptures. *
He ascended into heaven and sits at the
right hand of the Father. *
He will come again in glory to judge
the living and the dead. *
And of his kingdom there will be no
end. *
And I believe in the Holy Spirit, the
Lord and Giver of life,
*
who proceeds from the Father and the
Son. •
Who together with the Father and the
son is adored and glorified, *
and who spoke through the prophets. *
And one holy, Catholic, and Apostolic
Church. *
I confess one baptism for the forgive-
ness of sins. •
And 1 await the resurrection of the
dead. *
-j-And the life"of the world to come.
Amen.
The Ulurgy of the Eucharist
7he Preparation of the Gifts
Offertory
Priest: The Lord be with you.
People: And with your spirit.
Priest: Let us pray.
Prayer over the Gifts (Secret)
Priest: . . . per omnia saecula saeculorum.
People: Amen.
The Eucharistic Prayer
Preface
Priest: Dominus vobiscum.
People: Et cum spiritu tuo.
Priest: Sursum corda.
People: Habemus ad Dominum.
Priest: Gratias agamus Domino Deo Nostro.
People: Dignum et iustum est.
Sanctus
People: Holy, holy, holy Lord God of hosts. *
Heaven and earth are filled with your
glory. *
Hosanna in the highest. *
-(-Blessed is he who comes in the name
of the Lord. *
Hosanna in the highest.
Conclusion of Canon
Priest:
... per omnia saecula saeculorum.
People: Amen.
The Eucharistic Banquet
The Lord’s Prayer
Priest: Let us pray: Taught by our Savior’s
command and formed by the word of
God, we dare to say:
People: Our Father, who art in heaven, *
hallowed be thy name; •
thy kingdom come;
•
thy will be done on earth as it is in
heaven. •
Give us this day our daily bread; *
and forgive us our trespasses *
as we forgive those who trespass
against us;
*
and lead us not into temptation, *
but deliver us from evil. *
Amen.
Prayer for Peace
Priest: . . . per omnia saecula saeculorum.
People: Amen.
Priest: Pax Domini sit semper vobiscum.
People: Et cum spiritu tuo.
Agnus Del
People: Lamb of God, who take away the sins
of the world,
* have mercy on us.
*
Lamb of God, who take away the sins
of the world, * have mercy on us. *
Lamb of God, who take away the sins
of the world, * grant us peace.
(In Requiem Masses: . . . grant them rest . . .
grant them rest . . . grant them eternal rest.)
Communion of the Faithful
Priest: Behold the Lamb of God, * behold him
who takes away the sins of the world.
People (three times): Lord, I am not worthy
that you should come under my roof.*
Speak but the word and my soul will
be healed.
Priest: The Body of Christ.
Communicant: Amen.
Postcommunion Prayer
Priest: Dominus vobiscum.
People: Et cum spiritu tuo.
Priest: Oremus . . .
. . . per omnia saecula saeculorum.
People: Amen.
Dismissal
Priest: The Lord be with you.
People: And with your spirit.
Deacon (or Priest): Go, the Mass is ended.
People: Thanks be to God.
(In Requiem Masses: May they rest in peace.
People: Amen.)
Blessing
Priest: May almighty God bless you, the
Father, and the Son, 4- and the Holy
Spirit.
People: Amen.
They Deigned to Erase
Mass's ‘Bible English’
PORTLAND, Ore., Thou
shalt see no “Bible English”
in the Mass this fall, when
the liturgy changes take effect
in the U.S.
That was the word from one
of the translators. Rev. Ray-
mond E. Brown, S.S., profes-
sor at St. Mary's Seminary in
Baltimore, who lectured at
Marylhurst College here.
INSTEAD, he said, the faith-
ful will get a “new. up-to-date
translation designed for intel-
ligibility.” The "thous’’ and
“thefts” and other archaisims
which plagued missal-users for
years have gone.
But the change won't make
cf —w*,osc language
w*ar%rtfth admired by poets
as theologians—any more pe-
destrian, he said.
Father Brown gave an ex-
ample from the Gospel of St.
John, which he translated for
the new Confraternity edition.
“The long speeches of Our
Lord will be set up in a form
like poetry—in a solemn, poet-
ic style of speech.”
The language, said Father
Brown, will reflect what the
New Testament really was:
conversational English will re-
flect the spoken Greek used at
the time the Scripture were
written.
THE SUBJECT later switch-
ed to a “common Bible” for
Catholics and Protestants,
which quickly divided into two
problems for ecumenists.
A Bible which would be read
by both Catholics and Prot-
estants would be very hard to
achieve, said Father Brown.
Most Protestants prefer the
King James version, and Cath-
olics would likely cling to the
Confraternity.
But "if you mean one that
official groups could recognize,
that’s a possibility. We could
really almost recognize exist-
ing translations,” he said.
Greek Church Rules Out
Observers at 3rd Session
ATHENS (RNS) The Holy
Synod of the Orthodox Church
in Greecehas ruled against ap-
pointment of delegate-observ-
ers to the Second Vatican
Council’s third session.
The Orthodox Church In
Greece has been most hesitant
in considering relations with
the Roman Catholic Church.
It refused to attend the Second-
Pan-Orthodox Conference at
Rhodes last year when the
agenda disclosed that Orthodox
representation at the council
and a proposed Orthodox-
Catholic dialogue would be dis-
cussed.
Augustin Cardinal Bea’s Se-
retariat for Promoting Christ-
ian Unity had extended an in-
vitation, and there had been
some speculation that an ob-
server would be sent. Metro-
politan Damaskinos of Volos,
a member of the Synod, said
in June that he was hopeful
that observers would be ap-
pointed.
Archbishop Chrysostomos of
Athens and All Greece had pre-
viously described dialogue with
the Vatican as "futile." How-
ever, the Greek dialogue on
“equal terms," agreed to par-
ticipate in the ecumenical proj-
ect.
The Greek Church agreed in
June to attend the Third Pan-
Orthodox Conference at Rhodes
in late September, and three
"consecutive” delegates were
named: Metropolitans Chrysos-
tom of Argolis, Dionyssios of
Trikala and Meletios of Ky-
theria. Appointed to act as
aides to the delegation were
lay theologians John Karmirii
and Panayotis Tremelas.
To Observe
Presbyterians
FRANKFURT, Germany
(RNS) Two priests have
been named by the Vatican
Secretariat for Promoting
Christian Unity as official ob-
servers the first at the
19th General Council of the
World Presbyterian Alliance
Aug. 3-13.
They are Revs. James
Quinn, S.J., of Edinburgh,
Scotland, and A. Thijssen of
the Netherlands.
Augustin Cardinal Bea, head
of the Vatican secretariat,
said their presence will lead
“to a greater understanding of
the Alliance by members of
our Church, and will be a
very positive contribution
towards deepening and
strengthening the ties which
already exist between the
World Presbyterian Alliance
and the Catholic Church.”
Clergy Retreat
For Protestants
FAULKNER, Md. (NC) -
More than 40 non-Catholic
clergymen, all that can be ac-
commodated, have signed up
for the third annual retreat
for fellow Christian clergymen
at the Jesuit Loyola-on-Poto-
mac Retreat House here.
Rev. Avery Dulles, S.J., the-
ology professor at Woodstock
(Md.) College, will conduct the
retreat July 27-29.
Japanese Bow
To Eucharist
TOKYO The traditional
Japanese bow has replaced the
practice of genuflecting beforo
the Holy Eucharist.
That was the decree of the
Japanese Bishops’ Conference,
which met to consider litur-
gical changes brought about
by the Vatican Council.
The Bishops also eliminated
genuflecting and kisaing the
Bishop’s ring, except where
required in liturgical func-
tions.
Laity Prepare
For Congress
ROME (NC) Forty ex-
perts from 15 countries have
met here to prepare for the
third World Congress of the
Lay Apostolate.
The congress will meet
sometime after the ecumenical
council ends, and its agenda
will be affected, if not deter-
mined, by the course the coun-
cil takes. For the present,
preparatory studies have cent-
ered on Christ’s prayer for
unity and faith “that all maybe one . . . that the world
may believe."
The four-day meeting was
held under the auspices of the
Permanent Committee for In-
ternational Congresses of the
Lay Apostolate. Two repre-
sentatives of the World Coun-
cil of Churches attended the
meeting as observers.
'Ecumenical' Aid
For Orthodox
HUNTINGTON, L.I. (NC) -
Since fire levelled St. Paras-
kevi church, 400 Greek Ortho-
dox families from the north
shore of Long Inland have
been attending services at St.
Peter’s Lutheran church in
Huntington Station.
Now they are transferring to
St. Patrick’s Catholic parish
here. Greek Orthodox Services
are expected to continue in the
parish until completion of a
new St. Paraskevi church next
year.
Reason for the change was
the desire of the Orthodox to
have their services on Sunday
mornings rather than Sunday
afternoons, as was necessary
at the Lutheran church. At St
Patrick’s, the Orthodox have
the use of the parish auditor-
ium. Religious instruction and
Greek-language classes for 175
children will begin there in the
fall.
Cardinal Opposed Council?
HisDiary Says Otherwise
c-ITSKto £ SC SSTSS
calling an ecumenical council.
01
The entry, dated Jan. 20, 1959, reads:
•’lmportant audience. Yesterday afternoon His Holiness
reflected and meditated on the program of his pontificate.
“He had three ideas: Roman synod, ecumenical council
updating the Code of Canon Law. H« wants to announce these
three points next Sunday to the Cardinals after the ceremonies
of St. Taul.
“I say to the Holy Father (who is questioning me) ’I like
things that are beautiful and new. Now these three points are
very beautiful and the manner of first announcing them to the
Cardinals Is new (but linked to ancient Papal traditions) and is
most opportune,' ”
The Holy Father’s Week
Pauses on a Summer Journey
CASTELGANDOLFO, Italy—
Pope Paul arrived at his sum-
mer home here in the hills
1G miles from Rome after
holding his regular weekly au-
dience and visiting two Ro-
man churches.
At St. Agatha's Church In
Trastevcrc he paused to pray
before the statue of Our Lady
of Mt. Carmel. The church
was decorated for an annual
festival during which the statue
is carried through the streets.
The Pontiff then went to St.
Agatha's, titular church of Po-
land's Stefan Cardinal
Wyszinski, where he gave a
brief talk. He then gave the
apostolic blessing from a Vat-
ican office building and left for
his summer home. He Is ex-
pected to return well before
the third council session opens
Sept. 14.
Before giving his blessing to
20,000 pilgrims, Pope Paul
spoke on the relationship be-
tween the laity and the Pope.
The honor paid to the Pontiff,
he said, "is paid to the keys
that is, the power put
into his hand. It is paid to the
authority of teacher, priest
and pastor that has been con-
ferred on him."
"The meaning of all this
magnificence," the Pope con-
tinued, "Is above all an act
of faith that the Church, after
so many centuries, still surely
pronounces.
"It is as though she were
proclaiming in full voice:
•Yes, this Is he, Peter Tu
es Petrus,’ repeating with all
the magnificence of worship
she can muster the wonders
which Christ brought about.
“This is no effort of vanity.
Rather, it Is an effort of de-
votion, designed to give evid-
ence to a Gospel fact deci-
sive for the history of the
world and the spiritual lot of
mankind. •
In Trastevere, Pope Paul
stopped his motorcade in a
small square to visit an old
woman paralysed for 20 years,
climbed four flights of stairs
to her tiny room, prayed with
her and give his blessing.
Pope Paul continued his
Sunday audiences from the
balcony of his summer villa,
led visitors in reciting the An-
gelus and prayed for world-
wide peace and an end to the
threat of war.
He also called for prayers
for “countries which are still
troubled by so many internal
upheavals, lest they lose the
sense of their mission of peace
and of justice in the midst of
humanity."
The Pope's greetings went
through a telephone hookup to
crowds In St. Peter’s square.
Rest, Stay Alive
VATICAN CITY (NC)—Pope
Paul VI wished thousands of
visitors here a happy vacation
and warned them to be careful
on the roads.
He urged all to be prudent
and farsighted in averting ac-
cidents and to use their vaca-
tions as a time for physical
rest, but not at the expense
of the spirit. "Indeed, let the
spirit also find its rest in this
period so that it can then start
again on Its path of work, and
duty," he said.
•
‘Anxiety of Mother’
CASTELGANDOLFO, Italy
(RNS)—Pope Paul VI said
here that the Church has the
“anxiety and love of a moth-
er” and cannot remain "indif-
ferent to the spiritual conse-
quences coming from the pop-
ulation Increase and constant
industrialization.”
The Pontiff's comment was
made when he received Dr.
Belisarius Moreno Hueyo, Ar-
gentina's new ambassador to
the Holy See. His reference
to the population Increase
came in speaking of develop-
ments in social matters and
in religious fields.
The remark had added sig-
nificance. some observers
said, in view of the fact that
last June the Pope disclosed
that the Church was engaged
in studies Involving new de-
velopments In birth control.
PAYING A CALL - Pope Paul chats with seminarians from various mission countries
during a recent visit to St. Peter the Apostle College in Rome.
Clothes Don’t
Make the Pope
VATICAN CITY - Pope
Paul, wearing a gold and
white silk mantle, was com-
paring it with the rough
fisherman’s clothing worn
by the first Pope, St. Peter.
"Is this Peter?" he
asked.
"Would not tRe poor
cloak of a fisherman and
a pilgrim give a more
faithful Image of Peter than
this pontifical and regal
mantle which his successor
is wearing?
"It could be. But this
mantle does not rule out
that cloak! This grandiose
clothing" signifies the
Church’* “act of taitfc" In
the Pope as successor of
St. Peter: "Yes, this Is he,
Peter."
Prelate Refused
Pass to Austria
BONN (NC) The apostolic
administrator of the Hungarian
Archdiocese ' of Esztergom.
Msgr. Artur Schwarz-Eggen-
hofer, has been refused permis
aion by the Hungarian govern-
ment to attend the 50th an-
niversary of his graduation
from the University of Vienna,
Austria.
People in the News
Stefcn Cardinal Wyszynski
of Poland will visit the U.S.
and Canada in 1966 to mark
the I,oooth anniversary of the
Christianization of Poland.
Most. Rev. Adrien M. Cimi-
chella, 0.5.M., Canadian Prov-
incial of the Servlet Fathers,
has been consecrated titular
Bishop of Quiza and auxiliary
Bishop of Montreal.
Archbishop Sergio Pignedoli
has been named apostolic
delegate to Ganada, replacing
Archbishop Scbastiano Hag,-
gio, who has been named nun
cio to Brazil.
Msgr. Luis Bellottl of the
Papal Internunciature of Tur-
key, has been named Titular
Archbishop of Voncariana and
Apostolic Delegate to West Af-
rica, a post vacated by Arch-
bishop Sergio Pignedoli.
David L. Lawrence, former
Pennsylvania Governor, will
receive the annual Labor Day
award of the Pittsburgh Dio-
cese.
Frank Mcthe, photographer
for the New Orleans Clarion
Herald, whose photos of Mi-
chelangelo’s Pieta were repro-
duced in The Advocate recent-
ly, has defeated 1,300 other en-
tries for top prize in the
monthly National Press Photo-
graphers Association contest.
Bertha Tiber, former U.S.
Public Health Service nursing
supervisor in Alaska, has been
appointed medical projects su-
pervisor for the Papal Volun-
teers for Latin America.
Patriarch Alberto Gori,
0.F.M., Latin Rite Patriarch
of Jerusalem, marked his 50th
anniversary as a priest July
19.
Rev. John H. Louis of Dun-
more, Pa., has been appointed
assistant vice rector of North
American College in Rome.
Ildcbfando Cardinal Antoni-
utti, prefect of the Sacred
Congregation of Religious,
has been named to the Sacred
Congregation of Seminaries
and Universities.
Dr. Oswald C.J. Hoffmann of
St. Louis, Mo., speaker on the
Lutheran Hour radio program,
will be a guest at the third
Vatican Council session.
Causes
... •?
Rev. Timoteo Gioecardo,
S.S.P., vicar general of tha
Pauline Fathers who died in
1948. His beautification cause
has been introduced before
Congregation of Rites.
Magglorino Vigolungi, an as-
pirant to the Paulines who
died in 1917 at the age of 13,
one year after he entered the
society. Congregation of Rites
is examining his writings prior
to introduction of beatification
cause.
Sister Marie Theodora Voi-
ron, who opened several
houses of the Sisters of St.
Joseph of Chambery in Brazil.
Born April 6, 1835, died in
Brazil. Her beatification cause
has been introduced befor#
Rites Congregation.
Rev. Louis Tijssen, a Dutch
priest who died in 1929 as pas-
tor in Sittard. His writings
have been examined in beat-
ification cause.
Sister Nemesla Valle, mis-
tress of novices of the Sis-
ters of Charity of St. Vincent
de Paul in Italy. Died in 1916.
Her writings have been ex-
amined in beatification cause.
Angela Salawa, a Polish
member of the Third order of
St. Franclj, who died in 1922
in Cracow. Her writings have
been examined in beatification
cause.
Workers’ Institute
VATICAN CITY (RNS) -
Pope Paul has approved the
establishment in Vatican City
of an institute for spiritual as-
sistance to workers. Named
for St. Paul the Apostle, it will
be set up with funds provided
by a Roman nobleman.
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Here today?
where tomorrow?
With some moving companies, you’re never
quite sure. Engel’s centralized control office
keeps tabs on ALL our vans, eliminat-
ing delays and lost shipments. With
an Engel move, you’re here
today and there tomorrow.
EL 4-7800
Engel Brothers? Inc.
world-wide moving
Loyola U. Center in Rome
—A Unique Experiment
By JAMES C. O’NEILL
ROME (NC) A unique
and successful experiment
in American education is the
Loyola University of Chicago
Center in Rome, where some
200 American college students
are getting an education both
Inside and outside the class-
room.
Rome's Loyola center is the
only American-operated col-
legiate center abroad which
conducts all of its classes in
English strictly according to
American college accredita-
tion. Its one-year liberal arts
student body cf 95 girls and
101 boys is drawn from more
than 40 U.S. colleges and uni-
versities.
THE CENTER ends its sec-
ond full year this June with a
record much to be envied by
many American institutions.
The center is the brainchild
of mild-mannered, Maltese-
born Rev. John Felice, S.J.,
who joined the Jesuits in
Malta, then studied suc-
cessively in Belgium, Ireland,
Weston, Mass., and Spokane,
Wash., before being assigned
permanently to the Chicago
province in 1951. At Loyola,
he taught a course in the his-
tory of art and began con-
ducting European student
tours. From this it was a step
—a long one— to the idea
of a full university center
abroad.
Loyola's operation differs
from that of many other
American universities which
have foreign education cen-
ters, many of which are af-
filiated, or at least tied into,
the educational structure of
various national universities.
Father Felice explained:
"Our center, which conducts
Its own classes and is fully
accredited by American uni-
versity standards avoids lots
of the problems facing Ameri-
can students studying abroad.
They are outside the political
problems of the foreign uni-
versity. European universities
are hotbeds of politics.
"Students have to know
what political line their profes-
sors hold and what they are
getting themselves into, which
is not easy in one short year.
Moreover, we have solved the
language problem and the ac-
ceptance by American univer-
sities of courses studied
abroad.”
Today the center of-
fers 34 courses in history,
philosophy, theology (required
of ail students), classics, Eng-
lish literature, Italian, psy-
chology, art and political
science. Normally it accepts
only sophomores or juniors.
The faculty numbers about
20, including part-time instruc-
tors. Only two Jesuits are on
a full-time basis, Father Felice
anc the situdent counselor,
Father Richard Braun, S.J.
Buildings and land are
loaned by the Italian govern-
ment, which also is responsible
for all maintenance. The
screening of applicants is done
by Loyola University in
Chicago. This year there were
800 applications, but only
slightly more than 200 places.
The center is sometimes
less costly than a full year
at anAmerican university. For
$2,200 the accepted student
gets transportation to and
from Chicago, full tuition,
board and room and a 15-day
tour in the Middle East over
tlie Christmas holidays.
BY FAR THE greatest as-
set. Father Felice said, Is the
center's location in Rome.
To give the students the
chance to profit as much as
possible from the year in
Italy, the center schedules
classes from Monday through
Thursday only. The last three
days of the week are left for
touring.
While a four-day class week
sounds easy it isn't, since
classes often run as late as
10:30 p.m.
‘ The groat fning is to watch
them grow,” said Father
Felice “to see them become
independent, curious and open
to new things. Probably not
20% of the students who come
here have gone into a museum
or attended a concert except
when taken by a teacher. Now
they arrange their own plans,
arrange their own tours. They
arc off to -romped or to Flor-
ence or climbing around the
Roman Forum and going in
groups to the opera because
they are aware of the limited
time to take advantage of the
opportunity that has been
given them.”
Pax Romana Told
To ‘Get Involved’
WASHINGTON. D.C. - In-
volvement, segregated schools
and the need for education to
aid developing nations were
the concerns of speakers at
the biennial assembly of Pax
Romana here.
Pax Romana is an inter-
national association of Catho-
lic Student organizations with
headquarters located in Ge-
neva, Switzerland.
ATTY. GEN. Robert F. Ken-
nedy discussed the role of the
Church in modern times and
asked those who "possess a
faith and believe in the equal-
ity of the individual” to help
their neighbors.
The said he was "dismayed”
that some Catholic schools re-
main segregated in spite of the
Church’s teaching and the
statements of American Bish-
ops.
He ended by challenging
young Catholics to become in
involved in solving their na-
tion's problems. “You will
hear about poverty and mis-
ery, but will you work?” he
asked.
Rev. Theodore M. Hesburgh,
C.S.C., president of Notre
Dame University said that un-
iversities are obliged to pro-
vide the technology and the
leadership to help developing
nations realize their potential
and prevent political chaos
from ruining them.
He called for planning and
proper emphasis in educating
people for the needs of their
nation.
Feis at Fair
NEW YORK - The United
Irish Counties Association will
piesent a feis at the Singer
Bowl of the New York World’s
Fair. The event is set for Aug.
1-2 6 p.m.
Offers New Role
To Ex-Teachers
NEWARK In an attempt
to fill the need for approxi-
mately 100 lay teachers in
Catholic elementary schools of
the Newark Archdiocese, Msgr.
Joseph P. Tuite, superinten-
dent of schools, has issued a
call for retired public school
teachers to apply for positions.
He pointed out that teach-
ers on pension are permitted
to accept salaries from non-
public agencies, such as paro-
chial schools, and stressed that
such teachers would be engag-
ing in a satisfying activity and
performing a community ser-
vice by accepting positions in
understaffed Catholic schools.
Msgr. Tuite has Invited ap-
plications at his office, 542
South Orange Ave., South
Orange. Applicants’ qualifica-
tions will be forwarded to
school principals.
State Aid Snubs
Church Schools
JACKSON, Miss. (RNS)
The Mississippi Legislature has
authorized a grant-to-students
program to permit them to at-
tend segregated schools.
Acting quickly to counteract
the effect of federal court ord-
ers to desegregate certain
classes in the public schools,
the legislators authorized pay-
ment of $lB5 per child to per-
mit attendance at private
schools.
After a long debate, the Leg-
islature voted to exclude such
grants when the children
choose to attend church-related
schools.
Because the bill passed auth-
orizes grants “regardless of
race,” grants could be avail-
able to Negro students wishing
to attend private schools. Ob-
servers here doubted that Ne-
gro children would apply.
St. Mary’s College
Goes Coed in Fall
COLUMBUS, Ohio (NC) -
St. Mary of the Springs Col-
lege here will become a co-
educational institution this fall,
Sister Mary Angelita, 0.P.,
president, has announced.
A women's school since its
founding in 1911, the college
will admit male students to its
upper classes this fall and
next.
It will accept freshmen in
the fall of 1966.
Laywoman Named Head
Of Paulist Parish School
NEW YORK- A Catholic
lay woman, Dr. Ann M. Wal-
lace, has been appointed prin
cipal of St. Paul the Apostle
School, operated by the Holy
Cross Sisters here.
She is believed to be the
first lay principal of a school
operated by Sisters in the
Archdiocese of New York.
Mother M. Loreto, provincial
superior of the order, said Dr.
Wallace was appointed to
develop a program of urban
education to meet the demands
of children in an integrated
parochial elementary school.
Dr. Wallace has been a full-
time educational and voca-
tional counselor for the New
York City public school's
Higher Horizons program for
bright underprivileged child-
ren. Since 1961 she has been
an assistant professor of edu-
cation at Fordham University
summer sessions.
The Paulist Fathers who
administer St. Paul's parish,
are reactivating pre-grammar
schbol classes, one of which
will be a class taught in ‘lie
revolutionary Montcssori meth-
od. St. Paul’s is providing
in-service training for its
teachers, in association with
Fordham University, and is
seeking ways to reacli more
effectively its 750 students of
national and ethnic differences
CHIEF OF STAFF - Dr. Ann M. Wallace, new principal of
St. Paul's School, New York, is shown in front of the
school with Mother M. Loretto (left) provincial superior
of the Sisters of the Holy Cross who staff the school, and
Sister Paul Francis, assistant principal.
To Train Future Priests
In Parishes for a Year
ARRAS, France (NC)
Starting next year, deacons in
this diocese will be ordained
priests only after working for
a year in a parish church,
Bishop Gerard Huyghe has
announced.
The year's service in a par-
ish church is regarded as nec-
essary pastoral training. Bish-
op Huyghe said that while in
the past seminarians received
only theoretical instruction, to-
day it is necessary to allow
future priests to have direct
pastoral experience by taking
part personally in apostolic
activities.
"I want to emphasize that
the deacons during their pre-
paratory work will not simply
be trainees. They will receive
an official appointment which
will give them concrete pas-
toral responsibilities within
the parish staff,” the Bishop
said.
“Up to now the diocese has
been relying only upon sem-
inaries’ teachers for the mak-
ing of future priests. By now
they are no longer solely re-
sponsible: in this field really
both priests and parishioners
share their part of responsibi-
lity.
It is a work of the whole
Church to direct a deacon to-
ward priesthood.”
Bishop Huyghe said that al-
though it is true that a parish
receives spiritual and aposto-
lic formation from its clergy,
it is by no means less true
that the parish itself can give
much to its clergy.
On School Prayer:
A Ruling, A Promise
An Advocate News Summary
The Supreme Court prayer
rulings were seconded in one
court and eyed with caution
in another as local authori-
ties continued to test them.
In Wilmington, Del., a three-
judge Federal panel junked
that state’s law requiring
prayer and Bible reading at
the opening of each school
day.
STATE ATTORNEY General
David P. Bruckson, in order-
ing the practice to continue
after the high court rulings,
had held that his Delaware
law was different from those
ruled unconstitutional.
The suit, brought by an
East Dover couple with three
children, was supported by the
American Civil Liberties
Union.
In Lewisburg, Pa., a U.S.
District Court Judge postponed
a decision on a plan to re-
quire study of the Bible as
‘‘literature and historical doc-
ument” in the Cornwall-Leb-
anon schools.
The joint school board had
originally ordered Bible read-
ing in class in defiance of the
court rulings, then abandoned
it for the Bible study course.
The judge told the couple
appealing the board’s action
that he will withhold decision
until the course is in op-
eration.
Can’t Afford
The Ghetto,
He Says
NEW YORK (NC) - Cath-
olic schools today cannot af-
ford to be “merely oases in a
wicked world,” Brother Luke
Maurelius, F.S.C., president of
Christian Brothers College in
Memphis, Tenn., said.
Catholic schools should be
"integrated elements in the
community where learning
must be whole —a synthesis
of the newly oriented religion
experiments and the best sec-
ular scholarship,” he said.
BROTHER LUKE spoke at
the 25th annual conference of
the Christian Brothers Educa-
tional Association at Manhat-
tan College.
He said Catholic educators
today are asking new ques-
tions as they consider the fu-
ture of Catholic education.
"Authority may have satis-
fied us in past generations;
thus one wants answers,” he
said.
"The past is being ques-
tioned by Catholic and Protes-
tants, theologians and philoso-
phers, sociologists and politi-
cians all of them in a
search for greater unity, un-
derstanding and progress," he
said. "Today’s Christian does
not ask: What is man? He
asks: Who am I? Who is my
neighbor? What arc our duties
that arise from our interde-
pendence?"
Brother Luke said the Amer-
ican Catholic "has come out
of the ghetto and learned that
one family under God is not
only possible but desirable. He
feels able to synthesize his
American cultural-intellectual
life with his spiritual life; his
allegiances to the city of God
and the city of man are no
longer mutually exclusive."
YOU SUPPORT us when you
support our advertisers.
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ALL OF OUR LADY PEPPERELL SHEETS
ARE ON SALE...HERE, 3 TOP FAVORITES
popular colored scalloped
Homs on pure white percale
72x108" 2,99 rag. 3.49
One of our Lady Pepperell beat sellers at
regular price . . . mighty fast to go when
they’re sale prioed. White with a touch of
elegance in their colored scalloping accents
of pink, blue, maize, green or white.
81*108", regularly 3.99
42*38"
oaae, regularly 1.25-
-3.49
_99c
now "Fleur do Us" print
percales by L. Pepperell
72x108" or a
j§g% ,
tw. bottom 35«19 rag. 3.99
New and fast becoming one of our biggest
hits, with its editing arrangement of motif
and color. Overall pattern with piped pastel
border an flat sheets| over-all design onfitted
Ivottom*. Pink, blue, green or yellow.
81x108" or dbl. fitted, regularly 4.99 4,49
42*38" ease, regularly 1.35 1.19
"Peeress" white combed
percales with Pfma cotton
72x108" 2.99 rag. 3.99
e
lltimatoin high count luxury percale, blend,
ing selected 75% Upland American cotton
yama with 85% aflkeMoA Pfana.
81*108", regularly 4.79 _ J.yg
90*108", regularly 5.49 A79
twin fitted bottom, regularly 4.19 1.1» * wbw*“*/ -e.Ay *P.I
*whlo fitted bottom, regularly 4.99 9.1
42*38" oaae, regularly 1.19 94
PHONE and mull order* filled on 3.01 or mora. Domestic*, Fourth Floor. Also at BAST ORANGE and SUMMIT
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Equality Reaffirmed
President Johnson made history on
July 2 when he signed the Civil Rights
Act. He used 72 pens to sign his name so
the assembled dignitaries could have a
memento of the occasion. A century ago,
equal rights for all were signed in blood;
in 1964, equal rights were signed in ink
with the prayer that "those honored dead
shall not have died in vain.”
- “THIS LAW DOES NOT restrict the
freedom of any American,” commented
the President. “It does say the only limit
to a man’s hope for happiness and for the
future of his children shall be his own
ability. It does say that those who are
equal before God, shall now also be equal
in the polling place, in the classroom, in
the factories, and in hotels and restau-
rants and theaters and other places that
provide service to the public.”
Whites must realize that “keeping
the Negro in his place” means accepting
him as an equal human being.
The Negro is often challenged:
“Prove yourself and you’ll get your
rights.” This is so much nonsense. The
Negro has natural rights simply because
he is human; he has certain inalienable
rights simply because he is an American
citizen. Why must he prove himself to get
what he should already have?
The time for political promises ha.s
long since passed; the time for Sunday
morning platitudes must give way to Mon-
day morning changes of attitudes. Because
the whites have lost their audience; the
Negro is not listening he’s marching
to Washington, through streets of violence
in Mississippi and Alabama. He wants ac-
tion now because his equality was reaf-
firmed this month through the Civil
Rights Act.
THE NEGRO HAS WON a signal vic-
tory in the act he has the law of the
land on his side. His eventual total eman-
cipation seems inevitable. Whites can no
longer run away from the problem by
pretending it doesn’t exist or by attempt-
ing to wipe it out with bayonets and po-
lice dogs. It behooves whites to recognize
and implement the law, and Negroes to
calmly stride forward under its protec-
tion.
Honestly facing up to a sticky situa-
tion by both sides is half the battle; inter-
communication between races through
meetings, education from the pulpit, in
the schools, extending a brotherly hand
will lead to a dignified integration, worthy
of human beings.
Unreached Vocations
Interesting insights have come from
a recent survey on vocations in the Dio-
cese of Peoria, Illinois. Allowing for what-
ever difference if any geographical
location makes in people’s thinking, we
of Newark and Paterson might do some
long looking.
,1- CONFUSION seems to characterize
parents’ understanding of just what they
should do in the fostering of vocations.
Might this not suggest that the Councils
of Catholic Men and Women, Serra Clubs
and Family Life Apostolates and
parish organizations implement, programs
to clarify the parents’ role on the voca-
tion front? Prime time is available in the
average parish Holy Name, Rosary, PTA
or Home and School meeting for a dy-
namic presentation. A Communion break-
f4st speaker fetching for a topic has one
ready-made.
Confusion doesn’t stop with parents.
Individuals considering a religious voca-
tion appear to be confused as to their ob-
ligation to pursue the vocation they think
they have. Perhaps the course of study
for our schools and catechetical programs
needs enlargement in this area.
The consensus of replies indicates
that parents credit personal contact with
priests and religious as the strongest fac-
tor in fostering vocations. How broad is
the contact exposure of our priests and
religious? What opportunity do they have
to meet the youth of the parish who are
not their students in parish schools or
catechetical programs?
PEORIA PARENTS don’t want the
Sisters to change to modern dress. They
do hope for change in some of the re-
strictive regulations governing the Sis-
ters’ activities outside the convent and
school.
We wonder if geography makes a
difference? What do Newark and Pater-
son parents think about the unreached
vocations? You have a column in which
to speak on the opposite page!
The Family and Society
An absolute necessity for the well-
functioning of any society is a well-order-
ed family. Since the family is the basic
social jjnit of every nation, in order for
the family to function properly and to
aehieve its goal, there must be authority.
MANY REASONS have been advanc-
ed for the collapse of the American home,
of the increase in juvenile crime, drop-
outs from high school and college, the
rise of liquor and drug addiction ... all
df these are symptomatic of a more funda-
mental reason. It is hard to say whether
or not there is rebellion against the au-
thority in the home or a capitulation or
syrrender on the part of the parents. The
more one looks at the American scene,
the more one becomes convinced that the
parents of America have surrendered
their role of parental authority. Youth,
knowing this, has been taking advantage
of its absence.
As well-meaning as parents might be
in recognizing the need of authority and
yet not exercising it themselves, they find
solace in the oft repeated expression of
youth, that . . everybody is doing it."
That stupid expression has wrought
more evil in the homes of America than
any other contributing factor. Parents are
constantly challenged by the indifferent
relationships that exist in other families
and even when they attempt to exercise
their God-given authority they meet re-
bellion, which rebellion is fortified by
the spirit of the world about them.
This lack of respect for authority
finds itself in our schools, in our civic
life, im'our dfcjjv functioning, so that we
seem to be living in an age of disrespect
for lawful constituted authority. If the les-
son cannot be learned in the home and
the importance of it impressed upon the
child or teenager, how can we expect to
find it any other area of conduct? School
authorities, civil officials, policemen, law
enforcement agents, all agree that there
is a frightening lack of respect for au-
thority, and when that is lost we no long-
er live in a civilized society but, rather, in
a jungle.
IT BEHOOVES all parents to look
into own homes and find out for
themselves whether or not there is author-
ity in their home and whether or not they
are inculcating a respect for authority in
their children. Crime rate is increasing,
streets are unsafe, policemen are being
assaulted in the exercise of their duties;
all these are the results of an alarming
lack of respect for authority in our so-
ciety.
Scripture tells us that all authority
comes from God so that the God-fearing
citizen accepts authority from his parents,
his school, his civic authorities, all as
coming from God and having its source in
God.
Parents, teach respect for lawful au-
thority.
At Christ’s Fierceness,
They Tried to Stone Him
By FRANK J. SHERD
Our Lord gave His oppo-
nents answers of two sorts
those they could not answer
and those they could not even
understand. Consider an ex-
ample of the second sort. “I
gh to Him that sent me. You
shill seek me and shall not
find me. Because where 1 am,
you cannot come."
WE KNOW It was theLMes-
sias they would be seeking
and that He was the' Mcsslas.
but they did not. We know that
Hh was going to the right hand
of the Father. They did not
know that either, and He was
at no pains to clarify.
He was offering not a set
of teachings, but Himself.
who truly willed to
do God's will would be given
tlje grace to accept Him. And
thfey would accept what He
taught not because He proved
It" or they understood it, but
because He taught it.
Failure to accept Him as
Messlas was a sure proof that
A. A.
they willed their own will not
God’s.
THOSE WHO ssy Christ was
not God but the perfect man
should read these chapters
again. One feels they would
not have enjoyed His company
very much. One interchange
in particular we should read
with care. It begins with Our
Lord saying: "If you continue
in my word. . .you ahall
know the truth, and the truth
will make you free."
He was speaking to those
who had come to believe in
Him, but others were listen-
ing and they retorted angrily
that they were free already,
for they were children of
Abraham: indeed, the chil-
dren of God.
Our Lord swept both aside
with one of the fiercest things
He ever said: "You are of
your father the devil, and
what your father wants you
will do. He was a murderer
from the beginning, and he
stood not in the truth; be-
cause truth is not in him.
When he speaks a lie, ho
speaks of his own: for he is
a liar, and the father there-
of."
TO MEN BOILING .with
rage at this, Our Lord said:
"If any man keep my word,
he shall not see death for-
ever."
Here they felt they had
Him trapped. Abraham was
dead, the prophets were dead,
who did He think He was, to
offer freedom from death?
Our Lord's answer must have
seemed to go from monstrous-
ness to another.
The first "Abraham your
father rejoiced that he might
see ray day: he saw it and
was glad." The second
"Before Abraham was msde,
I am." It is hard to see what
else they could have done,
than what they did do. They
took up stones to stone Him to
death.
The Good and Bad Noted
In the Labor Movement
By MSGR. GEORGE G. HIGGINS
Director, Social Action Dept., NCWC
The current publishing sea-
son has produced three im-
portant full-length books on
the history of the American
labor movements.
THE FIRST of these—Prof.
Philip Taft's monumental
"Organized Labor in Ameri-
can History." published by
Macmillan will probably
have the field all to itself as
the definitive one-volume his
tory of the American labor
movement. As the publisher
accurately claims, it takes
over the place left by the late
John R. Commons' four-
volume "History of Labor in
the United States,” which went
no further than 1933.
Prof Taft has a distinctive
point of view which is very
much to this writer’s liking
but will be written off as old-
fashioned or ultraconserva-
tive by some of the liberal
intellectuals currently berating
the American labor movement
for its alleged lack of militan-
cy, moral fervor and creative
imagination.
"The existence of the labor
movement with its great con-
cern for the individual work,"
he says in his concluding sum-
mary, "has reduced greatly
the appeal of collectivist doc-
trines among labor. It has giv-
en the worker in the United
States a mechanism for elim-
inating discrimination and in-
justice at the place of employ-
ment unmatched in the
world.”
THE SECOND volume the
late John Brophy’s posthu-
mous autobiography, "A Min-
er's Life" will be published
in the near future by the Uni-
versity of Wisconsin Press.
Hrophy, who died last year in
his 70s, was a leader in the
United Mine Workers of Amer-
ica who broke with John L.
Lewis and later rejoined him
as one of the founders of the
C. 1.0. and its first Director of
Organization.
Would that John Brophy's
autobiography had appeared
during his lifetime so that he
might have enjoyed the favor-
able response which it will un-
doubtedly elicit. But better late
than never. Hopefully, Bro-
phy’s spirit of selfless
idealism, his opencss to
change, his hard-headed intel-
lectual curiosity and his con-
tagious optimism will help to
reinvigorate the American la-
bor movement. It will be
of real assistance to the move-
ment In redefining its essen-
tial purpose and its long-range
goals.
THE LAST of this crop is
Philip S. Foner's "The Poli-
cies and Practices of the
American Federation of La-
bor, 1900-1009" (International
Publishers, New York). I was
particularly interested in Fon-
cr’s chapter on "The Church
and Labor.” His approach is
avowedly Marxist and there-
fore very critical of both Cath-
olic and Protestant activities
in organized labor during the
first decade of this century.
"Had the theme of social
justice," Foncr concludes,
"been the only one stressed by
the Catholic and Protestant
churches, the course of Amer-
ican labor’s development
would have been different. Un-
fortunately, this theme was
subordinated to the task of
preventing organized labor
from adopting a militant pro-
gram of action and of fasten-
ing upon it a conservative
leadership which would uphold
the churches' doctrine of clays
collaboration. And all in the
name of combatting so-
cialism”
TAFT AND other compe-
tent labor historians have long
since challenged the validity
of this familiar Marxist criti-
que. For my own part, I
would merely point out that
Foner makes the obvious mis-
take of assuming that anyone
who is opposed to socialism
and to the philosophy of the
class struggle is, by definition,
a reactionary. The history of
the American labor movement
flatly contradicts this assump-
tion
Foner’s book gives added
meaning to Taft’s warning that
"serious weakening of organ
•zed labor would create a va-
cuum which might be filled
by organizations more con-
cerned with basically chang-
ing the economy than with
serving the workers of the
country."
The Press Box
Apostolate:
The Need
By JOSEPH R. THOMAS
Managing Editor
Tins is going to bo the sec-
ond in that promised series of
discussions on the apostolate,
its purpose, its forms, its di-
rections, etc.
Again I’d like to emphasize
that word “discussion." The
apostolate of the layman itself
is not new, but it is being giv-
en new emphasis after having
lain dormant for many too
many years. But if it is go-
ing to be effective in today's
world, then laymen themselves
are going to have to formulate
some of its principles. And for
that, discussion will be neces-
sary, so what I have to say
on the subject is obviously
open to debate and contradic-
tion.
I STRESS that point because
the first column elicited three
letters, one says, in effect,
"bully for you"; another say-
ing the writer would like to
talk to me about it (he hasn’t),
and a third drifting off onto
something else.
None were really of a par-
ticipatory nature and maybe
this was my fault for relying
mostly on arguments ad-
vanced by Pope Paul to out-
line the purpose of the apos-
tolate. No one, I suppose
wants to be put in the posi-
tion of seeming to argue with
Pope Paul, at least not in pub-
lic.
At any rate, the point was
made that the purpose of the
apostolate is primarily to
bring Christ to the secular
world and secondarily to bring
secular insights to bear on the
inner life of the Church itself.
HOWEVER, a worthy pur-
pose is one thing; the need for
it is something else. For in-
stance, one of the original
aims of the Holy Name So-
ciety was to encourage fre-
quent Communion, You can
get an argument that the pur-
pose is superfluous today when
most Holy Name men are
weekly Communicants.
So, is there a real need for
conscious lay action in secular
and Church affairs today?
Let's leave the discussion
about lay action within the
Church for another time and
take up the question of lay ac-
tivity in the secular sphere. 1
Look around at any of to-
day’s social institutions the
family, big business, labor,
government, the schools, the
courts, yes even the commun-
ity, that is, the very block you
live on. Is there any sign at
all that these institutions, or
those who guide them, are mo-
tivated by a love of God re-
flected in a real love for man,
the image of God? Or are
they motivated by temporal
goals desire for power, ma-
terial progress, I-know-what’s-
best-for-you humanism, per-
sonal gratification?
IF A CHRISTIAN motivation
is lacking then there is not
only a need but a sore need
for the lay apostolate because
man. today is at the mqrcy of
social institutions at the
mercy of other men more
than ever before in history.
Not man, really, but Christ,
because each man has Christ
within him and “whatsoever
you did for the least of
these . . ."
Thus Christ must be seen in
all men. The teacher must see
Christ in his student, the fa-
ther in his son, the worker in
his foreman, the jailer in the
thief, the white man in the
black man (and vice versa).
BUT TO SEE Christ in oth-
ers there must be a conscious-
ness of Christ within oneself.
And this consciousness will
bring with It the realization
that Chrlst-likencss Is not the
governing factor in today’s so-
ciety.
This being so, and mass re-
newal being unlikely, it be-
comes that we
who bear the name Christian
imprint the stamp of Chris-
tianity —of Christ-likencss—-
on that area of society ip
which we work and live and
play; that area of society
which has shut Christ out,
that area of society which will
be without Christ, which will
act without Christ, unless we
the layman bring Him
there. In us.
The Question Box
All of a Sudden,
Girls Are There
In the light of what was said
last week concerning the need
for oponess to “the other,” the
role of sexuality in personal
growth and development is one
of vital importance. For not
only does our sexual appetite
lead us outward toward oth-
ers, it also provides a most
natural and immediate way of
expressing one’s openess of
spirit before "the other”.
Those of us still young at
heart should be able to recall
and appreciate the role our
sexuality played in weaning us
from the narrow womblike
world of the gang. There was
a time we are speaking
from our male viewpoint
when "happiness was a street
onwhich no girls lived." About
the only purpose girls served,
it was piously believed, was
to provide pigtails to be pul-
led or dipped into inkwells.
Then one day things began
to change. From a grudging
admission that girls weren't
all bad, we soon found that
they held forth for us an at-
traction far surpassing any-
thing the gang had to offer.
And because we cared very
much how we appeared in
their eyes profound changes
were wrought in our lives. The
rough edges of our boyhood
began to be smoothed under
the subtle influence of their
charm and grace.
IN AND THROUGH his sex-
uality the adolescent is flung
from the desolate peak of
self-worship into the world of
the real and the beautiful; the
world of "the other." It con-
fronts him with the power of
love, the pleasure of the body,
the mystery of human free-
dom, and in an explosive, ten-
sion-ridden atmosphere chal-
langes him to affirm reality,
both of the "I” and the
"Thou.’’ To the victor in this
struggle goes the crown of
adulthood.
The danger is always pre-
sent that the adolescent will
fail to see the reality, the per-
son, beneath the veil of beau-
ty. "It is in such a situation,"
states Rev. Richard Me Cor-
mick, "that expression of af-
fection can easily pass over
into exploitation, the use of
another as an instrument for
personal pleasure, the more so
with an adolescent whose no-
tion of affection is likely to
be, albeit unconsciously, a
crudely material thing. Such
abuse of another for instinct
gratification clearly Involves
subordination of another to
one’s own purpose
“IT MEANS that I forget for
the moment that this other is
a person. The partner's hu-
man existence in its whole-
ness and with its many in-
terests is suspended to the ex-
tent that the personal self does
not count at all. Even if the
other consents to this, the
mutual behavior remains a-
busive, i.e., denying someone
else the respect he owes him-
self as a person. The partner
becomes a heterosexual ob-
ject. "... Youngsters sense
this loss of partner-respect,
this exploitation, and admit it
in their honest and dispas-
sionate moments. Hurling
away respect for another both
increases and presupposes ab-
dication of one’s own self-re-
spect; and the radical selfish-
ness involved in this unsocial
mentality must be obvious. Es-
tablished in adolescence as a
habit of behavior, it runs the
risk of settling the character
in selfish patterns and endan-
gering the existence of true
love at a later date.
"Exner has put this well:
‘The real lover aspires to per-
sonal development and perfec-
tion in order that he may the
more richly contribute to the
happiness of his mate in love.
The petter seeks chiefly his
own pleasure and uses other
persons to that end as he
would use a thing, each to be
cast aside when it has served
its purpose. Such exploitation
of others must necessarily be
destructive of the personal
character of the exploiter.
Being essentially selfish, it
must in a measure lower self-
respect.’” (Adolescent Affec-
tion: Toward a Sound Sexual-
ity. The Homiletic and Pas-
toral Review, Dec. 1960)
SEXUALITY is a two-edge
sword. When placed in the ser-
vice of genuine human love, it
liberates; when, on the other
hand, it is made to serve ego-
centricity, it enslaves in a
world of isolation and auto-
eroticism. Unfortunately its
positive and enriching aspects
are too often submerged in a
unilateral overemphasis of the
prohibitions which surround it.
The following words of Pius
XII have meaning here.
"Many men have learned
too well in their youth to avoid
evil rather than to do good, to
fear punishment much more
than to give themselves up to
love of their Father. They
have been told of death and
the dangers of life but too lit-
tle of the joy of life. The prec-
ipices, where each step was
risky, have been signalized,
but nothing was said of the
summits which beckoned
them. . . ’’
Total and complete donation
of self to "the other" is the
summit toward which our sex-
uality leads us. A solid under-
standing of “thoughtful liter-
ature is increasingly sugges-
ting that if there is a single
characteristic of sound sex ed-
ucation which will above all
assist gradual growth toward
sexual maturity it is rever-
ence,” said Father McCormick.
“In homey terms we can
say that reverence is that at-
titude which puts sex in the
setting of love and procrea-
tion rather than play and rec-
reation, of self-giving rather
than getting These associa-
tions and convictions are
drawn in early life from the
intimacy of affection
and cxample'»£nd frotn pru-
dent instruction."
(To be continued)
For Vocations
Members of the Aposto-
late for Vocations can gain
a plenary indulgence under
the ordinary conditions on:
July 25, St. James the
Greater
And once a week, for re-
citing daily with piety any
prayer for vocations ap-
proved by the ecclesiasti-
cal authority
A partial indulgence of
300 days can be gained for
each act of charity of piety
performed for the intention
of fostering vocations to the
priesthood.
Intentions for July
The Holy Father’s inten-
tion for July is:
That the dignity of the
Individual may be ever
more widely acknowledged
and respected.
The mission Intention sug-
gested to the Apostleship of
Prayer by the Pope is:
That the number of sem-
inarians may increase and
that those naeding support
may be helped by the Cath-
olic community.
Our Parish
"That's her husband!"
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Hope for All the Poor
In the Negro Movement
By REV. JOHN SHEERIN, C.S.P.
An eight-member group of
NAACP officials returned July
9 from a tour of Mississippi,
which they described as “a
police state” and asked that
the federal government take
oyer.
"Negroes are still slaves in
the state,” they said, "and al-
though we believe there are
white citizens who would obey
the law, they are intimida-
ted.’.’
The federal government Is
not going to take over the sov-
ereign state of Mississippi.
And the prospect is that Neg-
groes in many states will be
brutally treated this summer
by white extremists and law-
less public officials.
THE QUESTION therefore
arises: what will the Negroes
do?
I believe that the faint out-
line of a political movement
is beginning to take shape
among them. Negroes have
good reason to take a dim
view of party platforms and
party pledges. They will take
matters into their own hands
and engage in their own polit-
ical movement and it is to be
hoped that they will enlist
millions of other underpriv-
iledged, victimized and impov-
erished citizens.
In his article "The Meaning
of Negro Strategy” (Commen-
tary, February: 1964) David
Danzig spoke of "the new pro-
letariat” in America. He
meant the entire under-class
of American society.
This vast group, says Dan-
zig, can get little political help
from organized labor, nor do
the great political parties af-
ford much help.
DANZIG, HOWEVER, sees
the emergence of organized
Negro social action as the po-
tential base for anew politi-
cal movement. The Negro
movement today is the likely
center around which all the
impoverished and underpriv-
ileged might form a coalition.
In short, the Negro is to-
day organized to demand a
fair shslre of the national
wealth and he doesn’t seem
anxious to rely on the great
political parties to help him.
Danzig says Negro hopes were
formerly tied to the Demo-
cratic Party and CIO but that
situation is changing.
IT IS ESTIMATED that
there are 44 million Americans
eking out a bare existence, and
of these 11 million are Ne-
groes. Two-thirds of these Ne-
groes are paupers.
The white liberals who
fought so valiantly for social
and economic justice in the
past seem to lack the energy
to start anew political move-
ment for them. The Negroes,
on the other hand, have the
organization, the know-how
and the enthusiasm.
Our affluent and apathetic
society may yet behold a po-
litical convention of The Party
of the Poor. Says Danzig,
“Negro solidarity will have a
large role to play if our
democracy is once again to
find its way to those humane
values which were so impor-
tant in shaping the original
conception of America.”
Forty Hours
Newark,
July 24, 1944
T«nth Sunday Aftar Panlacott
sacred Heart. 100 Park St,. Haworth
Notre Dame, North Caldwell
Our Lady of Perpetual Help, 11 Loyola
PL. Oakland
Aug. 2. 1944
Elavanth Sunday Aftar Pantacoat
Immaculate Conception. 211 Summit
St., Norwood
Paterson
July 24, 1)44
T.nlh Sunday Altar Panlacat!
Our Lady oI the Lake, Lake Mohawk
SI. JohnV Stockholm
Aus. 27, 1744
Elevanth Sunday Altar Pantacost
St. A’.lne Villa. Convent Station
Our Lady ol the Lake, Culvert Lake
Letters to the Editor
Tht name and address of the writer mast be included in * letter
intended for publication, but they will be withheld if requested.
Tithe Returns
First Tenth
Katrina M. Kinley,
Dumont.
Editor:
Asa newcomer to New Jer-
sey, I have missed previous
letters regarding Catholic
schools and the financial prob-
lem. 1 read with interest, how-
ever, the letter from Mrs. Nu-
gent (July 9) and I agree
wholeheartedly that good
would come from a free ex-
change of thoughts, opinions
and ideas between clergy and
laity between Catholic edu-
cational authorities and par-
ents.
I do not know from whence
Msgr. Scully hails but as a
fellow tither (1 presume he
tithes if his parish does) I
salute him. It is oKvious from
Mrs. Nugent’s comments that
she does not understand the
concept of tithing. It is true
that if eVery Catholic tithed
we would have no school fi-
nancial problems but more
important we would be able
to say "Yes, Lord, we did"
when He asks American Cath-
olics if from their wealth they
fed, clothed, and sheltered
Him.
Tithing is not a financial ar-
rangement with God. It is an
act of faith. A man who tithes
acknowledges that everything
he has and is comes from
God. Because God asked for
it the creature returns re-
turns, not gives the first
tenth to his Creator. He does
this freely, and willingly be-
cause his faith tells him that
God is all justice and good-
ness.
God knows all things. He is
well aware of orthodontia and
haircuts and the size of a pay
check but He said the first
tenth. Sometimes we parents
forget that much as we love
our children God loves them
more and He will not let them
suffer because a parent did
what He requested.
Mass Calendar
July 3S Sunday. Tenth Sunday alter
PfMteeost. 2nd Claaa. Uraen. Gl. 2nd
Coll S«. Anne. Cr. Pr*l. ot Trinity.
July 27 Monday. Maaa ot prevloua
Sunday < 10th alter Pent.). 4th Claaa.
Grwn. No. Gl. or Cr. 2nd Coll. St. Pan-
taltoni 3 C IP). Common Pret. Or:
St. Pantaloon. Martyr. Rad. Gl. 2nd
Coll, C (P). Common Prof.
July 28 Tueaday. SS. Natariua.
Cabin, Victor 1 and Innocent t. 3rd
Claaa. Rad. Gl. Common Prat.
July 29 Wedneaday. St. Martha,
vtrstn. 3rd Claaa. Whtta. Gl. 2nd Coll.
SS. Felta. Simplictua, Kauatlnua and
Beatrice; 3 C IP). Common Pret.
July 30 Thuraday, Maaa ot prevloua
Sunday. 4th Claaa. Groan. No GL or Cr.
2nd Coll. SS. Ahdon and Sennen. Com-
(nraa Prat.
Or: SS. Ahdon and Sennen,
Martyra. Red. Gl. Common Prat.
July J 1 Friday. SR lanatlua, Con-
twor, 3rd Claaa. White. Gl. 2nd Coll.
C (P>. Common Prat.
A of. 1 Saturday. Maaa ot Bleaaed
Vlrfln Mary lor Saturday. 4th Claaa.White ruth Maaa la aaid. Gl. 2nd Coll.
»!®*y Machabee, Prat, ot Bleaaed Vtr-
*ln. Or; Holy Machabeea. Martyra. Red.
G., 2nd Coif. Bleaaed Vlmn. Common
Prat,
Audi - Sunday. E3eventh Sunday
alter Pentecoal. 2nd Claaa. Green, of.
Cr, Prat, ot Trinity.
*•»; Gloriai Cr. Creed; C Irom
the \oUye Maaa of Holy Ghoeti N
Arihdioeeeo at Newarlu P Dloceae oI
Palermo: Coll. Col led; Prat. Preface
Says Freedom
Is Impaired
Irene M. Candio,
Lyndhurst.
Editor:
The news summary you pub-
lished (July 16) under the head
“School Aid Suggestions Ig-
nored by Republicans” makes
pertinent a letter for President
Johnson from the White House
March 19 to Mrs. Mae Duggan,
of St. Louis, a national officer
of Citizens for Educational
Freedom:
"Dear Mrs. Duggan:
The president favors appro
priate aid (on the principle of
equalizing educational oppor-
tunities) to public elementary
and secondary schools, but
would not recommend the in-
clusion of private or parochial
schools because this would vio-
late the Constitutional provi-
sions with reference to separa-
tion of Church and State. He
hopes that in poverty situations
some special aids, which do
not pertain to religious instruc-
tions, for health and nutrition
of individual children may be
authorized without infringing
upon the Constitution.
The President believes that
parents who desire to do so
should have the right, without
government aid, to send their
children to church and private
schools and that this freedom
to choose private instruction
should never be impaired.
Sincerely,
Brooks Hays.
Consultant to the President”
Quite obviously the freedom
of parents to send their chil-
dren to a parochial school,
which Mr. Hays says President
Johnson believes should never
be impaired, already is im-
paired seriously by the present
discriminatory tax support for
public schools only.
High Emotions
,
High Reasons
Donald and Patricia
Rasmusson,
Upper Montclair.
Editor:
In response to J. A. Parfitt’s
letter (July 16), may we say
that the adjectives he ascribed
to the civil rights movement
are its perversion.
There will always be the self-
seekers, the malcontents, the
morally and intellectually
twisted who will attach them-
selves to a good cause for per-
sonal gain. Is there any more
tragic example of this than
Judas?
Surely, Mr. Parfitt, you
would have been justly scan-
dalized had The Advocata
praised the Catholics of Wis-
consin and Maryland who
supported an avowed rac-
ist in primary elections. When
so little has been done by so
few for so long, a cool, dis-
passionate approach to this
subject is a big order. Emo-
tions are bound to run high
if one realizes fully that other
members of the Mystical Body
of Christ are being denied their
basic, human rights.
God Love You
Give to God
In Missions
By BISHOP FULTON J. SHEEN
It is very difficult to con-
vince anyone of the words of
Our Lord: "Give, and it will
be given to you.” The counsel
of the world is: “Keep it for
yourself, and you will have
it.”
Recently this letter came to
our attention:
“Twenty-two years ago I
promised the Lord that if He
would provide work for me, I
would give a tenth toward
His work. Soon I had my
first job. I earned $lB in six
weeks. Gladly I placed a dol-
lar in the offering, but how
the devil tempted me not to
part with the 80 cents, then
with a quarter, and then to
withhold a nickel. Fortunately,
the Lord reminded me to keep
my promise, and I resolved to
give; not cheerfully, I admit.
God had kept His promise, so
I had to do the same.
"I HAVE NOT since been
tempted to withhold any of the
Lord's portion. The Lord con-
tinues to open the windows of
Heaven and pour out bles-
sings. There are many bles-
sings in giving to the Lord,
because: "Where your treas-
ure is, there is your heart
also.”
To whom should you give the
Lord's portion? This is some-
thing you must decide for
yourself, but always keep in
mind the words of the Vicar
of Christ:
“Charity toward the Pro-
pagation of the Faith exceeds
all other charities . . .” In
other words, the best way to
remember the Lord is to ex-
tend the Faith to others. The
Society for the Propagation of
the Faith is the Holy Father's
own society and all the money
that you give the Vicar of
Christ distributes to the many
needy missions throughout the
world that carry on the work
of the Lord.
GOD LOVE YOU to a law-
yer for $1,000: "This check is
not a contributton, but a debt.
. . .to P.S.C. for $5O: "Please
accept this for the Holy Fa-
ther's missions.” . . .to a
waitress for $30.27 "My regu-
lar donation of all my Tues-
day tips for the past three
months.”
Cut out this column, pin
your sacrifice to it and ad-
dress it to Bishop Fulton J.
Sheen, National Director, So-
ciety for the Propagation of
the Faith, 366 Fifth Avenue,
New York, or Bishop Martin
W. Stanton, 31 Mulberry St.,
Newark, or Msgr. William F.
Louis, 24 dcGrasse St. Pater-
son.
The New Birth Pill Study
And an Open Door Policy
By JOSEPH A. BREIG
Although not himself a Cath-
olic, Louis Cassels of United
Press International is a rarity
among journalists —a news-
paperman able to write with
precision about things Catho-
lic because he has a firm
grasp of Catholic thought and
practice.
After Pope Paul announced
anew study of problems con-
nected with birth regulation.
Cassels pightly cautioned read-
ers not to expect any change
in the Church’s position.
Cassels then discussed what
he believes (and he is prob-
ably right) to be under study
—• "the new hormone pills
which affect ovulation."
These pills are 'a principal
cause of the restudy because
they have brought into the
situation anew element which
is not yet perfectly known and
understood.
Pius XII ruled that the pills
could not morally be used for
conception regulating purposes
because, by suppressing ovula-
tion, they caused “a direct
and therefore illicit steriliza-
tion.”
THIS INTERPRETATION is
now denied by Dr. Nino Pas-
otto and Rev. Antonio Nalesso,
who have been assisting a
commission of the ecumenical
council which is re-examining
birth control moral questions.
Dr. Pasetto is a gynecologist
and a lecturer in biochemistry
at the University of Rome. Fa-
ther Nalesso is professor of
morals at the Rome medical
school of Milan’s Catholic Uni-
versity of the Sacred Heart.
Pasetto and Father Nalesso
argue that the pills merely
cause “repose” of the ovaries,
and not temporary sterility.
This sedms to me a case of
using different words to des-
cribe the same thing, and I
cannot see it as changing Pius
Xll’s teaching In any essential
way?
However, I think Louis Cas-
sels put his finger exactly on
the central point when he
wrote the following:
“THERE SEEMS to be a
fairly widespread consensus
among Catholic theologians
that there would be no moral
objection to a hormone pill
v/hich did not suppress ovula-
tion entirely, but merely sta-
bilized the date of ovulation,
so that the rhythm method
(of conception regulation)
could be used with complete
confidence.
"All of the birth control pills
now on the market work by
suppressing ovulation entirely.
But Leo Cardinal Suenens of
Belgium said recently that
scientists have told him that
a pill which simply regularizes
ovulation sufficiently to make
the rhythm method reliable
will be available very soon.
“The thing to watch for in
the forthcoming Vatican state-
ment is whether it leaves the
door open for Catholics to use
such a pill.”
The door, I am completely
confident, will be left open be-
cause sound moral theology
demands it; after all,
Pius XII expressed the hope
that scientists would find ways
to make the rhythm method
completely reliable.
And then what? Married,
couples are then going to fiud
themselves face to face
v
with
complete moral responsibility
for such questions as, how
many children should"we have,
and what does the sacredness
of the sacrament demand?
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Uganda Miracle
Her Brother Tells
Of Nun’s Devotion
BY AL ANTCZAK
LOS ANGELES (NC)
Brother Paul, W.F., of the
White Fathers of Africa has
had a miracle occur within his
own family.
But he spoke of it in matter-
of-fact fashion at the White
Fathers headquarters here
shortly after the word came
Sat Pope Paul VI would raise
e 22 Martyrs of Uganda to
kainthood on Oct. 18.
’ BROTHER PAUL’S sister—-
a missionary whose name was
Sister Richildis, W.S., —was
fniraculously cured of bubonic
plague through the interces-
sion of the martyrs. Her cure
was accepted July 7 in the
Uganda Martyrs’ cause by the
Congregation of Rites.
Brother Paul and his sister
came from a family of 13 chil-
dren. Their father was a
blacksmith in southern Ger-
many. Four of the children
became missionaries; two
joined the White Sisters of Af-
rica and two became Brothers.
Brother Paul and Sister Ri-
childis were very close as
children. She was four years
older.
"WE ALWAYS wanted to be
missionaries. She used to read
me books about the missions,"
he recalled. "I'd always
wanted to go to the Far East,
but one day she read to me
about the White Fathers and
their hardships in Africa. All
of a sudden, for no reason I
can explain, I knew Africa was
my place.
Sister Richildis preceded her
brother to Africa, in 1935. He
received his first mission as-
signment in 1938, when he was
24, after spending three years
at the White Fathers seminary
in Germany.
The only time he saw hij
•ister in Africa was in 1947,
six years after the miracle.
Brother Paul was stationed on
Ukerewe Island, 50 miles out
on Lake Victoria.
"She was at the north end
of the lake. 1 was in Tanganyi-
ka. she in Uganda. The trip
took a whole week by lake
steamer, half a week up the
lake, half a week back. I got to
visit with her only one day. It
was the last and only time I
saw my sister," he recalled.
THE PLAGUE had struck
her in 1941. "She didn’t say
anything about it to me,"
Brother Paul said. "But we
went for a walk, she said ‘I
have something to show you’
and she took me to the ceme-
tery.
"She showed me a grave
and said: ’This grave was dug
for me. But I think the good
Lord still needed me.* She
didn’t say much more," con-
tinued Brother Paul. "That
was the only tiling she told
me.”
"I always knew she had
great devotion to the Martyrs
of Uganda,” Brother Paul con-
tinued. "She was running the
hospital at her mission in
Uganda. It was a big place.
There were wards for men and
women and a maternity ward.
"We made a little pilgrimage
together to a nearby memorial
shrine to one of the Uganda
Martyrs. She told me that she
often came here to pray when
she needed some help.
"MY SISTER was very
quiet about her work,"
he said.
"But on my mother's 70th
birthday my sister sent her a
letter and told her thar she
had baptized 289 persons in
her work at the hospital,”
Brother Paul recalled.
SOON-TO-BE-SAINTS - The 22 African martyrs who will
be canonized Oct. 18, Mission Sunday, are portrayed in
this painting done in Uganda in 1962 by Swiss artist Al-
bert Wilder. The 22 were slain in Uganda between
1885 and 1887 for refusing to renounce Catholicism.
A School Prayer
For Tanganyika
DAR ES SALAAM, Tangan-
yika (NC) - Catholics and
Protestants have approved a
common prayer to be recited
in all Christian schools here
Officially published in the Kis
wahili language only, the Eng-
lish translatinn_is as follows:
"Oh God, our Creator, we
greet You, we adore You and
we ask You to bless this day.
Help us in our classes and
studies so that we may get
the education which will be of
profit to us during our life
Jicre on earth. Enrich us also
wdth the knowledge we need
to give You due honor and
service. Amen."
A Christian Family—
Root of Life and Grace
The family is the basis of
the entire human race. It is
the source of life, the social
unit of nations. In it lie em-
bedded the cultural energies of
each people and tfie future of
humanity.
The non-Christian world lost
the concept of the family as
instituted and blessed by God.
Christ restored the family,
forging it as a tie that unites
all its members in the bonds
of love. He ordained the fam-
ily relationships. The spirit of
Christianity is a community
spirit —a family spirit.
A Christian family, a Chris-
tian community, a Chrisitan
people this is the goal of
the missionary apostolate of
the Church. When you help the
Society for the Propagation of
the Faith with your prayers
and alms you are helping this
apostolate.
Society for the Propagation
of the Faith
Archdiocese of Newark:
Most Rev. Martin W. Stanton, S.T.D.
Very Rev. Msgr. John F. Davis
31 Mulberry St., Newark 2, N.J. Phone 623-8308.
Hours: Daily, 9 a.m. to 5 p.m.; Saturday, 9 a.m. to 11
Diocese of Paterson:
RL Rev. Msgr. William F. Louis
24 DeGrasse St., Paterson 1, N.J. Phone ARmory 4-0400
Hours: Daily, 9 a.m. to 5 p.m.; Saturday, 9 a.m. to 12.
Donations to the Society for the Propagation of the
Faith are income tax deductible.
A Need Today,
Help Tomorrow?
With medical relief, Sister
Mary Ricardia, C.5.8., states.
"We find our only means of
contacting the many souls who
do not know the true God and
His great love for them.”
Sister Mary Ricardia writes
that she is deeply grateful for
medical supplies received at
Cape Palmas, Liberia. "The
beautiful microscope," she
says, "was indeed a pleasant
surprise and it will be so use-
ful.
"Just the other day." she
continues, “a child was
brought to the dispensary who
had fallen into a pot of boil-
ing oil. His hands and lower
oxtremeties were severly scal-
ded. Fortunately we had on
hand just a small quantity of
vaseline which we stretched
and covered most of the burn-
ed areas. All the while we
were hoping and praying that
the morrow would bring us
something to replace and even
improve on our vaseline
‘cure’. "The fojlowing morn-
ing 11 cartojfci'of medical sup-
plies arrived;. These supplies
are indeed onfc< tff the finest
gifts we could receive. Please
send us more if you can.”
Bishop to Visit
Mt. Carmel
Bishop Stanton will make
an appeal for the Society
for the Propagation of the
Faith July 26 at Our Lady
of Mt. Carmel, Newark,
Rev. Richard J. Calligaro,
administrator.
The Bishop thanks Father
Calligaro and the other pas-
tors of the archdiocese for
making these appeals pos-
sible.
Missioners Built,
Quake Destroyed
A missionary priest writes
of an earthquake which rocked
his diocese and brought des-
truction from the sea. "I am
the sole priest in charge of
three parishes over 50 miles
apart," he writes. "Our Bish-
op has not yet been able to
clear away the rubble of our
cathedral; he is busy trying
to shelter the homeless. My
parish church and the ’rec-
tory’ were destroyed by the
earthquake, and then all was
washed away by the sea.”
To build and build and then
in the space of a few minutes
to see all buildings reduced to
bare beginnings how often
missionaries are faced with
this heartbreaking experience.
Yet they go on and on.
A Letter
From Home
There are now 98 professed
Japanese Holy Spirit Mission-
ary Sisters. If anyone should
wonder about the attitude of
the non-Christian Japanese
parents toward the religious
vocations of their children, the
following might be of interest.
One novice did not receive
any mail from her (non-
Christian) family for a long
time.
Her father wrote:
“You are now in the noviti-
ate. Insignificant news about
the family should not disturb
you during your preparation
for your sublime vocation.
Don’t let it bother you when
I delay in writing."
Ashing Funds
For Rectory
The Paterson office of the
Society for the Propagation
of the Faith is conducting
an appeal for $ll,OOO to
build a rectory for two Pa-
terson priests establishing a
mission in lea, Peru. Rev.
George Dudak and Rev.
James Jannucci have reach-
ed there recently but are
badly in need of quarters
near their people.
Donations may ,be sent to
Msgr. William F. Louis,
Chancery Office, 24 De-
Grasse St., Paterson, N. J.,
07505.
‘University City’
Planned in Mexico
MEXICO CITY (RNS) - A
Catholic university with a ca-
pacity of 10,000 students, and
surrounded by a “University
City,” has been proposed.
The school, sponsored by the
Legionaires of Christ, would be
established in a Mexico City
suburb and would be the cen-
ter of a large community, in-
cluding 29 structures for
academic activity, a 400,000-
volume library, an open-air
theater, gymnasia, cafeterias,
dormitories, and a 2,000-seat
chapel.
Nepal Vows to Stay Hindu
As Anti-Mission Laws Hold
KATHMANDU, Nepal (NC)
—Prime Minister Tulsi Giri
has reaffirmed Nepal’s re-
solve to remain Hindu in its
orientation and education,
dooming any hopes that Chris-
tian missionary work might be
permitted in the future.
In a statement—one year
after NepaPs social code out-
lawed conversions to Christian-
ity and Islam—Giri declared
official support for the Hindu
religion as set down in the
constitution.
“We will have to rebuild this
country on great Hindu
ideals,” said Giri, adding that
the Sanskrit language, the
"storehouse of Hindu wisdom
and thought," was bound to
play an increasingly important
part in the nation's develop-
ment.
Nepal’s social code, called
the "Muiki Ain,” last year
abolished the untouchable
caste, polygamy and child
marriage, but reinforced the
nation’s determination to pro-
tect the Hindu religion. The
code declares that even after
a citizen completes the rite
of conversion he remains offi-
cially a Hindu.
Those who attempt conver-
sion to another faith can be
punished by three years’ im-
prisonment, and foreigners
who attempt to convert Ne-
palese citizens can be im-
prisoned for a year and
expelled from the country.
Nepal’s constitution states
that "every citizen, subject to
the current traditions, shall
practice and profess his reli-
gion as handed down from
ancient times."
Negro Prelates
VATICAN CITY (RNS)—The
Catholic hierarchy today num-
bers 71 Negro prelates —one
Cardinal, 15 Archbishops and
55 Bishops —a Vatican Radio
broadcast disclosed.
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SAVINGS and Loan Association
40 Commerce Street, Newark 2, N. J. Mitchell 3 0260
Daily, 9 to 4; Wednesdays to 8 p m.
fRIf PARKING AT KINNIV GABACI ACROSS THE STREET
MAKE IT A
ROSARIAN SUMMER
Series of sermons on Rosary Mysteries
for Unity and Peace
3*
m
KA
PAX
Preacher:
REV. HARRY A. KELLY, O.P.
July 26 The Ascension
August 2 The Descent of the Holy Ghost
August 9 The Assumption
August 16 The Coronation
Rosary Shrine Summit, New Jersey
Holy Hour Services begin at 3:30 p.m.
every Sunday afternoon.
Visit Cloister Gift Shop and Cloister Pantry
Printing Done To Order
Wedding, Ordination, Graduation, Jubilee Invitations.
Hand Lettered Cords for Special Occasions
JERUSALEM: PEOPLE NOBODY WANTS
A SISTER IN JERidALLM COLLECTS PEOPLE NOBODY
WANTS . . . Her name la SISTER BERNICE. Once you have
met her, you cannot forget her . . .
Her “family” consists of dear-mutes,
cripples, orphans, and mental defec-
tives. SISTER BERNICE loves
them all, with a love mothers under-
stand . . . Visit her in Jerusalem,
and you’re off "on a tour” through
miles-lonf corridors of her barracks
“home.” The youngsters come run-
ning, their arms held high, asking
to be picked up. The youngsters
who can run, that la. The crippled
Ter Holy Pribrr’i Minion AU children lie in their cots, wishing
lor ibi Ortinial Church they too could run ~ . Day by day '
Sister Bernice's family gets larger, It seems. “There are always
people nobody wants,” she says. “Young or old, we take them
all, trusting In God to help us.” . . . Cheerful and down-to-earth,
SISTER BERNICE doesn't Ssk for anything. But yon know
she’s worried. There sre food bills every day, clothing bills,
medical bills, not to mention the need for new equipment .
. .
She needs 34 cots for the crippled children, she tells you finally,
—cots high off the floor so that the crippled children won’t feel
cut off from the world about them. The cots will cost 350 each
—51,700 altogether. The 34 mattreases will cost $lO each . . .
Bhe needs help, too, ($l, $2, $5) to pay for food, clothing, medi-
cines .. . Will you give SISTER BERNICE ■ hand? You’U be
helping to take care of people nobody wants In the Holy Land.
ANOTHER SISTER BERNICE?
AMERICAN SISTERS OUTLIVE the average American
woman by slg years, according to a doctor In New Orleans.
Moreover, they are America’s “hardest-working, best educated
feminine group,” he said . . . The same is true, we suspect, of
our native Sisters overseas
...
We need thousands of native
Sisters In our 18-country mission world to do what Sister
Bernice la doing in Jerusalem. To train them, we need your
help. For about 112.50 a month ($l5O a year. $6OO for the over-
all two-year course) you can "adopt” Sister Antoine Hoyek,
In Lebanon, or Sister Mary Thomas Regis, in India. Simply
write to us now.
* WHAT ON EARTH
.. .?
WHAT ON EARTH DO WE DOT Speaking simply, we ask
you to help the missions in 18 countries In which Catholics are
only a handful—lNDlA, for Instance, IRAQ, IRAN, EGYPT,
JORDAN, ERITREA. As the “Holy Father’s Mission Aid for
the Oriental Church” we help wherever the Holy Father says It’s
needed.
WHERE IT’S NEEDED
□ $1 —One day’s support for a priest In INDIA
□ $3 —Shoes for a blind boy In the GAZA STRIP
□ $5 —Clothing for a deaf-mute boy In LEBANON
□ $lO —Supports a seminarian for a month In IRAN
□ sloo—One year’s medical care for a leper In JORDAN
MAKING A WILL? REMEMBER THE MISSIONS OVER-
SEAS. OUR LEGAL TITLE: THE CATHOLIC NEAR EAST
WELFARE ASSOCIATION.
Dear Monslgnor Ryan:
Enclose please find .for
Name
Street i
City Zone state
FRANCIS CARDINAL SPtUMAN, President
Mstr. Jeteph T.Rye*. Hefl Sec*y
CATHOLIC NIAR lASI WKLFARE 'ASSOCIATION
ISO Medlsee Ave. et 42ed St. New Verb. N. Y. 10017
WEEK-END RETREATS
FOR THE LAITY
SPEND A WEEKEND WITH OOD
Pori MEN, WOMEN
HUSBAND and WIPE
Muiband A Wife Retreat - July 24-34
Oblataa Ratraat (Third Ordar • Man
A Woman) Aug. 7*t.
Conducted by tha monki of
Solnt Poul'a Abbay
Plaaaa maka reservation* early
Writa (or information to
OIRECTOR OP RETREATS
Queen of Peace Retreat Houae
St. Paul's Abbey. Newton, N.J.
M
.
ALBERT H. HOPPER, Inc.
MONUMENTS • MAUSOLEUMS
BUY DIRECT FROM THE MANUFACTURER
SAVE UP TO 30%
5 Reasons why Albarl H. Hopper It the largait
manufacturerof Mamorlals In Naw Jersey
• Wa pais on to our cuatomara a
taving of up to 30% by sailing
dlract to tha purchaaar.
• All work Is dona by local stone-
cuttars & carvers bora at our
plant, assuring you
of immadiata
dallvary..
• You can Inspact tha mamorial
hara as work programs.
Wa hava at our plant a largo
stock of raw material, onabilng
us to completa your choice on
short notica.
From tha
raw granlto to the sot-
ting of tha completed monument,
wa personalty handle.
329-341 RIDGE ROAD, NORTH ARLINGTON
Oppo.lt. Holy Crow e.m»t»ry yyy ]_2266
In Time of Need
Consult Your Catholic Funeral Director
Whose careful and understanding service is in accord with
the traditions of Holy Mother Church
BERGEN COUNTY
TRINKA FUNERAL SERVICE
MAYWOOD - BOGOTA
LITTLE FERRY
HUbbard 7-3050
JOHN J. FEENEY & SONS
232 FRANKLIN AVENUE
RIDGEWOOD, N. J.
Gilbert 4-7650
GORMLEY FUNERAL HOME
335 UNION STREET
HACKENSACK, NJ.
HUbbard 7-1010
HUNT FUNERAL HOME
1601 PALISADE AVE.
FORT LEE, N. J.
JAMES A. HUNT
Director
Windsor 4-1202
THOMAS J. DIFFILY
41 AMES AVENUE
RUTHERFORD, NJ.
WEbster 9-0098
HENNESSEY
FUNERAL HOME
232 KIPP AVENUE
HASBROUCK HEIGHTS, NJ.
ATlas 8-1362
EDWARD F. KUGLER
Community Home
For Funerals
311 FIFTH ST.
SADDLE BROOK, N.J.
Business Phone 773-6500
Residence Phone 777-0869
fSSFX COUNTY
CODEY'S FUNERAL SERVICE
77 PARK STREET
MONTCLAIR, N. J.
Pilgrim 4-0005
OEOROE AHR A SON
700 NYE AVENUE
IRVINGTON, N. J.
EStex 3-1020
REZEM FUNERAL HOME
579 Grove Street
Irvington, N. J.
EStex 2-8700
STANTON FUNERAL HOME
661 FRANKLIN AVENUE
NUTLEY, N, J.
NOrth 7-3131
CODEY'S FUNERAL SERVICE
69 HIGH STREET
ORANGE, N. J.
ORange 4-7554
JOHN J. QUINN
FUNERAL HOME
323-329 PARK AVENUE
ORANGE, NJ.
ORange 3-6348
KIERNAN FUNERAL HOME
101 UNION AVENUE
BELLEVILLE, N.J.
PLymouth 9-3503
FRANK McGEE
525 SUMMER AVENUE
NEWARK, N. J.
HUmboldt 2-2222
GORNY & GORNY
MORTUARY
303 MAIN STREET
EAST ORANGE, N. J.
ORange 2-2414
L. V. MULLIN & SON
976 BROAD STREET
NEWARK, N. J.
MArket 3-0660
PETER J. QUINN
Funeral Director
320 BELLEVILLE AVENUE
BLOOMFIELD, N. J.
Pilgrim 8-1260
GORNY & GORNY
MORTUARY
399 HOOVER AVE.
BLOOMFIELD, N. J.
Pilgrim 3-8400
FLOOD FUNERAL HOME
Andrew W. Flood, Mgr.
112 So. Munn Ave.
East Orange, N. J.
ORange 4-4445
MArket 2-2530
HUELSENBECK
MEMORIAL HOME
1108 So. Orange Ave.
Newark 6, N. J.
Karl W. Huelsenbcck
Director
ESsex 2-1600
HUDSON COUNTY
NEMAN FUNERAL HOME
1914 New York Avenue
Union City, N.J.
UNion 7-6767
EARL F. BOSWORTH
311 Willow Avenue
Hoboken, N.J.
Oldfield 9-1455
Oldfield 9-1456
BUNNELL FUNERAL HOME
41 Highland Ave.
Jersey City, N.J.
Charles A. Stevens,
Manager
DElaware 3-6446
LAWRENCE O. QUINN
FUNERAL HOME
298 Academy St.
(at Bergen Square)
Jersey City, N.J.
SW 8-8114
McLaughlin journalsq.
FUNERAL HOME
625 Pavona Ave.
Jersey City, N.J.
J. A. McLaughlin
Manager
659-5466
LEBER FUNERAL HOME
20th St. & HUDSON BLVD.
UNION CITY, N. J.
UNion 3-1100
HOWARD J. BRENNAN
6414 BERGENLINE AVE.
WEST NEW YORK, N. J.
UNion 7-0373
WILLIAM SCHLEMM, INC.
539 BERGEN AVE.
JERSEY CITY, N. J.
JOHN J. CARTY,
Manager
HEnderson 4-041]
WILLIAM SCHLEMM, INC.
220 HUDSON BLVD.
UNION CITY. N.J.
WILLIAM SCHLEMM,
MANAGER
UNion 7-1000
McLAUGHUN DOWNTOWN
FUNERAL HOME
591 Jersey Ave.
Jersey City, N. J.
J. A. McLaughlin, Jr.
Manager
653-2266
MORRIS COUNTY
SCANLAN
FUNERAL HOMES
781 Newark Pompton Tpk.
Pompton Plain*, NJ.
TE 5-4156
SH 2-6433
PASSAIC COUNTY
QUINLAN FUNERAL HOME
27-28 Harding Avenue
Clifton, NJ.
PRescott 7-3002
«
HENNESSEY FUNERAL HOME
171 Washington Place
Panaic, N.J.
PRescott 7-0141
SCANLAN
FUNERAL HOME
E 28th St. & 12th Ave.
(1 Block North of B'way)
Paterson
SH 2-6433
CORNY A OORNY
MORTUARY
519 Marshall Street
Paterson, NJ.
MUlberry 4-5400
OORMLEY FUNERAL HOME
154 Washington Place
Passaic, N.J.
PRescott 9-3183
UNION COUNTY
OORNY A OORNY
MORTUARY
330 Elizabeth Avenue
Elizabeth, N.J.
ELizabeth 2-1415
For listing* In thl» taction callTho Advocate, MArket 4-0700
Mountain Folk
‘Poor Corps’
Volunteers
At Stag Hill
By ANNE BUCKLEY
RAMSEY You don't have
to go to the favelas of Latin
America to find settlements of
people living in miserable os-
tracism, says Rev. Edward
Cooke of St. Paul's parish here.
■» To which might be added:
Nor do you have to go to the
jungles of Africa to raise na-
tives above the hide-bound
monotony of tribal backward-
ness nor to tlie back-hills of
Appalachia to see something
like Dogpatch.
You can find all these things
right here in North Jersey,
among the mountain people
known, unflatteringly, as the
Jackson Whites.
A non-sectarian agency,
Community Services, run by
two Catholic women, has found
the mountain people, at Stag
Hill here, one of their four
settlements in this area. Com-
munity Services, founded by
Mrs. Berwyn Gehgan of Im-
•maculate Conception, Darling-
ton, has a summer play school
j for the children of Stag Hill,
'under direction of Mrs. John
H. Habcrcr, a college profes-
sor who belongs to St. Paul's
parish.
St. Paul's parish has found
the mountain people too, and
Cooke has martialed
».what he calls a "poor corps”
a cordon of Boy
working on clearing a
■field for a baseball diamond.
• STAG HILL, also known as
Tfoevenkopf Mountain, rises
'sharply above the complex of
'Rt. 17 and the New York
'Thruway entrance, above the
-sprawling modernity of the
"Ford plant, like an impreg-
nable fortress. Such a fortress
'r- or at least a strategic re-
■ treat, was what the original
' settlers of the mountainsought,
lin the pre-Revoluntionary War
•days. They and the others who
.came later were all outcasts
of one kind or another— In-
dians, Hessian deserters from
the English Army, Dutch and
English Loyalists who found
themselves on the wrong side,
’English women brought to the
colonies for immoral purposes,
runaway Negro slaves.
After centuries of intermar-
riage, the descendants of those
outcasts remain on the moun-
tain outcasts too. When the
lot of a people seems inevitably
this, there are many things
they do not care about.
“I COULDN'T live in Mah-
wah, where I moved five and
a half years ago, and close my
eyes to it," says Mrs. Gehgan.
"Here is a social group that
has had no social advantages
since the Revolutionary War.”
While some live in quite de-
cent homes, others languish in
hovels, even sometimes, living
in cars, Father Cooke points
out. While summer offers em-
ployment opportunities to the
men as unskilled laborers, the
indoor work of the winter
months has little appeal for
them. Their mountain is a
place of beauty, heavily fore-
sted, but they have marred it
with casual dump areas where
rusty fenders and old tires and
discarded ice boxes moulder.
The mountain children go to
school in Mahwah now, but
coming from their peculiar un-
civilization, they find it diffi-
cult to compete. Virtually all
the environmental factors that
lead to delinquency are present
to the mountain children.
MRS. GEHGAN began five
years ago with sewing classes
for the mountain women. Last
year the school started —with
a trickle of children which
has currently passed 50, a high
percentage of the youngsters
on the mountain which has a
total population of 320.
The children arrive at Stag
Hill's abandoned one-room
schoolhouse, five days a week,
scrubbed, somein party dress-
es and bare feet, the rest neat-
ly garbed in hand-me-down
play clothes. Theji hear stories
and sing songs with Mrs- Hab-
erer, one of those “born teach-
ers" who turns a class into a
mystic rapport between her-
self and the cluster of young-
sters participating as though
mesmerized. Mrs. Haberer,
mother of four, is head of the
psychology department at
Rockland Community College, •
Mothers who were originally
stand-offish (the mountain peo-
ple are traditionally wary of
outsiders) have now taken to
asking Mrs. Haberer to help
their children with special
scholastic problems, like read-
ing.
*Tve never known anyone on
the mountain to be anything
but gracious," reports Mrs.
Gahgan.
ANYTHING THAT might
help the mountain children ad-
just to the customs of society
off the mountain is utilized,
and in this the women of-Com-
munity Services have a ready
cohort in Father Cooke.
When they suggested it would
be wonderful to be able to pro-
vide a daily juice and cookies
break for the youngsters
an instant setting fqr coaching
in good manners he rounded
up a group of women who
pledged to keep the supply of
refreshments coming.
In the same line are tho held
trips to a lake picnic, to
New York City for which
Father Cooke has rounded up
Young Christian -Worker es-
corts as well as donations for
car fare.
One day last week, while
boys from St. Paul's parish
were raking out a play area,
students of Rockland College
were directing a baseball game
for mountain boys and the
Community Services teachers
were conducting a class in
good grooming for the girls.
“OUR CONCERN," says
Mrs. Haberer, “la not to en-
tertain the children, but to give
them confidence and the abil-
ity to compete on a more equal
level with children outside. And
to expand their horizons which
arc so confined here."
Community Services had
high hopes of paying its pro-
fessional teachers (college and
high school students donate
their time), but a couple of
fund-raising projects brought
in only $7OO of the $l,OOO goal,
and so much is needed for arts
and crafts and other supplies.
"I'll only accept something if
there is money left over," says
Mrs. Haberer. "And there
won’t be . . ."
But as a professional teach-
er, she finds another sort of
reward in the summer schools.
“These children, who have
nothing, arc 10 times more
creative than others,” she
confides.
"They can make some-
thing out of nothing
you give them some pieces of
wood, some rope and jars and
sand and they’ll come up with
musical instruments."
And these children who have
the freedom of the woods and
the mud of the dirt roads
on their feet, Mrs. Haberer
finds "well-behaved, respons-
ive, pleasant and agreeable."
There is another reason for
her work at Stag Hill, too.
" 'Whatever you do for the
least of my brethren . . . *,"
she says, almost shyly. "I be-
lieve firmly that what you are
able to do is God-given —and
you must do It."
On a woodland road at Stag Hill (above) Father
Cooke and three boys of St. Paul's, Ramsey, chat with
mountain children they've come to help. At left, Mrs.
Berwyn Geghan, founder of Community Services
devoted to the Stag Hill people, sketches with a child
she has discovered to be artistically talented. Below,
Mrs. John H. Haberer, head teacher at the Stag Hill
summer school, takes a break with two members of
the mountain’s rocking horse set.
It’s Theology I
And Samba Too
RIO DE JANEIRO—What
does it mean when, heaven
help us, seminarians take
samba lessons —as they
are doing these days in
Brazil?
Nocause for alarm, we’re
told. This unusual course is
simply designed to acquaint
future priests with the ele-
ments of folk music so they
can later make use of their
knowledge in modern Bra-
silian Church music.
Ordained at 70
MADRID (NC)—Rev. Pedro
Alberola, a widower who baa
served as presiding judge of
the Madrid juvenilecourt since
1939, was ordained a priest
here at tha age of 70.
A Summer at Prep
Ambitions and Eagerness
By JOHN R. SULLIVAN
JERSEY CITY _ At about
the same time this spring that
Gregory Stenbridge was finish-
ing seventh grade, the Jesuits
who run St. Peter’s Prep not
far from Gregory’s home
were making plans for his
summer.
Gregory was. too.
The Jesuit plans included a
9 a.m. to 4 p.m. schedule of
reading, grammar, composi-
tion and math instruction
spiced with films, exercise,
outings, music and private
projects.
Gregory's initial plans called
for swimming, baseball and
other projects more common
to teen-agers.
The Jesuits' plan won, but
there’s a good chance that
Gregory will win, too.
THE ST. PETER’S program
has enrolled 25 Negro and
Puerto Rican boys from Jer-
sey City for intensive training
in basic skills. Nine will enter
12th grade this fall; 16 are go-
ing into the eighth grade.
Most of the boys attend pub-
lic schools; five of them are
not Catholics.
The St. Peter’s program is
one of three such schools op-
erated this summer by tho
New York Jesuit Province.
Others are at Brooklyn Prep
and Regis High in Manhattan
Their origin, says Rev. Wil-
liam Pickett, S.J., director of
the St. Peter's program, was
in New York’s Catholic Inter-
racial Councjl, headed by Rev.
Philip Hurley, S.J.
It is hoped that this year's
efforts will be the beginning
of an expanded system.
THE DAILY schedule bears
heavily on the students' needs
language skills and math.
Three of the four morning
periods are devoted to gram-
mar, reading, or composition;
the fourth is math.
The afternoon starts with a
film and discussion period. An
hour is devoted to physical ed-
ucation, and the final hour is
given to music, private read-
ing and special tutoring.
None of the work is “reme-
dial” in any sense of the word.
“If we spent six weeks do-
ing what the kids have been
doing all year long,” said Fa-
ther Pickett, "it would be a
waste of time. Instead, we try
to discover each boy’s needs
and interests and develop his
work along those lines. The
boys know what they need,
and we're here to give it to
them.”
“We felt," said Father Pick-
ett, "that if we took boys who
had fulfilled their ability, we
could do no more for them.
Our problem, then was to find
boys who could do the work,
wanted to do the work, but
who needed our help."
NONE OF THE boys was
"shanghaied" into the pro-
gram by teachers, parents or
by Rev. John F. Kennedy, of
Christ the King parish, who
did much of tlie selection.
Instead, many were turned
away, and some withdrew
their applications when they
learned how much work was
involved.
Their eagerness is shown in
their reasons for applying:
“It would help ... my am-
bition of entering the U.S.
Naval Academy.” “Help mo
develop very good study hab-
its and become more sure of
myself.” “To enter a good col-
lege." "To receive the founda-
tion 1 require (for college).”
"Maybe I can find a way to
become not just a good stu-
dent, but an excellent one. . ."
The result is an air of quiet
—but happy determination.
’ The boys are here to learn,”
remarked Father Pickett.
"Discipline is hardly a prob-
lem when they want to go to
school.”
SUMMER JOBS - Learning is a job of a different sort, but still a job, and Gregory Sten-
bridge, left, and Manuel Matthews, right, are spending their summer doing it. Here,
Jesuit Scholastic William McKenna goes over an exercise during reading class at St.
Peter's Prep.
In Tanganyika
Seems the Lepers Always
Have a Pastor from N.J.
SHINYANGA, Tanganyika A parish and leper colony in
the rolling farmlands beyond Lake Victoria have passed from
the hands of tlie New Jersey priest who started them to a
colleague from his home state. Rev. John D. McGuire, M.M., of
Jersey City has been appointed pastor of Busanda parish to
succeed Rev. George D. Daly, M.M., a native of Hohokus.
Father McGuire inherits a busy mission parish which includes
Maryknoll’s first African leper colony. There the 35 residents
and 78 out-patients receive medical care. The Busanda parish
also conducts a primary school, a dispensary, an adult education
project and four outlying mission stations where trained native
catechists prepare the villagers for Baptism.
Father McGuire, brother of Francis McGuire of Jersey City,
is a graduate of St. Paul of the Cross School and St, Aloysius
High, Jersey City. lie entered Maryknoll in 1945 and was ordained
in 1954.
Before assignment to Africa in 1960, Father McGuire did
vocation promotion work for six years in New York, St Louis
and Buffalo.
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The
dangers of
joint
ownership...
m
m
In New Jersey, many married couples own prop-
erty-investments, real estate, other assets-in
their two names with ownership passing to the
survivor. It is called joint tenancy.
Such ownership may be practicable in small
estates and certaintypes of property might better
be owned in two names regardless of an estate’s
size—the family home, for example. But as es-
tates grow larger, joint tenancy can be a costly,
dangerous device. It is always advisable to review
such situations with the family attorney.
It is surprisinghow many persons believe that
joint tenancy saves taxes. Usually the opposite is
true, including costly double taxation, additional
gift taxes and even penalties. Another fallacy:
that joint tenancy eliminates the need for Wills.
This is one of the frequent causes of family un-
happiness and in many situations the property
may go to unintended heirs.
"5 Danger Areas ...In Joint Tenancy" Is
the title of an informative booklet. A copy
will be mailed onrequest. Write or telephone
our Trust Department.
t,
X
,
I Department of Estates and Trusts
/ The National State Bank of Newark
7
«10 BROAD STRUT • NEWARK, N. J. 07101
M*lr Officii Mitchell 3.4000 • Mlllbarn-Shsrt HIIUi DSlill 6-1700 • Wilt Ellll.Clllwilh CApltol 8-0900
‘Deputy’ Producer Regrets
Calling Alexander ‘Nazi’
NEW YORK (NC) - Her-
man Shumlin, co-producer and
director of “The Deputy," con-
troversial Broadway play, re-
tracted publicly a charge he
had made that Edgar Alexan-
der, Catholic historian, socio-
logist and philosopher, was a
“Nazi.”
In a letter to John Nebel,
whose WOR radio program
here has been the vehicle for
many discussions of the Rolf
Hochhuth play, “The Deputy,"
Shumlin said he wanted to
“correct misunderstandings.”
“The Deputy” was under
discussion June 6 on the radio
show by Shumlin, Msgr. Sal-
vatore J. Adamo, editor of the
Catholic Star Herald, Camden
diocesan newspaper; Kieran
O’Doherty and Rabbi Samuel
Silver. A telegram was re-
ceived from Alexander asking
that a particular point be
raised in discussion.
Shumlin called Alexander an
“ex-Nazi” and, later, a
“Nazi.”
Alexander’s reputation as an
anti-Nazi since the earliest
days of the National Socialist
Party in Germany was quick-
ly defended by many persons.
Shumlin's letter to Nebel,
read during the July 9 pro-
gram, said in part:
"I desire to make it clear
that I have no reason to be-
lieve that Dr. Alexander was
ever a member of the Nazi
Party or was indeed ever a
Nazi. H anything I might have
said on the program might
lead to a contrary impression
I regret it exceedingly and de-
sire to retract any such im-
pression that I might have giv-
en.”
Plays in Brief
By JOAN T. NOURSE
A Funny Thins Happened on tha Way
I* tha Forum Low. lecrlah farce,
often suggestive, based upon
comlo
mix-ups coins back to Plautus.
After the Fall Lone, emoUonaily
charged drama by Arthur Miller, prob-
ing painfully the question of how mod-
em man is to live with his own guilt
and that of others. Includes much pro-
fanity and some sordid material;
thought remains murky.
Any Wednesday Slick, often amus-
ing comedy, that favors marriage but
does not disapprove affairs.
Baby Want a Kiss Off-beat
satiric three-character play attacking
the American cult of success. Includes
tastelessly coarse dialogue.
Barefoot In the park Laugh-
loaded. light adult comedy about tha
adjustment problem of newlyweds
whose dream
houae Is «n ley fifth-
floor
garret with leaking roof.
Blacks Rancorous, bitter comedy
blasting nil conspirators responsible
for racial injustice. Both dialogue and
general spirit aro niurtily vindictive.
Blues for Mr. Charlie - Violent,
bitter drama of protest against the
victimizing of Southern Negroes. Some
lines extremely crudo and sensual.
But for Whom, Charlie Sardonic
comedy about the tangled personal af-
fairs of those heading a foundation
subsidizing writers. Takes casual, toler-
ant view of illicit love.
Deputy Weak, poorly constructed
play leveling the wild charge that
Pope Pius XII acted basely In failing
to condemn formally the Nazi mas-
sacre of Jews.
Oylsn Sympathetic account of the
last hectic months of tho talented but
sadly dissipated Welsh poet. Dylan
Thomas. Some raw drunken talk and
unseemly behavior.
Fade Out-Fade In Bright,
breezy satiric musical with Carol
Burnett as a chorine of the 30s rocket-
ed to movie stardom.
Fantastlcks Whimsical comedy,
curiously effective. In which two
yoinvg people find their romance more
•xclung when obstacles are devised.
F nli for Oscar Wilde Stimulating
adult drama about England's most
rontroverslal 19th century convert to
Catholicism.
_
Folios Bergoro Burlesque-typo
French revue with objectionable cos-
tumes and dances.
Funny Oirl Entertaining musi-
cal, with a low risque spots, featuring
dynamic young Barbra Streisand as
Fanny Brice.
.
..Moll* Oolly Fresh, clean, ex-
hilarating musical, with Carol Chan-
nli* as a tum-of-the-ceotury merry
widow Betting her cap for a rich, crus-
ty merchant.
High Spirits Enjoyable musical
about a man whose second marriage
la periled by the return of hla first
wife’s flirtatious ghost.
How to Succeed In Business Without
Really Trying Clever, sophisticated
musical spoofing cheerfully the type
wno rise* to the top by unscrupulously
piaylng all the angles.
Marco's Millions Colorful O’Neill
drama abou* Marco Polo, which, by
implication, attacks American materi-
alism.
Mary, Mary Rollicking light come-
dy by Jean Kerr In which a brighl
young woman almost wisecracks her-
•elf out of a good marriage.
My Fair Lady Enchanting revival
of the famous musical about the Cock-
ney flower *l*l “and her arrogant speech
Never Too Late Wry comedy about
• long-married pair suddenly expectant
parents again. A bit on tho earthy side,
but otherwise amusing.
Nobody Loves an Albatross Hard,
fast. Often funny adult comedy about
a brash TV producer cynically getting
by on bluff.
Oliverl Handsome production and
lively score make this a generally en-
joyable version of the beloved Dickens
novel.
110 In the Shade Engaging, ro-
mantic musical about a bright but
blunt farm girl given a needed morale
boost by a starstruck con-man.
Roar Lika a Dove Mildly racy
British comedy .about a Scottish laird
whose one wish la to have a eon to
Inherit his land.
Streets of New York - Highly agree-
able off-Broadway musical version of a
19th-century melodrama of love and
greed in the Mg, wicked city.
Sub|ect Was Roees Compassionate
study of a troubled pair and their
young son Just returned from World
Television
SUNDAY, JULY U
7:30 a.m. (7) The Christopher*.
"Encourage Publlo Servants."
7:30 a.m. (S) Tho Christophers.
gtlS a.m. (11) The Christooners.
8:23 a.m. (9) The Christophers.
1:30 a.m. (4) Talk About God.
Mirknoll Stators.
8:30 a.m. (4) Inquiry, "Modern Bus-
iness end Ethics."
Radio
SUNDAY, JULY M
1:49 a.m. WIN! Paallst Sermons,
1 ajn. WPAT Christopher*
7 a.m. WNEW - Hour of Crudflad.
7 a.m. WHN Christophers.
7:19 a.m. WHN Hour of BL rrancio.
7(30 a.m. WHOM Sacred Heart,
t a.m. WPAT Sacred Heart.
SilO a.m. WCBB Audit.
130 a.tn. WMCA Are Maria Hour.
SL Ignatius Loyola.
1:20 a-m. WABC Christian la Ac-
tion. "An American Maos Program."
1:20 a.m. WHN The Catholic Hour.
8:45 am. WMTR Tho Hour el 8L
Francii.
8:30 a.m. WVNJ Living Rooary,
Rev. Richard BaraaeUo,
11:30 a.m. WERA Hour of Crucified.
"Should God Teach!" Rev. Victoe
lloaglsud. C.P,
11:30 a.m. WFHA <FM) - For Bettor
World.
11:49 a.m WFHA (FM> - Now*. Views
h Interviews.
12 noon. WFUV CFM) - Mass From
Blue f-h.pel,
12 noonWfFHA (FM) Friendly
Corner for Shut-ins. Mary Productions.
12 noon WRLB IFM) - Avo Marla
Hour.
12:15 p.m. WFHA (FM) Our Bpir-
itusl Mother.
12(49 p.m. WFUV (FM) - Sacred
Usart Spanish Program.
1
p.m.
WHLB (FM) - -Mother eg
All." Mary Productions.
I p.m. WFUV (FM) Sacred Heart.
2:30 p.m. WNBC CalhoUo Hour.
"Way of Knowing God."
4 P.m. WFUV (FM) Choral Concert.
Lea Beatitudes."
I p.m. WFHA (FM) - Mary Produc-
tions. "Songs of Yesteryear."
9:03 p.m. WVNJ ''lmplication* of
Brotherhood.”
g p.m. WItNX BL Judo Novena.
I n.m. WFUV (FM) Hour of Cruet-
fled. "Should God Teach!" Rev. Victor
lies gland. C.P.
7 p.m. WFUV (FM) - Georgetown
University Forum.
7:43 p.m. WBNX - Norton.
8 p.m. WFUV (FM)
- Fordham Lec-
ture Series.
8:43 p.m. WFUV (FM) - "The Coro-
monplace Book.**
vSvMS
12 mldnlte WABC Rctlgloue Com-
posite.
MONDAY, JULY 17
ttMjW'So-JXafißE7(48 p.m. WBNX Novane.
TUESDAY. JULY II
• p.m. WFUV (FM! Sacred Heart.
7:M p.m. WSOU (FM) Scripture.
7:43 p.m. WSOU (FM) - Saerod Heart.
WEDNESDAY, JULY 27
t p.m. WFUV
(FM) - leered Heart
7:M p.m. WSOU (FM) _ Scripture.
7(48
p.m. WSOU (FM) - Christopher*
7:43 p.m. WBNX Novena.
10 p.m. WFUV (FM) - Forms and
Styles of Music. Rev. C. J. MeNespy.
THURSDAY. JULY M
I p.m.
WFUV (FM)
- Secred Heart
730 p.m. WSOU (FM) Hour of
Crudflad. "Should God Teach!" Rev.
Victor Hoegland. C.P.
FRIDAY, JULY 21
! >'■• XZHX (r*> ~ “A"*l Heart,
I pda. WBNX Novens.
SATURDAY, AUG 1
:P.BL
WWRL Ukrainian Hour.
p.m. WFUV (FM) - Sacred Heart.
8:89 p.m. WOR Family Tha alar.
Summer Stock
In N. J. Area
Carousel Bitter-sweet Rodgers and
Hammersteln musical aboutthe troubled
marriage of a circus barker and a
New England factory girl. General pa-
tronage.
Fourseater Clever two-character
play about a marriage sometimes
tender, eometlmee caustic, sometimes
ribald.
Olaee Menagerie Wistful early Wil-
liams dram.i obout
a faded Southern
twllo vainly seeking a gentlemancaUer
for her shy daughter. Adults and teen-
agers.
Menlaua - ftispensefu] mystery in
.men Inc murder of * waspish women
t* plotted by htuband end rival. Moral
vaioea somewhst muddled It anybody
checks.
My Fair Lady Captivating musical
about the Cockney flower girl and her
arrogant apeech professor. Family.
Nlghl of the Iguana Compassionate
but often sordid study of four dis-
heartened people ■ sharing bleak confi-
dence. In , decrepit Mexican hotel.
Some very raw Uoee.
No Itrtnoi Coldly sophisticated mu-
sical blandly countenancing liaisons
without marriage vows. Good scon, but
morally qnaotiooable.
ON bad, Poor Dad _ Macabre, off-
beat comedy about a monstrously vin-
dictive widow and her pampered, re-
£r.**ed son. Ghoulish climax In dubious
•olid Ootd Cadillac Amusing adult
comedy about a spunky lady stockhold-
er whose protects over policies cause
quits . hunbub In a big wS>r.u£
"
.toyg.of Moota - Delightful musical
About the spirited convent girt who
S’antnaliy started the Trapp Familyngars. Recommended (or all.
.
Toverlch Romantic musical about
*»° gay .and gallant Russian aristo-
crats woiktng as savants In Paris dur-
'he J»zi Ags. General patronage.
Tunnel of Lav* - Week, risque farce
making mqch of the marital lapses of
the *o-eallsd ouburbss smart sat.
Watt fids Slaty - Stark modem
mustcaj -rorrioh cl Romeo and jiuit
«*»•
White Hauao Some Interesting per-
sonal glimpses of our PTasMSDuT Wtth
*°m* "■*
Recommend Film
NEW YORK (NC) - The
Legion of Decency recom-
mended ai superior family en-
tertainment “The Magic Foun-
tain," based on the classic
Grimm fairy tale “The Water
of Life” and filmed in color
in Germany’a Black Forest
and King Ludwig’s castle.
Films on TV
Following Is a list of films on TV
July 23-31. There may bo changes In
some due to cuts for TV uae. but
generally the original Legion of De-
cency ratings may be accepted as cor-
rect.
FAMILY
Buckskin Frontier Navy Wife
Canadian Paclfio Okinawa
Charlie Chan Pattern!
on Broadway Port Sinister
Dark Command Public Pigeon #t
Down in Arkansas Sand
For Love of Rusty Shanghai Cobra
Ghost Diver Springtime
Give Ui This in Rockies
Night Sweet in Lowdown
Honeychila Those Were
Iron Glove the Daya
It Shouldn’t Thrill of Lifetime
Happen to Dog Thunder Over
Meet Me In Plains
St Louis X . . . The
Mlsa Annie Unknown
Rooney
ADULTS, ADOLESCENTS
Abandoned Ladies* Man
Abroad With Maid of Salem
2 Yanks Night Club
And Then There Scandal
Were None Only the
Ape Man Valiant
Big Hangover Pagan Love Song
Black Book Pardon My Paat
Countess of Quiet Please.
Monte Cristo Murder
Death in Sight Case
Small Doses of Murder
East of Eden Smart Girls
Escape Don’t Talk
40 Guns Tall. Dark
Mail Conquering A Handsome
Hero Thieve* Fall Oat
Iceland Third man
Imitation Genera] 3 Came Home
Ivy
_
Word* St Music
Jim Thorpe Young Don’t Cry
..All American You’re in Army
King of Now
Chinatown
OBJECTIONABLE
Bl* Broadcast Operation Paclfio
of '3*
Private Affairs
Checkpoint of Bel Ami
Corpse Vanishes Queen Bee
Gun Crazy Tarzan. Ape Man
High Sierra UntU They Sail
Lulu Belle Valerie
MOVIES
"*'<>"•< 3 cSSSuTlumJl,'.
Ratings not listed below may be obtained at MA 3-5700
Morally Unobjectionable for Everyone
Brass Bottle How West Was Master Spy Tammy A
Kwil °" Rl>'*r .
W
°V, „
MrHale'.
Navy Bachelor
Kwal Incredible Mr. Moon-Spinners Tanan Goes
.
lJmpet My 6 Loves to India
Code 93 Island of Blue Never Put It | Stooges GoF FmUr.n0m’ n
~.D
ol ?h' n" . „ . _
ln Writing Round World
Empire it a Mad Mnd Mad Pntsy Tiser Walks
J? at PeWn * **ad World 7 Faces of wild St Wonderful
Great Feeape Lillie* of Field Dr. Lao Young Swingers
Unobjectionablefor Adults, Adolescents
Act One Distant Trumpet Good Neighbor South Paclfio
Advance to Rear Ensign Pulver Sam State Fair
S'L'y-yHome Erie, Conqueror Midnight Story That Man From Rio
Bullet for Madman Evil of Move Over. Unslnkable Molly
Dwr » Hour Frankenstein Darling Brown
Devil-Ship Flower Drum Song Muscle Beach Party Walk a Tightrope
'
„ . Geronlmo Nightmare World of HenryDiary of Madman Goliath and 7 Days In May Orient
Vampire* 633 »iuadron Yellow Canary
Morally Unobjectionablefor Adults
o'***' Come September Mafloea Pink PanthernedtimeStory For Those Who Mall Order Brid* Prize
Black Orpheus Think Young Marriage of Figaro Rio Bravo
rvJig. nft* 81* 1 V
fmir Naked Kits Thin Red Lina
Come Blow Your Goliath St Notorious Third Secret~orn
Barbariana Landlady Zulu
Killers
For Adults (With Reservations )
, classification is given to certain film* which, while not morally offensive
in themselves, require caution and tome analysis and explanation as a protectionto the uninformed against wrong interpretations and false conclusions.
Best Man
Easy Life Servant
Black Like Ms Organizer Tom Jones
Morally Objectionable in Part for Everyone
Black Sabbath Irma LaDouce Monsieur Verdoux Viva Las Vegas
Carpetbsggars lady In Cage Rat Race What a Way to GoCleopatra Long Ships Shot in Dark Yesterday. Today.
. Love Back Some Like It Hot end Tomorrow
Honeymoon Hotel Man In Middle Strangler •
Condemned '*
Passionate 7 Capital Stne Women of World
Summer Silence
Drama Ratings
FAMILY
Around the World Miracle Worker
In 80 Day* Music Man
The Bat Oliver
Camelot Peter Pan
Charley'* Aunt School for Scandal
Do Re Ml She Ixrves Me
I :110 Dolly Son* ofi Norway
Here'* Love Sound of Mu*lc
Jenny Kl***d Me 10 Little Indian*
Late Arrival To Broadway
Leave It to Jane With Love
Little Mary Wonder World
Sunshine Winslow Boy
Majority of One Unakikable Molly
M»n for all Brown
S*a*ona
ADULTS
All King's Men Life With Father
All Way Home Life With Mother
A.pem Paper* Lord Pengo
Barefoot In Park Mary Mary
Best Foot Forward Milk and Honey
Best Man Misalliance
Beyond the Fringe Mr. President
Boy Friend Music tn Air
Bye. Bye, Birdie My Fair Lady
Caine Mutiny My 3 Angela
Court Martial Never too Late
Calculated Risk Naughty Marietta
Call Me Madam Night Must Fall
Carnival! Night of
Carousel January 16
Chalk Garden No Time for
Corn la Green Sergeants
Crttlce Choice
-
Oklahoma!
Dear Me. Sky la Once Upon a
F-Uhlg Mattress
Deer Ruth 110 hi
Shade
Deaert Son* Pepa la All
Dial M for Photo Finish
Murder Pleasure of Hi*
Enter Laughing Company
Fade Out-Fad* In Pygmalion
Fantastlcks Romanoff and
Fiorello Juliet
8 Finger Exercise Sabrina Fair
Flower Drum Song Send Me No
Funny Girl Flowers
Glass Menagerie Show Boat
Hamlet Solid Gold Cedillas
Happy Hunting Take Her She'a
Harvey Mine
Hasty Heart Teahouse of
High Spirits August Moon
Holiday 10th Man
Home of Bray* Third Best Sport
How to Succeed Thurber Carnival
in Business Time Out for
Kind Lady Ginger
King Mid I Time Remembered
Ladles In Top Banana
Retirement Tovarich
Lady's Not for Trojan Women
Burning 12 Angry Men
8 THE ADVOCATE July 23, 1904
- BORO BUSES -
FROM PUBLIC SERVICE
TERMINAL - NEWARK
AIR CONDITIONED BUSSES VIA
N. ). TURNPIKE
KEYPORT
- MIDDLETOWN
REO BANK-LONG BRANCH
and BEACH FRONTS
CONNECTIONS TO AU
SHORE POINTS
lOW FARE'S
for Information Call
MArkol 2-7000
AIR-CONDITIONED —.
NEW JERSEY'S ONLY
CINERAMA THEATRE
TODAY I PM.
muruumu*
now*
■naumn
sun at tn ornci.
MAu, m rarnwii
■QOQBQOd)
Clairldge
412 Aft., MufcUlf
For Parson* Over 21
9:00 P.M. to 12:30 AM.
D ANC I NG
EVERY FRI. NIGHT
CLUB ST. LEO
Matlnt It., .1 *t>. Boulevard,
Soil fatereoe, N.J.
Featuring Alternating
ORCHESTRAS
Dlrectionii Driving South on Garden
State Parkway, (xlt 138. Driving
North on Oarden State Parkway,
(xlt 157.
(One Minute from either (xlt)
THE ADVOCATE RESORT SECTION * Y 0 UR GUIDE TO RELAXATION & RECREATION
SPRING LAKE SPRING LAKE
z
a
X&Rf.SS.* OUR SUNDAY to THURSOAY
INCLUSIVE, SPECIAL FAMILY PLAN. Jrd
PERSON IN ROOM (undsr II) FREE
SPRING LAKE BEACH, N. J.
A whole Mock on the ocean front In •
famous resort. Our own privste bathlnt
b«ach. Bather’s luncheons on the Quarter
Deck directly on the Ocean. Dancing nightly
nl the air-conditioned Shipmates Room.
A SELECT OCEAN-FRONT HOTEL
Near St Catherine’s Church and Shrine
REASONABLE RATES FREE PARKINO
Write, phone for broch.
L. W. HARVEY
Owner-Manager
(SOI) 449-dflOO j
Efficiencies, Hofei Rooms, CoHeges
The Wedgwood
10« Sum,x Ave.. Spring Lake. N. J.
Oone block from tbe ocean overlooking
teat aide of lake.
EUROPEAN PLAN FREE PARKINO
DAY WEEK SEASON
01 9-8006 01 9-9544
Mrs. Gerald A. Dundon. Prop.
"Monmouth
3rd GenerationOwnership
8«THE OCEAN e SMINB URE RUCK. R J.
A renowned luxury hotel. Pvt. Ocean
Bathing Beach, Swimming Pool with
outdoor dlnlne terrace. Superb cul*
tine. New children's playroom, sup-
ervised. All sports . . . 18-hole golf
course. 1 hr. World's Fair. Near Mon-
mouth Park track. (2 Blk. St.
Catharine Church. Olrect access to
Garden State Parkway Exit 66.
ASBURY PARK
& NEW MOTEL
At tht Boardwalk i 2d Avo.
AsburyPark, IV.J.
Lm, than 1 hour from Nowark
Unat* Location—in Contor of Tow*
Canvanlont to
Churchoi. Ihopolno.
fool on Promlooc, Air Con*, roomo.
P*P* HoaltMul Ocoon iothlng
TV In AH Motol Roomo
PRlHCholoo Loungot • Parking
w oo 11 PRoopoat Ml 00.
u I*'- 1
Dl'*r *-"*»
BRENTWOOD HKMUi
jjwM*. rkt/ o'euN
l*unlb
*«r.
M
iu»r
Dining. Tklltril, «te. 774 1717.
Madison Hotel
AtSURY PARK, R.J.
in OvtHookini Ociin. Amir.
—ilf»
Ml
iwmiii
5-8841. iiinm-Jicquii,
A Euro. PUn Fimi Mofil. Modintily
i«
ch
C*tholle jSwniriAlp °6ili. So^Ocim.
Hotel ANNESLEY
(It Pint Ay** A*bury Part, N. J,
Doidila and atada roorna with
without bath. Itunnln* wat*r In
reotna. KREE OCEAN B/
Hnala roomi til up wwaUp.
room* m up waakly.
Chart** A Balia Brannan, Ownara^Apra.
fP£«
Shoreham *«»jRY
M
!>A»K*
v
t?j.
Ph. 77t»Mt
OCRAM PATHINO PROM HOTIt
|M« kcitlon. 1 llorktoßioch. Homo-Ilka
• Noor Raitauranti and CKurchaa. Ram
ram wookly, alnfla UO.OO up. DavMa
H».R up par Parian. Aha private laHu.
J. O'Connor and J. Halmbackar, awnan.
BAY HEAD
OCEAN VIEW HOTEL
1
BAY HIAD, NIW JBMBY
A* Amartoaa Family Typo Ruort im-
chanaod Ihrouihout tha year.. No bonny,
look. Wo odor a privoU bench on tho
oamiftrooL walll maintain*! and guarded.
from MS up waakly.
VATIONIi pha
H. CUDAHY TILTON,
RBIHR I P ono TW 11W
O , Ownar-Mar,
THE BAY HEAD SANDS
GUEST HOUSE
(or • Mod tod tur(
Ideal location
vacation.
Monday naan ta Friday J p.M.
IPICIAL 114.00 Pad Paraon
> TwlHdhl Rd. It Main Ava
•ay Head, H. j. an-Toil
Mr. A Mr*. Oaorga Tookar, prop.
LAKE VIEW
HOTEL
(print Lake Batch, R.J.
Block to
wilk. V
Plan. On Laka.
in*. Oolf, flihlnt.
(201) Cl 9-6-
Jamta E.
JsCdonialue
'Sft.
T
Sprint Lake Beach. N. J.
1 block tram Atlantic Ocean.
Accommodation! tor to. Frtt
Parklnt • Booklet.
Phono (Ml) 44»-ftft.
Harold A. Taylor.
Wr-Condltloned
Room Taltvlalon
Complimentary
Broaktail
Rewaat. moat
nodtrn rooma In
(print Uko Batch
1 Blocka to
it. Catharlna’a
Srrinc Laka
Only Motel
Itafeau
MOTEL
John L Smith 449 9800
AVON BY THE SEA
109 SYIVANIA AVENUE
Jaraay thore'a dlatlnctlvo guaat houaa
whara you con an|oy comfort, relax-
ation, and oxcallant maola. Block to
ocean and pool. Owner-management.
Mre. Qeerge Wataon 77J-4458
fclratforb 3nn
AVON-BY-THI'IIA, HJ.
Two abort blocks iron Atlantic Ocean
end whits sandy baachaa Comfortable,
•baser noma, all wtlb hot sad cold
a bath,
upytnr
in and
ly lor yocns and old. Cajor our moat
attractive cocktail lounsa. The Shape-
BELMAR
McCANN'S HOTEL
A whole block of It at llth Ays.
Btlmar, N. J. Ocean front
Ocssa Bathing directly from your
room. European and Amartens Puna.
Beautiful dining room (open to public)
under owner*’ pertonal management,
and the air-conditioned cocktail lounge.
“The Claddagh
"
Reaervatlonei (Ml) MUlual 1-Mll
PAT and K. MCCANN, Ownera-Mfrt.
SEA OIRT
*
o HATEAU at-the BEACH
CHICMO *LVO., I|A OIHT, N. 1.
Airy Room*. ApU. a Ef-
.
1 Block la BMdi Compll-
mootary BraakfaK.
PT. PLEASANT BEACH
PETERSEN'S COLONIAL MOTEL
111 Arced Are. Petal Pteisanl Inch, N. J.
Modern rooma, til* baths. alto efficiencies.
Cleae te btich. station, shop, cantor, church.
Phene dt-uta. .
WHITE SANDS MOTEL
OM TUB OMAN FRONT
All cur room* Arc apcrtouc
accommodatea
1 to 4 null. tU hare dr cendlllanlm. TV.
wall la wall carpal. Bath, chooser. A heated.
HBATBO POOL A COMBI (HOP.
lid Ooccu Are. petal Pleaaani Beach
MMI7O
ATLANTIC CITY
/££)
m t. nNMuin *vt.
ATLANTICCITY, N.J.
i >Mck ti Itacl'CiaKil /
FMINOOr-INPOAMM /
120 tonly outride raomi • J
$3OO
Spidoui opM poftKtt • TV w
r«M htuiini • Bioctwn Par
IIIVATOR SUVICI I in'Boom
W Slock I* Catholic Church
Pboos Atlantic*City 345-6121
ATLANTIC CITY ATLANTIC CITY
more for your vacation money!
Just a step from Beach and Boardwalk onbeautiful Park
*
Place between Ohio and Indiana Aves., Atlantic City.
Over 200 rooms, pnost with privatebath including single,
double and suites. Also large family rooms.
• FREE PARKING... FREE BATHING FACILITIES
• Open and enclosed lun decks overlooking ocean • Elevators
from street level • 3 television lounges • Air conditioned
roomi available • Rata Includes continental breakfast
TO)unnymede lup
Per Person, Double Oce,
HOTEL
Phoner
Atm Code SOS-M4-t134
4 Em
(ikS
t6EI
iCci
sa [its
seSvieiuI ITmmmnAn. Mhi
ATLANTIC
CITY
m Beach
..
7,
..
M
? d,rn Comlerlabla Reomi
Make lumimr Reiervatlone New
Elevator, Sundeck. 2 Spacioua Lobbtee. TV.
Id*“ Central Location.
Near Everything.
far fcat- Wrlte or Ph. H«-7»I0
«* Madison
Ovarlooklns Ocaan at 111. Av. 344-8181
' ATLANTIC CITT
IUMMER WEEKLY PACKAQE
Includln. BREAKfAIT • DINNER
WKLY CollO WKLY.
MOM MOM
65 •0
DRILY RATE!
FROM t| FROM 110
l.ml Prlrato Bath Prfr.l. Bath
Ptr Poraon t In Room
Rlcyellnf on Boardwalk • Rolllni Choir
RHo o|n t a|( witor Tatty • Stool
Plor AOmlnlon • plot FREE Attroctloni
ovilloblo to 111 tunti o Broadway
Entartalnmont o Movloi • TY • Surf
Bathing • Onlhr Daneo Luioni o Banco.
CORNER ROOM WITH TV, ON
UPPER FLOOR FACING THE
OCEAN, SIS DAILY, PER PERSON
HgypKtH
IMif traa iMiiwilk • itkitk Clt»
SXSO
with IrgaMaa* A Dinner
Ml Weekly (1 in Room)
Air CondlHeneA
Dining fteom
Pree Parking
Aha lurepean Pfin
N. C. Stltier
Ph J44-22M
THE WILOWOODS
&WMKP
7100 ATLANTIC AVE. al MYRTLE RO.
WILDWOOD CREST, NEW JERSEY
Diucnr on woud’s finest iiach
Largaat, nawaat, moat modarn mottl.
Baautlfully lurnlahed. TV & room con*
trollad mualc. Largaat pool (heatad)
ona for klddlaa, tool Fraa parking.
Coffaa ahop. Ownar Mgt. For foldar &
raaarvatlona wrlta, ph. 609-522-6939.
.
lIMCIIMUK
r »t Columbine A Atlantic
Wildwood Cr.it, Now Jeraey
Mil CONTINENTAL UEAKTAiT
Motel rooml andefflcienclee. 2 heated
pool*. Air eond.Heated. TV. Pool patio
IPAi!!? ■“•"JM chain. Children'.
Tennla. ahuttleboard.
Dally maid aervice. Pro. parkins. For
rate., etc. . . Dial (609) 522-2177.
Creati llmwood Apia. MOI
V,ltl« Ay *. Purn. A prlv. ant., perch. Nr.
ch., bob- A Horn. MAI bdrma. Wk„
mo. er Mat. Write ar call Wm. Canine,
(mam. K. o< C.)
■•*¥»<»<inntk*M
••«*»•«
HMI3MNNHTWMIIV3VA|
IMJ3puowpiIM'AMMPI!Mi*OM*MUIk<B*)I
AltlirMM•m|*<HA|
SPOOMPIIM^
HOi
MN(
aPete(jAqeß
isioms.owom
FORGET-ME NOT
HOTII
Penoi-Mo-Not Rd.
Wildwood Croot, N. J.
Room * Board Homo Cookin* and link-
*?£■_ ■•"•<» Family atylo. Noar boach.
ARLINGTON
Magnolia Avo. at Ocoan. Wildwood. K t.
Phono MMIMIII
bathing and parking,
per weak, i»r
two In a room. iv»u , m l om
’ns^Fass&xxsiuPlan
NEW YORK
DUFFY'S RIVER VIEW $4l
Narrewsburf, N. Y. T»l. Alpln. 2JIM
OP«N MAY Jf THAU *«PT. II
Beautifully situated on Delaware River,
Private lake on premises, good bathing,
swimming, (lahlng. shumeboard. plngpong.
archery, handball, recreation hall, barbe-
cue, spotlessly clean, beat food, own farm
products. Children half rate. Free trace,
to churches and station.
Plerense
Duffy and ten
—BARLOW'S—,
Ult Durtiim I, NY. Dili 1,14)4)111
• twin • rim • Bleyclot . Handball
. Tannli • tltuf. Board a Movlu .
Cocktail lounio . Cailno . Orel, on
Brtm. . Moyle* . Horiti. Bolf . All
diorchu near • 1 dalle, meale dally
• Showart • Baths • H L C water all
tel. • Acco. 100 • $4O • $4B wkty.
Icand. A Irish Mpt.
0. C. Barlow. Prop. (Alt
Colonial
Manor
Greenville 3, N.Y.
Tel. (318) YOrktown 6-8806
*4l *63
For September
• Modern accom. Main House, Mold.
«nd now deluxe double docker Mot«l
x/lth wall - to - wall carpi'. Private
baths.
• Dancing and other evening actlvltler
larbecue.
• Crystal dear iwlmmlng pool.
• Tennli courts, loftball, handball, lawn
•parts, golf, horses nearby.
• Catholic church near Free front-
portation.
• Fine home cooked meals (3).
• $3l to $73 includes meals and all
other facilities. Write For booklet.
• Trallways but to door.
WUOW BROOK FARM
lUMRIIR, N. Y.
Mod. homelike resort. Natural swimming
pool, thumeboerd * stocked lake (or llkh-
I Inf. Nr churches, movies, golf. dances.
Cleary > »srt PeHstter YO um
GREEN ISLE HOUSE
South Cairo, Now York
ror root ond comfort. Now owlmmln*
pool, dlvlnf board and aUdoo. Private
room* with
baths, othsr
rooma with
hot and cold
runnlni water,
9 excellently
rooked moala
dally. Adulte
MS par week * op. children thru I
yeara old US. U years US. Our own
20 paaoenyor bua Is FREE and avall-
»JSa to pick you up at your home.
FREE bus service to churches on
Sundays. Slfhtseetof trips to nearby
IntereAtnf places. Special reduced
rates lor weekend (roups.
Cetaklll Phone
MAdlaen 1-ffOS, NYC WM S-MM,
Man. te Prl. » to I P.M., (ate. tlel
Yaur heats Mr. and Mrs. Duffy
S. W. MACKEY FARM
Oak Hill, N.Y.
Tei. (518) CEdar 9-4310
Tor a reetful vacation. Fin# food, fraah
|vegetablee. large airy room*, heated, lawn
•porta. Trane to churcbee. MS to MO.
tool, all tneala. Write. Open year-round.
CjibsoHS
Tmllblook House
Hound Top > N.Y. tel. (>U> MA J9MJ
Uml Iwilly raaort, Knu w/or without
private bath. Pool, Uwu avorta, rooviaa,
dancta*. cocktail bar. Activltiaa, QoU. bora-
churahaa. Raaaonabla
t Walter Qtbaou. pn
aa. bowling star. C
ratea. BkltD. Jain *
Bui Rldaa and fr-xi TO
NEW YORKNEW YORK
FAMILY VACATION?
On Beautiful Washington Lake
High in the Shawangunlt Mountains
2Vj Hours from New York
Near Church
Private Beach and Dock
Boating • Bathing * Fishing
Outdoor Sports • Recreation Hall
3 Meals • American Cuisine
TWIN OAKS LODGE
YULAN, N. Y.
RATES: Weekly - Adulti S« - Children under 12 $2l; under i SIS
Dally Adults SI, children H
GENE TAGLE TOM FINN Telephone
Proprietor* 914—956—2745 or2901
Celebrating Our 10th Season "Ireland In the CafeWlh*
EMERALD ISLE HOUSE
Rout* 23. South Cairo. N. Y. Tel. 318 MAdlson 2-W2B
For the beet vacations ever for young and old. BEAUTIFUL airy rooms, Innersprlng
mattresses. STILL SERVING 3 HOT MEALS DAILY. Menu on request (If you like
to eat . . . this Is lor you.) Lane filtered swimming pool. Lawn sports, swings and
slides for children. Free trans. to snd from church. Dancing to our own Irish-
American orchestra. Bar & Grill. TV. Rates W5. wkly Incl. everything. Special
low rat*
for children and "Always Welcome." For Reservations or bklt. Call or writs Owen *
Julia Lamb, Prop.
G
LENMOORE LODGE & MOTEL
RD 1, Box JCI-A, L,k. Oeor*e, N. Y.
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Scores Czech Reds
- On Red Radio
TORONTO, Ohio - An
American priest of Slovak an-
cestry has aired his views
not entirely favorable —of the
Czech regime over the govern-
ment radio of Prague.
Msgr. Andrew R. Beros, pas-
tor of St. Joseph’s Church here
and chaplain of the First Cath-
olic Slovak Union, made his
appearance June 30.
HE SAID THAT the country
"is sharing in the wake of a
prosperity that is spreading
over Europe and America to-
day.”
But Msgr. Beros also pre-
sented the other side of the
coin:
• In Bratislava in 1937 there
were at least 150 priests for
150,000 Catholics. Today there
are 30 priests to serve twice
that number. No new parishes
have been established.
• In the entire nation, there
is not a single novitiate.
• The Greek Catholics do
not have a single church.
• Priests are still working
in factories or farms, not per-
mitted to perform their divine
services.
“PERHAPS the saddest
story on the religious front,”
said Msgr. Beros in his 11-
minute broadcast, "is the
tragic fate of the monasteries
and convents.
“I spoke with Sisters at a
charity home in the Tatra
Mountains. Exiled from their
convent, they are assigned by
the government to care for
spastic children and mental
patients. For 14 years, they
have seen no new members
in their community. The same
holds for all communities of
men and women.”
Religion and Race
2 Surveys of Church Role
The Catholic Church’s role
in promoting racial justice was
the subject of two recent sur-
veys. The results of one, a poll
of all 136 U.S. dioceses and
archdioceses, was greeted with
reserve by its sponsors, Ave
Maria magazine. The second,
a survey of the San Francisco
Archdiocese, was published
without comment in the dio-
cesan paper. The Monitor.
Ave Maria asked 16 ques-
tions of the 136 Bishops, but
fewer than half 52 sent
replies. Some said there was
no racial problem in their
Sees. Others gave long, de-
tailed analyses.
Half of those responding
17 and said they had per-
mitted priests and religious to
engage in civil rights work, in-
cluding direct action. Of those,
11 had given blanket approval.
Not all those responding an-
swered all the questions. How-
ever, the majority indicated
that they had given support
to civil rights action through
pastoral letters, endorsement
of legislation, encouragement
of interreligious efforts and at-
tempts to integrate teaching
staffs.
In summing up, the editors
said, “As in many things, we
talk more than we act. On this
score, let every one of us ex-
amine his own conscience.”
The San Francisco survey
said that more than 75% of the
archdiocese’s parishes had had
sermons on racial justice since
the spring; that all schools
treat the problems of racial
justice in the classroom, and
that the percentage of Negro
Catholic children in parochial
schools is greater than that
of white Catholics.
Ave Maria did not receive
a reply from the Los Angeles
Archdiocese, recently the ob-
ject of heated criticism.
•
Grass Roots Drive
SAN FRANCISCO (NC)
Archbishop Joseph T. Mc-
Gucken made an unscheduled
appearance before interracial
workers here to urge defeat of
the drive to kill California’s
fair housing law.
The Archbishop of San Fran-
cisco spoke at the western re-
gional conference of Catholic
Interracial Councils, which
formed a statewide organiza-
tion, Catholics Against Prop-
osition 14, to fight a proposed
amendment to the state con-
stitution which would prohibit
governmental intervention in
the disposal of real estate.
Mac Hull, chairman of the
new group, said the amend-
ment would give property own-
ers absolute right to discrim-
inate in sales and rentals.
Hull said the group would
"reach every Catholic house-
hold through a mammoth vol-
unteer graSlT rodts educational
campaign before November.”
•
Seminaries Protest
BOSTON (NC) - Catholic
and Protestant seminary edu-
cators in the Boston area
have joined in a statement
calling for correction of racial
imbalance in Massachusetts
schools.
The statement, signed by 63
seminary faculty members,
commended a report on the
subject recently made by a
special advisory committee.
"We call upon all citizens to
acknowledge” the fact of ra-
cial imbalance and its harm-
fulness "by uniting in the de-
mand for the rectification of
this injustice,” they said.
Seminaries represented by
the signers included St. John’s
Seminary, Weston College, the
Oblate Seminary and the Mar-
ist College all Catholic
and the Harvard University
Divinity School, Boston Uni-
versity, Andover - Newton
Theological School, and the
Episcopal Theological School.
•
End Voting Bias
LAKE CHARLES, La. (NC)
Catholic, Protestant and
Jewish leaders have asked
Louisiana citizens to disregard
racial and religious considera-
tions when voting.
The Calcasieu Parish (Coun-
ty) Ministerial Association
deplored “religious factions
and tensions.”
"Cherishing the American
way of life, this group urges
all citizens to vote their con-
victions. regardless of race or
creed. Knowing that we are
one under God, we seek to
minimize our differences and
exalt our common interests, so
that continued harmony, broth-
erly love and good will may
prevail in our community."
•
Mobilise Laity
PHILADELPHIA (RNS) -
The Archdiocesan Commission
on Human Relations is mo-
bilizing Catholic laity to work
at the parish level and with
juvenile delinquents and their
parents for better race rela-
tions.
The 11-member commission
has called upon the Legion of
Mary, which has chapters in
35 city parishes, to provide
volunteer “field workers” for
both projects.
The commission will cooper-
ate with a number of the city’s
Protestant churches in a "Citi-
zens’ Aid for Youth” program
through which juvenile courts
will refer youths in trouble
and their parents to church
groups.
The plan was devised after
a county court judge asked the
help of churches and church
organizations to provide “sad-
ly needed moral and spiritual
orientation" and to relieve the
overworked and understaffed
probation system.
The Catholic commission has
designated four parishes in
largely Negro neighborhoods
as counseling centers where
court-referred youth and their
parents may meet weekly. The
parish schools also will be
used for after-school study
centers, especially for youth
with undesirable home en-
vironment, and to give tutor-
ing to slow learners in an ef-
fort to keep them in school.
•
W ork Against Bill
DETROIT (NC)—The Arch-
diocese of Detroit has launched
an education program against
a proposed homeowners’ ordi-
nance it feels is unconstitu-
tional and against interracial
justice.
The ordinance, sponsored by
the. Greater Detroit Homeown-
ers’ Council, permits a proper-
ty owner to accept or reject
any prospective buyer or ten-
ant “for his own reasons" and
guarantees him against “inter-
ference” by public authority.
Violations are punishable by
a $5OO fine and 90 days in jail.
•
Urges Justice
,
Love
RALEIGH, N.C. (RNS)
The North Carolina Council on
Religion and Race has urged
the state’s residents to “prac-
tice the Biblical command to
love thy neighbor" by support-
ing the Civil Rights Act and
eliminating “injustice" in vot-
ing. education, employment
and public accommodations.
Bergen Meet
Highlights
Race Report
NEWARK Announcement
of a Bergen County Conference
on Religion and Race to be
held Nov. 11 highlighted a re-
port this week by Rev. Aloy-
sius J. Welsh, archdiocesan co-
ordinator of interracial justice
programs.
In the report to Catholic in-
terracial groups, Father Welsh
notes that further details on
the Bergen conference will be
provided later by Rev. Ber-
nard Lickteig, O. Carm., pas-
tor of St. Cecilia's, Englewood,
and John Powers of the Ber-
gen County CYO office.
TWO PERMANENT county
organizations have already
been established within the
archdiocese. Msgr. Eugene J.
Reilly of Christ the King, Jer-
sey City, is Catholic leader of
the Hudson County conference
and Msgr. Thomas J. Donnelly
of Immaculate Conception,
Elizabeth, and Msgr. Charles
B. Murphy of St. Bernard’s,
Plainfield, are liaisons to the
Union County conference.
The New Jersey Conference
on Religion and Race will hold
a leadership discussion Dec.
2, probably at Rutgers Univer-
sity, New Brunswick. Father
Welsh is seeking priests and
laity who wish to participate.
Father Welsh has also asked
for assistance and ideas on
such matters as tutoring pro-
grams in general for Negro
youth.
CORE Head Talks
July 27 for AID
SOUTH ORANGE More
than 50 Catholic and Protes-
tant clergymen and civil rights
leaders throughout New Jersey
and New York area have been
invited to Seton Hall Universi-
ty here July 27 to hear James
Farmer, national director of
the Congress on Racial Equali-
ty, speak on The American
Conscience and American So-
ciety.
The talk is sponsored by the
Institute for International Ser-
vice, the annual six-week
workship given at Seton Hall
by the Association for Interna-
tional Development.
FARMER IS scheduled to
speak at 8 p.m. in McNulty
Hall. His speech is part of a
Monday-and-Friday night se-
ries for Institute participants,
who come from Asia, Africa,
South America and the Mid-
dle East. The public is invited.
AID director James Lamb
described Farmer’s talk as a
“vitalizing community event
. . •. planned so that Institute
participants, area civil rights
leaders and Catholic and Pro-
testant clergy and laymen
could come together to listen
. and then to dig deeply
into Christian imperatives and
local and national issues in-
volved in civil rights
action . . .”
AID, with headquarters in
Paterson, is an organization
of Catholic laymen serving in
professional positions of lead-
ership throughout the world.
On July 31, the institute will
hear Dr. Valmore Acevedo,
governor of Tachiera, Vene-
zuela, and founder of the So-
cial Christian Party there.
Protest Ruling
On ‘Fanny Hill’
NEW YORK (NC) - A citi-
zens' decent literature group,
in a letter to Gov. Nelson
Rockefeller, has charged that
recent rulingsby the New York
Court of Appeals leave New
York “completely lawless in
the field of obscenity."
The letter, signed by clergy-
men-supporters of the Opera-
tion Yorkville organization
here, urged the Governor to
make a “strong public state-
ment as soon as possible con-
demning” the court’s action.
Target of the letter’s attack
was a July 10 ruling by the
Court of Appeals reversing a
ban on the 18th century novel
“Fanny Hill” and holding un-
constitutional a section of the
state penal law barring sales
to persons under 18 of books
“the cover or contents of
which exploit, are devoted to,
or are principally made up of
descriptions of illicit or sexual
immorality.”
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For Immaculata Sisters
Superior, Council
Elected at Chapter
MIDDLEVILLE, N.J.
Mother M. Veneranda Bohlen,
5.M.1.C.,_was re-elected super-
ior general of the Missionary
Sisters of the Immaculate Con-
ception (Immaculata Sisters),
along with anew general coun-
cil at the sixth general chapter
held at the motherhouse July
16. Bishop Navagh presided.
Mother Veneranda a native
of Aachen, Germany, spent 14
years in China as regional su-
perior when the community
was forced by Red Chinese to
leave the mainland. Prior to
her election as superior gen-
eral in 1958, she had been su-
perior of the community at St.
Bonaventure, New York, and
Spring Grove, 111.
The general chapter which is.
discussing the spiritual and
material affairs of the congre-
gation is attended by delegates
from Brazil, Formosa, Ger-
many and the U.S.
Council members are:
Mother Justa Rosoeberg of
Germany, former council as-
sistant, vicaress; Sister Mary
Grace Eisinger of Tombrock
College, Paterson; Sister Car-
issima Rocha, Brazil, and Sis-
ter M. Bernadette de Castro,
also Brazil, are counsel assist-
ants. Sister Jean Marie Rock-
ley a native of St. Andrew's,
Bayonne, was elected general
administrator. Mother Vener-
anda and the council will re-
side at Maria Immaculata
Convent here.
Rev. Francis Xavier Bockey,
0.F.M., of Rio de Janeiro is
present at the chapter as ec-
clesiastical assistant.
The congregation, founded in
1910, established residence in
the U.S. in 1922 and in Pater-
son in 1923. In the Paterson
Diocese, the Immaculata Sis-
ters conduct a postulate, a
novitiate, provincialate, Tom-
brock College, Holy Family
residence, and St. Joseph’s
elementary school, Mendham,
which was established in Sep-
tember, 1963, and three cate-
chetical centers.
Readers Answer
Readers of The Advocate
were selected at random from
the Newark Archdiocese and
Paterson Diocese and asked
their opinion of the article on
shared time school programs.
The article appeared on Page
1 of last week's issue.
Mrs. Walter Garbartni, En-
glewood: “I think it would be
an excellent idea. One of my
main reasons is actually from
the taxpayers standpoint. If a
parish were to abandon its
first four grades in order to
insure better science and phy-
sical education programs for
the higher grades, then all
those children would have to
go to public schools and taxes
would be much higher.
"Catholics who send their
children to parochial school
continue to pay taxes and
should be entitled to some of
the benefits. It seems to me
that if the reason for refusing
such programs follows the
ideas of separation of church
and state then this is another
form of discrimination.
"There is always the possi-
bility of putting the problem
in the form of a referendum
and having the citizens vote
on it instead of leaving the de-
cision solely in the hands of
the boards of education.”
Betty L. Smith, East Or-
ange: “I think it’s a marvel-
ous idea and one that should
go a long way in providing a
better education and wider
choice of subjects for many
children which might other-
wise be denied them. I recall
reading an article in The Ad-
vocate some time ago about
shared time in Union City in
connection with religion class-
es. If it works in some areas,
it should be workable in many
more.
“However, some difficulty
may arise in expense in-
volved to transport the chil-
dren from one school to an-
other and whether this cost
is parochial or public. Another
difficulty might be scheduling
of classes and loss of time in-
volved. The program, its po-
tentials and the children who
will benefit should be given
prime consideration, and I
hope that too many people
don’t object to its use."
Mrs. Thomas Reilly, Echo
Eakc: "The shared time pro-
gram would be an excellent
idea if worked out properly,
but it would need some plan-
ning. It might be impractical
in the country where the pub-
lie and parochial schools are
so far apart. However, in the
cities where the schools are
within a reasonable distance
the program could work out
well."
Mrs. Robert Seland, River-
dale: "I believe the main thing
about education is to get the
best possible and if the shared
time program will accomplish
this, then I’m all for it. Those
who will make the final deci-
sion should give careful con-
sideration to the school child
today and how such a pro-
gram would help him as a fu-
ture citizen.”
Shared Time
School Program
All Sisters
Welcome Here
BRENTWOOD, N Y. (NC)
Brentwood College, founded in
1955 by the Sisters of St. Jo-
seph to train members of their
community, will open its doors
in September to members of
other Sister communities.
A spokesman said the step
is in line with Sister Forma-
tion Movement policies of co-
operation among religious.
2 Girls Cited
NEW YORK - Eleanor
Yoder of Glen Rock and Nina
Commette of Upper Montclair
received honorable mention In
Glamour magazine's 1964 ten
best dressed college girls in
America contest.
Miss Yoder is a student at
Cabrlnl College,' Radnor, Pa.;
Miss Commette at Marymount
College, Arlington, Va.
Sr. 'Bumble Bee ’
Turns 100
DUBUQUE, lowa (NC)—Sis-
ter "Bumble Bee" more for-
mally Sister Mary Francis de
Sales of the Visitation order,
celebrated her 100th birthday
here.
She was honored by a visit
from Archbishop James J.
Byrne of Dubuque, who im-
parted a special blessing from
Pope Paul VI.
She has been known as Sis-
ter "Bumble Bee" among stu-
dents at Visitation Academy
for more than 40 years, ever
since she stopped a group of
children from harming a bum-
ble bee they had captured. She
taught the children that bees,
also have feelings —a les-
son which took effect. She
Joined the community in 1906
and has been a teacher and
writer.
Air Apostolate
RIO DE JANEIRO (NC)
The Sisters of Jesus Crucified
help support a novitiate here
by preparing in-flight meals
for a Brazilian airline. In 25
years of existence the religious
community has grown to 2,185
members in 122 houses
throughout the country.
North Jerseyans
Get State Posts
ATLANTIC CITY Mrs.
Joseph Ruggier of Parsippany
has been elected president of
the N.J. Columbiettes at the
convention here. Mrs. Frank
Winkelman also of Parsippany
was elected state advocate.
Both were also elected dele-
gates to the supreme council
convention to be held Aug. 14-
15 at the Robert Treat Hotel,
Newark.
Mrs. Ruggier was state sec-
retary and past president of
Father Innocent Boss, 0.5.8.,
Auxiliary of Parsippany. Mrs.
Winkelman was state out
guard and immediate past
president of the Western Chap-
ter Columbiettes.
Sisters on TV
In 'Bible Belt’
MIDLAND, Tex. (NC) For
the second consecutive sum-
mer Catholic nuns conducted
a daily religious vacation
school via TV in this so-called
Bible Belt region.
Victory Noll Missionary Sis-
ters presented a two-week se-
ries of daily half-hour religious
instruction classes for grade
school students and another
two-week series for high school
students. The programs
reached 8.000 to 10,000 people
and fan letters came from 15
towns in the area.
The nuns said the programs
were designed for both Catho-
lics and non-Catholics and em-
phasized "the truths that unite
us."
I Was Thinking...
Recuperation ... A Time
For Reading, Meditating
By RUTH W. REILLY
Did you see the picture of
Mrs. Rose Kennedy arriving at
the hospital in Boston to visit
her son? She brought with her
a "large box of homemade
cookies and a book of Irish
poetry.”
People arc the same the
world over. When we visit one
another we like to bring a spe-
cial gift that will please. My
father particularly liked pea-
nut brittle and often that was
his special gift. In our house,
chocolate chip cookies are al-
ways "special,” probably be-
cause I make tins of them as
gifts at Christmas and while
the children sample freely,
they rarely have their fill.
MRS. KENNEDY’S gifts fed
not only the body but also the
soul. Irish poetry with a lilt
all its own! A period of recu-
peration gives time for reading
and thinking, for exercising
the mind and heart. Even
short periods of time can he
most fruitful.
I remember, at the birth of
one of my children, I brought
to the hospital with me a copy
of oneof Father Farrell’s four-
volume series entitled "A
Companion to the Summa." It
was so readable and chal-
lenging that during the course
of the following year I man-
aged to read and enjoy learn-
ing from the three other equ-
ally fine volumes.
MY OLD Father Lasance
prayerbook preached: “A hab-
it all should cultivate is oft to
read and ruminate."
The summer is a good time
to try to do some extra read-
ing. We usually browse
through the short stories in
our secular magazines. For
the most part they are sophis-
ticated. Some are cleverly
written, but rarely do we put
the magazine down and say:
"That was a really good
story!”
TRY ONE of Caryll House-
lander’s books: Her "Reed of
God” is a good one to start
with. In it she applies the les-
sons of Our Lady’s life to the
everyday living of everyday
people in today’s world. It is
simply and beautifully done.
A favorite volume I have
read and re-read is "Medita-
tions of a Believer" by Marcel
Legaut, a Frenchman and fa-
ther of six children. He has his
doctorate in mathematics but
left his professorship at the
University of Renne and with
his family settled into the
more contemplative and soli-
tary life of peasant amt shep-
herd.
, ONE CHAPTER outshines
the other. I remember in parti-
cular the one entitled “The
Mother and Child,” which
takes the finding of the Child
Jesus in the temple as a step-
ping off point for teaching par-
ents of teenagers that love
must constantly grow and that
it holds best with a light
touch.
Father Desplanques’ book:
"Living the Mass” subtitled
“The Ordinary of the Mass
and the Ordinary of Life” is
exactly that. In simple free-
flowing language he makes it
appear easy and logical for
ordinary people like you and
me to extend the Mass into our
day, and our day into the
Mass. Some parts are so de-
licately drawn that you ache
reading them.
A RECENT publication by
Rev. Michal Quoist entitled
simply "Prayers,” opens to us
private prayers, drawn from
the world we know: a football
game, housing difficulties, lack
of time and many more.
The blurb on the jacket
■says: "It is for the modern
Mary and Martha, for the
Christian of whatever back-
ground who seeks to find
Christ . . . and to serve Him
...
in every detail of his life.”
It uses Biblical quotations as
periscopes to give insight and
reason to the speed and tur-
moil of today’s world.
Anne Morrow Lindbergh's
meditative and leisurely "Gift
from the Sea,” is another
slender volume particularly
appropriate for summer read-
ing.
Each of these books may be
picked up for a few minutes at
a time, or reflectively read
over a longer period. None is
to be hurried through. All are
deceptively easy to read.
They are books to ponder, to
savor and to grow on.
PS. If you’d like some
homemade cookies to go with
your reading, try chocolate
chips . . . they’re delicious!
CDA Delegates Told
'Blame Not the Poor'
HOLLYWOOD, Fla (NC)
The idea that poverty is the
fault of the poor Is "un-
worthy" of a Christian said
Msgr. Raymond J. Gallagher,
secretary of the National Con-
ference of Catholic Charities,
at the 30th biennial national
convention of the Catholic
Daughters of America.
Much of the divided position
on the matter of racial equal-
ity "has been fed by the con-
viction prevalent in some of
our people that the poor are
poor largely because they have
contributed to their own con-
dition.
Msgr. Gallagher called the
combined problem of poverty
and unemployment "the most
striking challenge which our
generation must face."
THE POOR ARE individuals
"who through nofault of their
own, at least not by their own
design, have become casual-
ties in a society that moved
faster and delved more deeply
than most of us could have
prophesied a few years ago,"
he said. "They are the aged
and the very young.”
Resides bigger budgets and
social welfare programs, he
said, "we need a renewal of
our attitudes” on the subject
of poverty.
Msgr. Gallagher called for
more information on the prob-
lem of poverty, action pro-
grams to aid the poor at the
parish level, volunteer medi-
cal services, especially for the
children of the poor, and im-
proved educational opportuni-
ties, including tutoring, "so
that Illiteracy will not be an
obstacle to these children in
their struggle for independence
and self-sufficiency.”
AT ANOTHER convention
session, Msgr. John L. May of
the Catholic Church Extension
Society, commended the Cath-
olic Daughters of America for
their support of the Extension
program of home missionary
work.
"Through their help in great
part,” Msgr. May said, "there
are mission chapels today In
Wyoming, Arizona. Oklahoma,
Colorado, Texas, and a mis-
sion school in North Carolina."
Stressing the "great home
mission needs here in our own
country,” he said the Exten-
sion Society has helped build
more than 7,000 small
churches in mission areas of
America besides giving fi-
financial help to priests and
seminarians.
Richard Cardinal Cushing of
Boston said during the opening
banquet that in Latin America
today "we are no longer to-
tally on the defensive with
Communism because anew
generation of educated lay-
men ... including business
and professional men, are in-
volved in a Christian revolu-
tion."
"There is no quick solution
to the problems of the Church
or the problem of changing
the social order," he said. "It
takes generations to change a
social order fashioned after
feudalism."
President Johnson, in a tele-
gram to the CDA, said: “
...
In guiding these young ladles
along the path of virtue and
Christian charity you fulfill a
most urgent demand in our
common goal to build the
great society. . ."
Former Superior
Gets Tribute
ENGLEWOOD CLIFFS
Mother Marian James, C.S.J.,
provincial superior of the Sis-
ters of St. Joseph of Newark,
was guest of honor at a recent
parting reception at Archangel
Hall, St. Michael’s Novitiate.
Mother Marian James has
been assigned to anew mis-
si6n in California. She was the
first moderator-treasurer and
one of the founders of the
Archangel Guild which was or-
ganized in 1958.
Among her parting gifts was
a spiritual bouquet from the
guild. Mother M. Hildegarde,
new superior general, was
among the guests.
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DIAMONDS
for the finest.
JEWELERS AND SILVERSMITHS SINCE I*o*
NEWARK
IW-91 Mork.t SlrMl
MAHrtl3-2770
MILIBURN
263-47 Miltbum Avm
DR.x.l 6-7100
II
You'll be known as t.he perfect hostess—neverflustered, always
ready for the unexpected. A1well-stocked Refrigerator-Freezer
is like having a supermarket in your kitchen. You'll never "run
out." For more convenience snd greater menu variety, buy a
Refrigerator-Freezer at your favorite atore. Many models are
frost-free-neverrequire defrosting.
PUBLIC SERVICE ELECTRIC AND GAS COMPANY
TAXRAYINO lIRVANT OP A SRIAT ITAT S
Ml 44
Your
Wedding Reception
at the
U/hkU
JERSEY CITY
Is catered with loving care.
• BANQUET ROOMS Toit.fully
decorated
• DINNERS created to meetYOUR
n««di • Elegant Food • Gentroui
Portion! • Perfect Cocktail*
• Personalised attention to every
detail.
from s6,s
Por Person
All Inclusive
Package
and the Price Is Right . . .
Come In or phone Mr. Moeller oar
Wedding Consultant
is at
your service
OLdfieid 3-0100
RABATS &
RABAT VESTS
Mad* to ordar. boat mat*rial
and workmanship.
M. SCHWICKERT
HI Columbut PIK«
• IHI MODERN AIR CONDITIONED
R robert treat o KNOTT HOTEI
Invites your reservations
• COMMUNION IREAKFASTS
• ORDINATION OINNERI
• WEDDINO RECEPTIONS
• CONVENTIONS. SEMINARS ond
SALES MEETINO
12 Function Room. Top Capacity In Ono Room 1250
STANIEY J. AKUS Monog.c ALIIRT W STENOER. Pr.,ld.nl
50 PARK PLACE, NEWARK - MARKET 2-1000
ARROW OFFERS
TOP EARNINGS
AND YOUR CHOICE OF A
m
You miy select FREE
anyone of the
valuable GIFTS wa offer,
limplyby opening a
savings account for
$500.00 or more, or
adding $500.00 or mor»
to your present account
Limit only one gift to an
account Sorry, no
liftsmilled.
luun tnui
k .E5--
1/1 Sn«kTA
• A Man's c
Woman’s
YOUR CHOICE OF BIFTS
American CoHe
nack Tables
MID QUADTinV
or
Umbrella
OtherUseful Gifts
"mmm,
...
ARROWWm*
A lOAN ASSOCIATION
lie S. OKAHOI AVI. fC»». W Jmi Si.) HIWAIK I, M. i.
"•eii-amiM.au.i.er*
.ihh. m * lIMBO
forREAL QUALITY
FRENCH DRY CLEANING
MOLLY PITCHER
/tb \
‘
w /
ON
•
THE
NEW JERSEY
W« earnestly believe that few hotels
•njoy the •nchanting characteristics
or the exciting decorative motif of
the new Molly Pitcher Inn. We hear
nothing but raves from those who
have seen It. Our inspiring view of
Shrewsbury . . . our new luxury
pool . . . the thrilling panorama of
boats os far as the eye can see
. . . plus tempting food, delicious
cocktails ond the warmest hospitality.
Even our summer family rates are
refreshing as noted below.
COAST
Wi?
y
SUMMER FAMILY RATES
• Foil American Plan (3 mcc
» 514.50 perdoy, per person
, (2 persons in a room)
• 5i7.00 per day, (or single
•
occupancy
•
eModified American Plan
(breakfast and dinner)
» 512.50 per day, per persor
* (2 persons per room)
SIS.OO per day, (or single
occupancy
•No charge (eacrpt (or mea
(or children sharing same
room. Snack Bar on
MOLLY PITCHER INN
88 Rivenide Avr. SH 7*2500
RED BANK, N. J.
Do IN Your luukifli
with
ISIOP
• SAVINS ACCOUNTS
• CHECKING ACCOUNTS
ALL TYPES OF
LOANS
At Friendly, Convenient
COMMERCIAL
TRUST CO. ***
OF NEW JERSEY
15 Exchange Place, Jersey City
11 Convenient Offices for Full Service Banking
BAYONNE . JERSEY CITY . UNION CITY
OPEN MONDAY EVENINGS(Exc.pt Exch.ng. Pl.c.)
J«(««y City k Biyonn. Tlo I-Union City 8 lo I
Miuilft MOMAI RIIIKVI (VITIM AND lIDIRAL OIfOIIJ INIUKANCI COIP.
At Vacation School
Seminarians, Others Work for Children
By SUSAN DINER
MIDLAND PARK - Throe
seminarians have just comple-
ted 3-weeks working for 150
children from Nativity parish.
Assisted by three Dominican
Sisters and 18 CYO members,
the seminarians ran a relig-
ious vacation school from 9
a.m. to noon. Nativity was one
of 22 parishes, Boystown, St.
Mary’s Orphanage and 12 CYO
camps in the Newark Archdio-
ces presenting similar pro-
grams.
Religious vacation schools
present religion, arts and
crafts, recreation and an oc-
casional rxtrr curricular ac-
tivity such as a trip to Dar-
lington Seminary. Each day
at Nativity closed with a Bi-
ble ceremony when the chil-
dren acted out a Biblical pas-
sage read by the priest.
THE FIRST DAY of school
the passage of Christ calling
His disciples was read. "The
idea," said .Seminarian Joseph
Volker, "is that the children
were being called by Christ
to enter wholeheartedly into
the vacation school and that
they, like the disciples spread
the good word—the good word
of vacation school.”
“This dramatization in a
sacred action brings the pas-
sage home by doing as well
as hearing and seeing,” ex-
plained Seminarian John Ma-
loney. “First they hear the
word of God, then put it Into
an action which expresses the
sentiment the passage con-
veys.”
Each boy had at least one
opportunity as an altar boy
during the Bible ceremony
usually held at the outdoor
shrine.
RELIGION classes this year
were built around the Mass
and the liturgy. The first
week they learned how the
Old Testament foreshadowed
the Mass according to customs
—sacrifices of animals, people
of God and death in slavery
to life of freedom. The New
Testament in the second week
showed Christ as the new lea-
der, establishment of the
Church, how to become mem-
bers through Baptism and peo-
ple worshipping together.
Climaxing the third week
which stressed the Mass va-
cation school students partici-
pated in a complete Dialogue
Mass. The seminarians hoped
to “make the Mass a natural
expression through which the
children will honor God with
the priest.”
Msgr. Roger A. Reynolds,
who assigns the seminarians
to parishes, notes “with no
towering adults to obstruct the
view, children are better able
to observe the altar, the ac
tions of the priest and his
vestments. They learn to use
the daily missal and to par-
ticipate in the prayers of the
Mass."
SEMINARIAN Volker be-
lieves the program is a “chal-
lange for the teacher to tell
the good news, to see the
children make it their own by
rejoicing in it and living it;
to make religion a joy not a
burden and to enkindle the
religious spirit in the chil-
dren.”
It’s a time when the sem-
inarians “put into practice
what they learned during the
year by putting catechetics in-
to practice on a grade level,
and it’s a practical means of
bridging them into parish
work,” says Msgr. Reynolds.
At Nativity, the seminarians
work closely with Rev. Fran-
cis J. Ballinger, pastor, and
his curates in parish case
work.
It’s also a time when chil-
dren get to know future priests
who might remind children of
their older brother, cousin or
uncle. As Rev. John J. Mul-
vey, one of the priest-moder-
ators, points out, such asso-
ciation with seminarians,
priests and Sisters should
have an important bearing on
their future attitude toward
clergy and religious and could
be the beginning of vocations.
Seminarian Ronald Newland
made extensive use of the
piano while teaching sacred
hymns, the Mass, and songs.
The arts and crafts pro-
gram challenged the creativ-
ity of children and integrated
their artistic talents with var-
ious forms of religious proj-
ects. Statues, plaques and
decorated plates are among
their class mementoes.
Recreation ranged from
ping-pong and ' dodgeball to
song tests with the parish
priests and seminarians play-
ing the musical instruments.
STUDENTS LOVE the pro-
gram because as one first
grader said "It’s fun." Anoth-
er likes it because, “We com'
pete for medals.” One second
grader looked forward to
R.V.S. because VWc get or-
ange drink and cookies in the
middle of the morning.”
An older student who at-
tends a public school pointed
out the purpose of the pro-
gram when she said, "They
teach us many things about
our Faith we don’t have time
to learn during the year and
in a way that’s fun."
“The public schooL child,”
notes Msgr. Reynolds, “ex-
periences the atmosphere of
Catholic spirituality. God be-
comes a reality; Jesus, Mary,
the angels, and the saints be-
come personal friends.”
THE EVENING before the
program closed, a family Bi-
ble Vigil was held stressing
family unity in the passage
where Christ asks that the
children be allowed to come
to Him. The parents received
the family blessing from the
priests.
Three trophies best all-
around student, best athlete
and best arts and craft ex-
hibit were presented. The
children at Nativity enter-
tained their parents with songs
they had learned and joined
Father Mulvey and his bango
in leading a hootenanny pro-
gram.
Following the children’s Di-
alogue Mass the last day, 30
medals were presented after
field day activities.
IN THE PATERSON Dio-
cese a similar program is held
in approximately 30 parishes.
This program, also centered
around the Mass and liturgy,
follows the same general out-
line with an 11:15 a.m. Mass
closing the day’s activities.
Mass facing the children has
been encouraged.
Seminarians supervise the
entire school and conduct the
general assembly and demon-
strations of visual aids empha-
sizing the previous day’s les-
son. One lesson involved set-
ting a table for dinner. After
indicating the items necessary
for a meal at home, the chil-
dren were asked what the
priest wouldn’t need in pre-
paring the altar meal and
what substitutions should be
made such as a chalice for a
cup and paten for a plate.
“This visual aid teaches the
the family meal of the people
of God,” said Rev. Richard
E. Rento, associate director
of CCD in Paterson,
child the Mass is essentially
ARTS AND crafts are spe-
cially prepared as a project
tie-in vrith the lesson plan. For
example, children used twine
and colored tissues to work
out the story of the vine and
the branches. A specially pre-
pared lesson booklet and an
eight-page Dialogue Mass mis-
sal were prepared by priests,
seminarians, Sisters and lay
people.
The Bible is displayed in a
prominent spot in each class
and incorporated in daily les-
sons giving the students “prac-
tical experience working with
the Bible and a realization
that it is God’s word present
among them,” noted Father
Rento.
One sixth grade girl wrote
Father Rento: “I learned that
the Bible is filled with God’s
words and I love to hear them.
Best of all I enjoyed the Bible
Vigil.”
ARISE IN CHRIST - After hearing the word of God during
the Bible ceremony, each child puts it into an action
which
expresses the passage. Here following the reading of the
Resurrection of Christ, Seminarian Volker places the amice
around the shoulders of child as a reminder of his
baptismal vowsand says "Arise in Christ and sin no more."
BIBLE CEREMONY PREPARATION - Seminarian John Maloney gives -instructions for the
Bible ceremony which will close the vacation school for the day while Thomas Magura
(left) and Thomas Schneller of Nativity, Midland Park, listen. Each boy had at least one
opportunity as an altar boy.
A STRUMMIN’ AND A SINGIN" - Songfests and Hootenan-
nies are frequently included as part of the vacation school
program when new songs and old ones are enjoyed. Sem-
inarian Joe Volker plays the guitar while the children join
the fun singing "Rise and Shine." On family night, the
children entertained their parents with a hootenanny.
Left to right are: Diane Whitney, Stephan McBride, Ter-
rence Sharp, Susan Vierzhalek and Patrick Lalka.
Pope Praises Catholic Scouting
PALERMO, Italy (RNS) -
The “high Ideals” of the Cath-
olic Boy Scout program in
many lands were praised by
Pope Paul VI in a message
to Ernesto Cardinal Ruffini of
Palermo.
The message was sent in
connection with the fifth re-
gional jamboree of Catholic
scouts in Sicily. Cardinal Ruf-
fini celebrated Mass for the
thousands of scouts and read
them the Pope’s letter which
also thanked the boys for pray-
ing for him.
Jr. Retreat Set
MT. KISCO, N.Y. - A jun-
ior teenage retreat for eighth
grade girls will be held Aug.
4-5 at the Cenacle Retreat
House here. Rev. John L.
Gallagher, S.J., is retreat
master.
Stall Religion
Registration
VIENNA (NC) - The Hun-
garlan regime again has im-
peded the registration of fchil-
dren for religious education
during the next school year.
Reports from all parts of
Hungary said the short hours
set for the registration were
wasted by superfluous ques-
tioning about income, docu-
ments which are hard to ob-
tain, the religion of family
forebears and similar things.
Have You
Read...?
The foliowing questions are
based onarticles which appear
in this issue of The Advocate.
The answers are printed at the
bottom of the column with the
page on which the answering
article
can be found.
1. Seminarians in the New-
ark Archdiocese and Paterson
Diocese spend part of their
summer
(a) Building roads
(b) Clocking traffic at
main intersections
(c) Running religious voca-
tion schools
2. The Bishops’ approved
English text for the Mass has
just been made public and
available to printers who will
,print
(a) Complete missals for
altar use and inserts for the
people’s missals
(b) Complete missals for
everyone
(c) Inserts for everybody
3. One of the high school
students taking trips this sum-
mer is from St. Aloysius. Jer-
sey City, and will spend a
month in
(a) Chicago
(b) Coast Guard Academy
(c) Athens
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CORVETTES
from
AMERICA'S *1
CORVETTE DEALER
NEW 1964's
(Only 38 lofl)
USED CORVETTB SPBCIALS
'4l "14" 4-Speed. Whitt
'4O "MO" S-Spttd. Bitch
ROUTI
(Ju*f North
Rt. 4)
PARAMUS
CO 17710
■VII
WED. A SAT.
TO 4
BONDS
Insurance
a
FURNITURE
show/rooms
BrfoKe you bu y ...See the Difference . . . Save the Difference
on Outstanding Provincial anti Contemporary Designs
&
Ml
H
CONTEMPORARY AT ITS BEST!
Sleek Contemporary with hondsome arched overlays of
Solid Cherry blended beautifully with acacia burl drawer
fronts. Available In Pumico or Champagne Cherry. Ex-
quisite Morble tops. 76" Dresser Bose, 42" Chest, 4/6
Headboard at this low price.
JOSEPH FAZZARI, Pres. TERMS ARRANGED
ROMA—9-11 HOLLAND ST. (OFF 468 SPRINGFIELD AVE.. NWK.)
Bl 8-2660—Free Parking In Rear—Open every nlte till 9! Tues. & Sot. till 61
’395
$595 Retail
Saint James
A inull school for M Catholic boarding
boya and a law day aludanla. clawas
ara amall and lha programla wlda and
thorough In acopa. Ona taachar lor
aach J aludanla. Oradaa 4 through 11.
Waakly raporla to paranta. Faa ol
11450. all Inclualvo.
Salnl Jamta
School. Barlln 0, Conn.
FOR THE ONE TIME WHEN
ONLY THE BEST WILL DO
Jk Qky Special!
WEDDING
PARTY PACKAGE
v
Planned and priced with the
FATHER OF THE BRIDE in mind
75 per person—complete—no extra’*
special for Saturday afternoons (not
Saturday nights) and all day Sunday
$6
Other attractively priced 'Wedding Party Pack
ages' are available. Please accept pur invita
tion to visit our Banquet Office or call Ban
quet Manager at MA 3-4080 for details.
HOTEL
HOTEL and MOTOR INN
16 Park Plata Newark 2. N.J.
Visit Beautiful GRAYMOOR
PILGRIMAGE SIAtON
Sundays now through October 25
»A»H» 10i4f, 11i4S, 11i4S
•». Anthony Devotion*
GRAYMOOR It J mllat north of Pookthlll, N. Y. on Rt.».
• URI* IiAVI
Port Authority Rut Terminal 41it t Ith Avonuo, N.Y.C. *ilS am.
TICKITI at WINDOW 17) Bum loavo Graymoor at 4-.00 p.m.
Tol. LOngacro 3-037 J or lOngacro 4-1414
In Now Jartay call HUbbard 7-4100 (Mohawk)
Par Ivrlhor information writer
Pr. Guardian, I. A., Braymoor Priori, Oarrltan, N. Y. 10(24
Talaphanai OArrlton 4-1471, Coda No. Vl4
Wrllo For Free Visitors’ Directory
LARGEST
STOCK
OF
CATHOLIC
BOOKS
for CHILDREN
for RELIGIOUS
for EVERYONE
57 Halsey St, Newark
This year make a Pilgrimage to:
AMERICA’S MOSTBEAUTIFUL ROSARY WAY
. AT
NATIONAL SHRINE OF
MARY HELP OF CHRISTIANS
W**t Haverttraw, N. Y.
PUBLIC BUS SERVICE:
Bod and Tan But Lint*: Sunday*
But Laavaa Port Authority 171th
and Broadway at t:N a.m. and
By Popular Demand
Great New Items Now Available
To NJB Club Members
NEW
JERSEV
BANK
STAINLESS STTO. WATENLC9S
COOKWARE
CLUB
1853 RW
1834
If'1846 RW
11M
1103 RW
All NJB Nat to tay it that our customers sura do
know value! Response to our offer of 26 previout
Duncan Hinet Cookware plecet hat been unbe-
lievable. Now, club members have requested more
Itemt. So here they are...the bargain-priced bowls,
pitcher, and percolator that you asked for. Get one
at a time with each $25 deposit or al Ova at once
with a single deposit of $125.00 whether you
bank in person or by null Pieces wUI be delivered
right to your home.
Take advantage of this opportunity to add to your
Cookware Collection while you save at NJB. Plan
your deposits at y6u plan your purchases. Watch
your bank account grow (savings or personalized
checking) with your cookware assortment
If jw’ri ait atreaft a memberof the Cookware CM, seed tor complete information pies petares of alt Items araftaMt.
>'»■■■" V WNIW Im.C—m.Om .
—4BE
NEW MEMBERS get a lqt Duncan Hines
saucepan with lid . . .
BANK 6 TRUST CO.
129 Matter Sneer. Peterson. N. A 07506
NA 72$
I •» Interested In the NJB Dwcan Hmea“ CooAwere
Clue. Please Mod me complete tntormalion.
.Apt#.
City end Slate
.
lee NipUyet Bieef Ceekewt st U 17 Nit kreeskti w entire, kilKte. little Ml. Berdi H«l«<ti..Pintle. PiliuiiMlt?rt Pinnae.
In Youth's Corner
Students Plan Varied Junkets
By JOHN TEEHAN
The burning desire that .Jo-
seph Trez 16-year-old sen-
ior-to-be at St. Aloysius of Jer-
sey City has for an Army
career has already landed him
in camp only it is not a mili-
tary one and it is in Athens.
Greece.
Trez won the Athens trip
through the Chase Manhattan
Bank of New York where his
father, Walter, is a personal
trust accountant. He was one
of two chosen out of 50 appli-
cants.
Other banks’ choices make
up a total of 10 U.S. students.
The camp accommodates 200
students from 11 countries, un-
der sponsorship of the Com-
mercial Bank of Greece, to
give students first-hand exper-
ience with the customs of oth-
er nations.
The Jersey City student left
Kennedy International Airport
July 17 for Greece. He will
leave the camp Aug. 17 and
then is entitled to two days
in London, England.
SELECTION was made by
three judges on the basis of
extra - curricular activities,
grades, school principals' let-
lers of recommendation,
essays on “Why 1 Would Like
To Go to Greece,” and person-
al interviews.
Trez apparently impressed
the interviewers with his argu-
ment that since he plans an
Army career (including West
Point) “it will be very helpful
to have seen a foreign country
already."
Trez said before he left "it
would be more business than
vacation," at the camp. The
boys were instructed to “be
on guard" about political prob-
lems in Greece particularly the
Cypress situation.
The students would be act-
ing “in a junior ambassador
role,” ,he said.
Each days activities are
mapped out for the campers
including sports and tours.
Each country’s representatives
will show how they go through
a day. Above all they have
been instructed to “act as
themselves." In the evenings
campers will trade views in
discussions.
Trez’ desire for a West Point
career was kindled when his
sister married an academy
graduate, and was fanned by
the career of his cousin, Wil-
liam Lewandowski, former
Queen of Peace football and
basketball player, who will
graduate from the Point in
1966.
Trez has played JV and var-
sity baseball as a first base-
man and freshman basketball.
He has been active in the Hud-
son County CYO for two years.
His attraction to master of
ceremonies’ jobs at dances led
him to build his own stereo-
amplifier last summer. He is
president of the Audio-Visual
Club at St. Aloysius, an elec-
tronics group.
BRIAN EGAN, 15. who looks
forward to his junior year at
Essex Catholic High School
this fall, is one of seven out-
standing science students to be
sponsored by Public Service
Electric and Gas Company at
the sixth annual Nation-
al Youth Conference on the
Atom in Chicago, Nov. 5-7.
His 100% average in biology,
his honor roll status, and hon-
orable mention award in the
Greater Newark Science Fair
earned him the honor. Egan’s
exhibit at the fair, “DNA
Coil of Life," took him 250
hours to complete over a
period of six months.
Active in the Science and
Biology Clubs at school, Brian
was also a member of the
state championship fencing
team as well as the track
team. He plans to attend St.
Peter’s College, Jersey City,
to prepare for a career in bio-
chemistry or electronics en-
gineering.
FREDERICK Zimmerman
Jr. begins the life of a mid-
shipman at the Coast Guard
Academy, New London, Conn.,
July 29 ... for a week.
1 The senior-to-be at Immacu-
late Conception High School
Montclair, was selected from
400 North Jersey public, pri-
vate and parochial school
junior's for a week’s all-ex-
pense trip to the academy. .
According to the selection 1
committee, Zimmerman's out-
standing marks in history,
mathematics and English and
his “attitude toward education-
al opportunities” earned him
the choice over 40 finalists.
At Immaculate, Zimmer-
man, who is active in basket-
ball and track, will start his
term as class president this
fall. At the academy, he will
participate in the daily routine
including a trip on the "Eagle”
training ship.”
SEVEN North Jersey Cath-
olic high school students return
home July 24 from a Journa-
lism Institute at the Catholic
University of America, Wash-
ington, DC. The institute,
which began June 29, was
aimed at improvement of
school papers.
Among the 132 students
representing 61 schools and 13
states were Kathleen Carrick
and Janet Tatur of Queen of
Peace,. North Arlington; Pa-
tricia Ghilain of Morris Cath-
olic, Denville; Gaynol Horack
of Pope Pius XII, Passaic;
Kevin Kelly of Sacred Heart,
Elizabeth; Olga Maruszczak of
Pope Pius, Passaic; and Nan-
cy Van Note of Holy Family
Academy, Bayonne.
JOSEPH TREZ
BRIAN EGAN
POOL SHARKS - Children registered with the two Essex
County CYO summer day camps receive swimming in-
struction at Olympic Park from waterfront instructor
James P. Bell. Children shown left to right are Elzabeth
Tompson, Frank Brina and Lou Ann Goc all from Sacred
Heart parish of Vailsburg.
St. Lucy's Nips Golden Knights
BRIDGEPORT, Conn. - The
St. Lucy's Cadets of Newark
added another trophy July 18
by edging their city rivals the
Blessed Sacrament CYO Gold-
en Knights 81.95 81.10. in a
drum and bugle corps contest
at Hodges Stadium here.
The only other area group
scheduled to compete, St. Rose
of Lima, Newark, arrived too
late because of a bus break-
down and gave an exhibition
instead.
The two top Newark drum
corps will clash again July
25 at Garfield High School in
a contest sponsored by the
Garfield Cadets. On July 26,
competition will shift to Penn-
sauken. St. Patrick’s Cadets,
Jersey City, will also compete.
Gymnasts Feature
Sokol Program
PASSAIC The Sokol youth
will give a gymnastic and cal-
isthenic exhibition at the an-
nual Physical Fitness Day
sponsored by Group 1 of the
Slovak Catholic Sokol at Oak
Ridge, July 26.
St. Rose Slates
Sound of Music
NEWARK Eight junior
drum & bugle corps will com-
pete in the second annual
“Sound of Music” sponsored
by the St. Rose of Lima Im-
perial Lancers at Newark
Schools Stadium at 8 p.m. Aug.
8.
Three local corps, St. Lucy’s
Cadets, Blessed Sacrament’s
Golden Knights and the Wood-
siders arc among those listed
as is St. Brendan’s Cadets of
Clifton.
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Parisian Beauty School
142 suit Jl„ Hacktniack, N. J.
THE
ACADEMY
OF
BEAUTY
CULTURE
HONOR EMBLEM SCHOOL
Day t Evanlng Clauai
..
HUbbard 7-2203
ACADEMY OF
SAINT ELIZABETH
SECONDARY SCHOOL FOR OIRLS
Founded ISM Full* Accredited
SISTERS OF CHARITY
Convent. New Jerxr
JEfferson 9-1600
OPPORTUNITIES
FOR WOMEN 16-35
Serve God by Serving Others
Sisters of Reparation
of the Congregation of Mary
• Providing Horn* for Poor »nd
Frlendleu Women and caring for
their iplrltual, mental, phvilcal
a Teaching Catachlim to all agae of
Children and Teen Agere,
a Conducting Raaldancaa for Work-
ing Olrlt.
...
Write: Vocation Dlractreee
141 Wait 14th Street, N. Y. 11, N. Y.
Telephone: CHelua MHO
NEW
CARS
FINANCED
*4
Pep
YEAR
Per
$lOO
UP TO 36 MONTHS TO PAY
{Your Auto Insurance May Be Included)
Used Cars Also Financed At Low Rates
HUDSON COUNTY NATIONAL BANK
JERSEY CITY
r BAYONNE
HOBOKEN
UNION CITY
WEEHAWKEN
NORTH BERGEN
GUTTENBERG
Founded In 1899 by the Sister* of Charity
College of Saint Elizabeth
Convent Station, New Jersey
CALDWELL COLLEGE FOR WOMEN
CALDWEU, NEW JERSEY
CONDUCTED BY THE SISTERS OF ST. DOMINIC
Fully Accredited Offering A.B. and B.S. Degrees
WHY TAKE LESS ? ? ?
CURRENT oiumEno
ASSETS EXCEED
$53,000,000
WYCKOFF SAVINGS
I LOAN ASSOCIATION
MAIN OFFICE: 392 Main Stmt, Wyckoff
Oth*r Oiflcui Midland park. Saddle Rtvar, Oakland A Franklin Lakaa
OPEN MONDAY • FRIDA YW FRIDAY NIGHT «-l
PRIESTS JESUIT BROTHERS
• %
* h*lr .ul,nt* «* mind and txxtjr to lh« oorrtco of Jmui Chriot
«ad Hl* Church *t homo and In iho locaifn mlaaions. For Information writoi
Director of Vocations, 39 E. 83rd St., New York 28, N.Y.
(Phone 212 RE 4-1146)
□ □ Brothers
— Af»
Nun* .
Addr***
Cttr
...
PROVE YOUR LOVE FOR CHRIST
Sisters of the Sorrowful Mother
(A FRANCISCAN COMMUNITY)
AntlvlUee Hoapltalai nurains pharmacy,
laboratory. X-ray, office, library, and domeatic
work. Schoolai eatachallcal. alimentary, and
eecondary aehoolai profaaalcnal and practical
aoboola of nuralnc. Homaa for tKa ased. the
oonvaleicant. and homalaaa etUldren. Foratan
mlaalona Aral 14 to 30.
Wrlfo to Vocallanal Dlraatraaa,
M Morrla Avanua, OanvlHo Naw Jaraay
(Talaphonai OA MNII
or atowd o«
PERPETUAL
FRANCISCAN MISSIONARY ONION
WB.MMMN L MW YOON
• • OHMW, aMI it «2AI
COMPLETE f CHILDREN S WEAR
Oornells
Garden Mate Ploia . Hubbard 9-9272
DRASTIC
REDUCTIONS
ON
ALL
'
SUMMER
MERCHANDISE
SIZES S to 46
mnienulu shops*
SfmUlM. a, MU ...» I/UU
J34 M«in SI. HACKENSACK
• Oppotila Arnold Comtabla
Opon Mon., Thuro., Erl. 'till * P.M.
FREE Parking Roar ol Stora
BUY
Your
Next
Car
from
BENNER
' RAMBLER
SALES • SERVICE
"Same location alnce 1868“
a« Hackaniaek s». 6. Rutharford
oi-noo
On Union Ava.. 1 block we»t of
Bergen Auto, offRoute 17.
"See me personally before you
buy any ear. I will jive you
the deal that ean’t b« beat!’
TROPHY PONTIAC
Hal Charkowski
UNBEATABLE DEALS NOW!
'64 PONTIACS
TEMPESTS • LE MANS • GRAND PRIX
EASIEST PAYMENTS • FINEST SERVICE
PLUS wonderful (election of Used Cart
988 BROADWAY
BAYONNE
HE 7*4900
Open Evenings
M
Mp/Mw/p.
come to TC for a
PERSONAL LOAN
* i i
We’ll lend you from $3OO to $2,500 for
any worthwhile purpose and arrange
repayments over as long as 12 to 24
months. No red tape, no prying, no prob-
lem. You needn’t be a depositor. For
instantaction, come in or phone OLdfield
3-4100, Extension 311.
* r
The
Trust Company
of New Jersey
IS OFFICES SERVING HUDSON COUNTY
All Open Monday Evening* e to 8 P.M.
Jersey City • Hoboken • Weehawkcn •
Union City • West New York • Secaucus
Member Federal Depoiit Iniuranee Corporation
IBACKToSCHOOV
AUGUST 27th?
... NO. NOT REALLY!
BUT IT IS THE DATE OF
THE ADVOCATE'S ANNUAL
BACK-TO-SCHOOL ISSUE
The Advocate, with a net paid circulation of 125,480, serves the
populous North Jersey Catholic market. Its back-to-school issue will
focus attention on the vast educational program in this 7-County area.
It will contain many timely and interesting features about the Catholic
school system in North Jersey (where the population is 50.14% Cath-
olic). This special edition of TOPIC tabloid supplement to THE ADVO-
CATE, provides you with an excellent medium for reaching the parents,
students, priests, sisters and others who are associated with this huge
educational operation. Why not let THE ADVOCATE, help you to extra
BACK-TO-SCHOOL sales. Call us todayl
THESE EXTRAS MAKE YOUR AD
IN THE ADVOCATE MORE EFFECTIVE
<| PERSONAL INTMFST
■* OP THE READER
You can oitakllih on Intimate
loyalty for your produrt or your
•orvlc* through Tho Advocate. St-
eatite reader* have a perianal
Interact In their Dlocotan Newt-
papor.
O paper ENJOYS
HIGH READERSHIP
The Advocate offer* It* odvortiiert
■mutually high roaderthip became
it carrioc a high percentage of
local and world now* that can-
not bo found In locular
nowipa-
par*.
3 PAPER SACKS IfS
ADVERTISERS
Tho Advocate rocognlto* on obli-
gation to It* advtrtttort ...to
got rowltil Thlt paper accent-
pllthe* thlt through o continued
promotional campaign deigned to
remind It* reader* of tho impor-
tant* of advortitor*.
ADVERTISING DEADLINE: NOON - AUGUST 21
TABLOID SIZE
FOR RESERVATIONS or INFORMATION CONTACT ...
The
31 Clinton Stroot, Newark 2, Now Jorsoy MAket 4-0700
OFFICIAL PUBLICATION OF THE ARCHDIOCESE OF NEWARK AND THE DIOCESE OF PATERSON, N.J.
College Baseball
Pirates Schedule 1965
Met Conference Debut
SOUTH ORANGE
- Ford-
ham, which opposed Seton
Hall University in it's first
baseball outing in Oct. 22, 18G3,
will again be the opposition
in the Pirates’ debut in the
Metropolitan Conference in
1865.
■’Other returnees on the 20-
game schedule of Setonia are
Met loop opponents Manhatt-
an, Hofstra and City College.
Other newcomers to the loop,
who are on the Pirates' slate,
include Fairleigh Dickinson
and LIU.
The replacement of two
starting pitchers and second
and third basemen are the
most pressing problems that
Coach Owen Carroll has to
solve as he goes into his 18th
season as the Pirates’ base-
ball mentor. Last year’s 25-5
record that brought the Pirates
to fifth place in the College
World Series was the high
point of a 218-96-3 mark posted
by Carroll-coached teams.
THE FOUR who will be
hard to replace are hurlers
Larry Falcon (9-1) and Bill
Watson (5-1), second baseman
Jack Tracy and third base-
man Johnny Monteleonc, all
of whom are now playing pro-
fessional ball.
Bill Matusz (8-1), Hal Race
(2-0) and Ron Del Mauro will
return to the mound corps
while Norm Dermody, fresh-
man ace, will be moving up.
Coach Carroll will again use a
rotation system with his three
catchers who are returning,
Tom Bongiorno, Frank Cush-
ing and John Sielski. Pete
Rhatican, who led the fresh-
men at the plate will also be
vying for his’ share of action.
Ron Butkiewicz will not have
Bill Lennon as alternate at
first base since the latter grad-
uated but Rhatican may be
moved in to that spot. Bon-
giorno and Sielski may see al-
ternating action in left field
when not behind the plate.
A sophomore, Walt Peto
has the inside rail for the sec-
ond baseman's job while Ker-
ry O’Connor and Jim Queli,
who played outfield this
spring, are third base pros-
pects.
SOPHOMORE Dick Wiecze-
zak (.320) and Mike Cadenaz-
zi (.320) (.355) have their out-
field jobs waiting for them and
reserve Dick Knothe should
see his share of Service.
Other returnees to the Seton
slate are Vermont and Dart-
mouth, after a year’s lapse.
The complete schedule is as
follows:
March 28. Vermont; 29. St. Francln;
30 Dartmouth.
April 7. 'Manhattan; 12, Montclair;
13. Princeton, away; 14, *F*lrlei*h
Dickinson; 17. • Wagner; 20, Coralel.
auay; 21. Ithaca, away; 22. Colgate,
•way; 24. Vlllanova; 25, Ithaca; 26.
•C.C.NiY.; 28. •Fordham; 30, Rider.
May 1. •L.1.U., away; 3. Adelphl;
4. St. John**, away; 5, Upaala. away;
t. *N.Y.U.. away; 8. Vlllanova. away;
in. Rutger*; 12. *Hofitra. away; 15.
•IcMa, .'way; 17. Delaware, away; 18.
Navy, away.
June 1, La/ayette, away; 2. Army,
away.
•Met Conference
JV Gridders
At St. Joseph's
MONTVALE St. Joseph's
Regional is only up to its
junior class year but coach
Lou Contey has an eight-game
JV schedule waiting for his
gridders this fall.
Five of these are morning
games. The new Jayvees will
open at home against Queen of
Peace and will close at New
Milford.
Other morning games are
slated with St. Luke's, Bergen
Catholic High and Don Bosco,
Ramsey.
The complete schedule is as
follows:
Sept, it, Queen o( Pence (10:30 am).
Oct. 12. St. Luke'* (10:30 am.); 26.
Emeraon: 31, Bersnt Catholic (10:30
a.m.i.
Nov. *. at st. Cecilia'*; 10. rope
Plua; 21, at Don Boeco (10 a.ra.); 27.
at New Milford (10:30 a.m.i.
Reduced Slate for Queensmen
NORTH ARLINGTON
_
Queen of Peace takes on a
new opponent in this year’s
football schedule which is one
game short of last year's slate
of nine.
The new squad to be faced
is Mater Dei of New Mon-
mouth. Other changes In the
Queensmen’s slate include the
dropping of Immaculate Con-
ception and Marist. The
changes leave them with a
free date on Oct. 25.
A Friday night game Sept.
25 gets the Queensmen off with
the finale set for Passaic
against Pope Pius on Thanks-
giving Day.
The complete schedule fol-
lows:
S*pt. 25, at Harrison (8 p.m).
Oct. 4, Mater Del; 10. at St. Co-
flllaV; 18. St. Joseph's (WNY).
Nov. 1 at Don Hoaco*; 8, Essex
Catholic; 15. at Bergen Catholic*; 26.
at Pope Pius* <lO3O a.m.i.
•Tri-County Conference.
In CYO Baseball
St. Peter's Pulls the Rug
From Under Co-Leader
MONTCLAIR
- St. Peter’s
of Belleville upset St. Joseph’s,
East Orange, 13-8, to break a
long-standing tie for the Essex
County CYO Intermediate
League lead, July 19, at
Bianch Brook Extension,
Belleville.
St. Joseph’s and St. Thomas
the Apostle had been tied
since the loop opened. St.
Thomas, the only undefeated
team left, added victory num-
ber five through a forfeit while
St. Joseph’s dropped to sec-
ond, a half-game behind.
It was a 10-run rally in the
fifth inning that erased a 6-3
deficit for St. Peter’s as Rob-
ert Forczck and Vinnie Otskey
paced the batters. Mike Welsh
was the winning pitcher; Carl
Perrone the loser.
IMMACULATE Conception
of Newark nipped St. Rose of
Lima, also of Newark, 6-5, as
Joe Pace homered and Pete
P.olandelli hit three times for
the winners. Terry Brown got
the mound decision while Ray
Walsh lost.
An eight-run fifth inning en-
abled St. Aloysius to climb in-
to a fourth placo tie as Sacred
Heart, Bloomfield, lost a 94
decision. Ron Stableton's triple
was the big blow of the inning.
On July 26, it is St. Thomas’
turn to meet St. Peter's at the
Branch Brook venue.
THE STANDINGS
W L
St. Thom** 5 0
St. Joaeoh's 4 1
Immaculate 3 2
Sacred Heart 2 3
St. Atoyalua 2 3
St. Rn*e of Lima 2 3
St. Peter's 2 3
St. Lucy's 0 S
JULY 26 SCHIOULE
St. Joseph's vs Sacred Heart 1 p.m.
Ft. Rove va St. Aloysius. 3:30 p.m.
St. Thomas SL I'eler *. 1 r m.
A Grand Slam
Mickey's Hustle Earns
Award in Other League
NEW YORK (RNS) The
"proudest moment in my life,”
according to Mickey Mantle
didn't happen on a ballfield—it
came here in St. Vincent’s
Hospital.
The New York Yankees’ star
referred to the establishment
in the Roman Catholic insti-
tution of the Mickey Mantle
Foundation for Hodgkin's Di-
sease. Francis Cardinal Spell-
man, Archbishop of New York,
blessed the plaque identifying
the foundation in the hospital’s
new research building.
For Mickey, a Protestant,
it was the fruition of a long,
unpublicized "favorite charity"
—help for St. Vincent’s 19-
year-old research program of
research into a disease which
strikes only the very young or
those "in the prime of life."
ELVIN C. Mantle, Mickey’s
father, died of Hodgkins’ di-
sease in 1951, shortly after his
40th birthday.
The foundation named for
the Yankee ballplayer actual-
ly began 10 years ago when
New York City’s Commission-
er of Records, Maurice J.
O'Rourke, himself a victim of
Hodgkin's disease, heard of
the circumstances of Mr. Man-
tle’s death and Mickey’s ap-
parent interest in research in-
volving the disease.
Mr. O’Rourke arranged a
meeting between the Yankee
outfielder and Cardinal Spell-
man. "Since then,” according
to a Mantle adviser, "this lias
been Mickey’s favorite char-
ity. We have worked without
fanfare. Mostly it has been a
matter of diverting certain
monies received.”
Attending the ceremony here
were the cardinal. Mayor Rob-
ert Wagner of New York, a
contingent of nursing nuns,
some Yankee ballplayers, .gnd
as many of the occupants of
the children’s wards as could
cram into the room for Mick-
ey's autograph.
President Johnson sent a
telegram congratulating the
ballplayer and St. Vincent’s for
establishing the foundation.
AMONG the speakers was
Whitey Ford, the Yanks’ star
lefthander; he was accompan-
ied by infielders Phil Linz and
Joe Pepitone and pitcher Bill
Stafford. Ford noted that the
public can contribute to the
foundation through St. Vin-
cent’s Hospital.
"I don’t know whether we
have joined the Yankees or
whether the Yankees have
joined us,” said Sister Anthony
Marine, administrator of St.
Vincent’s. "But they shall have
our prayers.”
Hodgkin’s disease was
something Mickey had not
heard of until 1951. That year
he was hurt in the World Se-
ries; taken to the hospital, he
was soon joined by his father
for "a rest,” and they shared
a room. It was then he learned
from his family that his father
had contracted the disease.
Ordinarily, few of those
stricken survive for more than
five years. In Mr. Mantle’s
case, he lived only a year.
Commissioner O'Rourke, who
helped establish the founda-
tion, is a rarity: he has lived
with the disease for 11 years.
The Mantles, father and son,
were very close. Mickey’s dad
literally made him a ballplay-
er, and he was so well trained
he spent only a short time in
the minors
Mickey's percentage as a
lefty is far below his mark
as a right-handed batter. But
he hits most of his home runs
left-handed. And. as a sports-
writer has said, the home
runs account for that $lOO,OOO-
--year-salary.
Marauders Set
3 Night Tilts
In Grid Play
JERSEY CITY - St. Peter’*
Prep is slated to open the 1964
grid campaign with a night tilt
against St. Benedict’s Prep
and has two other games set
under the lights before closing
with a Thanksgiving Day
morning clash with Dickinson.
Other night tilts in the eight-
game scherfule are with Ba-
yonne and Memorial. All
games will be played at Roose-
velt Stadium here.
North Bergen and St. Bene-
dict’s are additions to the slate
this year while St. Michael’s
Union City, does not appear
because that school has
dropped football. In the case
of St. Benedict’s it is a re-
turn to the schedule of two
years ago.
The complete schedule is as
follows.
sent. 25, St. Benedict'* (S nm.).
Oct
3. St. JoMph'i (WNY)I 10. Sny-
der; 23, Bayonne. (I p.m.).
Nov. 1. Lincoln: «. Memorial (I
P.m.); 15, North B*r«*n; 26, Dlcktn
aon. (11 a.m.).
*
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UNION COUNTY Authorized New Car Dealers
Sales - Service
GET
ALL3
At BENICK DODGE
On The Brand New
’64 DODGE
1. Lower Prices 2. Better Service 3. Immediate Delivery
Ilill*,. ’h* ?'* Difference between Benlck Dodte end other
J T*J hflc*> elweyi rlghl it Benlck Oodie . . . You'll like the
Ml.cf ?! wort I* an d 11 B,nltk Dwf «« ... You cen
nrliny InS iuur°r??A'r «?T,u?u.rv. bl « l",,n,ori ' " B,nlck °°d»' •READY FOR IMMEDIATE DELIVERY!
Shop Beniek Today!
BENICK
New Jertej'i Hlfkiit
Arte Renetretlea Dialer.
Authorlied Oodie Deeler
DODGE
t Mile (ait el Barden lute lilt 4t!7
no W. Weetfleld A*i.
Reielle Park. CN S-722J
BEN W. MILANA. PRESIDENT
m
*
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WHEN BU/ING OS TRADING
Know YOURDEALERI
MORE VALUE • MORE COMFORT
MORE ECONOMY • MORE STYLE
Call PL &•
Hoblitzell Rambler
123 East Sth St.,
Plainfield
OVER
150
USED
CARS
NEW
BUICKS
&
OPELS
GAYLIN
ONLY GAYLIN
OFFERS YOU THE LOWEST
PRICES ON USED CARS
PLUS
100% Part* and Labor
Guarantee at No Co*t to You
BUICK • MU 8-9100
Own Till *
ww. * 111.
Till i
2140 MORRIS AVE., UNION
SPECIAL!
1961 CHRYSLER IMPERIAL CROWN
4-DR. HARDTOP • R& H
4-WAY POWER • DARK BLUE EXTERIOR
ALL-WHITE LEATHER INTERIOR
A REAL BEAUTIFUL CAR
ONLY *2395
LOW °OWVAVM.NT
MURPHY BROS. MOTOR SALES
501 NO. BROAD ST., ELIZABETH • EL 3-5600
Elizabeth's Only Authorized Dealer
CHRYUIR • IMPERIAL • PLYMOUTH • VALIANT
UNION COUNTY’S LARGEST VOLUME FORD DEALER
TOMORROW THE WORLD’S LARGEST
NAPPA FORD INC.
An Aulom.bll. It I.M Mrtry M Mlnul.t"
WARK AVI. ELIZABETH
' On*n ■«•(. 11l 1* P, M.
FOR THE BEST DEALS IN AUTOMOBILES
ROTCHFORD PONTIAC
433 North Ave., Westfield, N.J.
Tel: 232-3700
EDMUND J. ROTCHFORD, Pre*.
A FINE SELECTION OF WESTFIELD
TRADED USED CARS
Of All Makes Pontiac 3rd in New Car Sales
THIRD STRAIGHT YEAR
CLOSED WEDNESDAY EVENINGS
WHERE THE ACTION IS!
ONLY DIRECT FACTORY
TOWN
OLDS DEALER in th« STATE
NEW and USED CARS
HU 6-5555
400 E. ST. GEORGES AVE. LINDEN, N.J.
ONE OF THE CHEVROLET BIG
SEE THEM ALL
AT MOORE
WHERE YOU BUY & SAVE
CHEVROLET
525 N BROM>STMOORE
s»rvlm Union County For Ovor 40 Yonri
ELIZABETH EL 4-3700
Clorod Won. Evm
Chile Is Changing—But Who Will Lead?
By REV. JOHN J. BRADLEY, M.M.
SANTIAGO, Chile (NC)
Marxism or Christian Democ-
racy? That will be the issue
in the Sept. 4 presidential elec-
tion in Chile.
What started as a four-man
race is now a clear-cut strug-
gle between the Revolutionary
Popular Action Front (FRAP)
and the Christian Democratic
Party.
And regardless of who wins,
Chile’s economic setup will
look a lot different in the fall.
CANDIDATE for the Marxist
FRAP is Sen. Salvatore Al-
lende, a 56-year-old physician
making his third try for the
presidency. In 1952 he ran a
poor last; in 1958 he lost by
less than 40,000 votes. On both
occasions he had the enthusi-
astic support of the Commu-
nist Party.
Allende himself is a Socialist
and an avowed Marxist. His
wife recently returned with a
daughter from Peking where
they were official guests of the
Communist Chinese govern-
ment. Dr. Allende himself has
traveled to both Moscow and
Peking.
The Christian Democratic
candidate is Sen. Eduardo Frei,
54, a lawyer and father of
seven. The eldest is a Carme-
lite nun. Asa youth he was
national president of the Young
Men’s Catholic Action organi-
zation and has been a senator
since 1949. He was the first
member of his party to be
elected to the Senate.
Their only opposition is from
Sen. Julio Duran’s Radical
Party. Duran started as a
coalition candidate of Conserv-
atives, Liberals and Radicals
the Democratic Front
who lost popular appeal
through a strongly negative
anti-Communist platform. Du-
ran remained a candidate only
to keep his own party together.
Jorge Prat, grandson of
Chilean naval hero Arturo
Prat, announced his candidacy
then withdrew for want of sup-
port.
THE REVOLUTIONARY
Popular Action Front is a com-
bination of Socialists and Com-
munists. Communists outnum-
ber the Socialists and would
naturally be strongly repre-
sented in the government if
Allende won, although Sen. Al-
lende himself has said that his
government would be one of
transition and not a strictly
Marxist one.
The Communists have not
said this, and Allende’s big-
gest problem is to convince the
Chileans that his election would
not put the Communists in
power.
The Christian Democrats are
running as a single party but
have the grudging support of
the rightist Conservative and
Liberal parties, who have no-
where else to go since the
Democratic Front collapsed
around Durand.
On the basis of party support,
Frei should win. The parties
supporting him polled 943,000
votes in last year’* municipal
elections. The parties of the
FRAP polled only 480,000
votes. However, since Chileans
traditionallychange their party
allegiance from one election to
another, the consensus is that
the election will be close.
IN SPITE of the Communist
threat FRAP has a wide ap-
peal. Spiraling inflation, wide-
spread unemployment, and a
flow of money from Chile to
foreign banks has made many
people feel that even Commu-
nism is better than the present
situation.
Allende has promised to na-
tionalize the American-owned
copper mines, which account
for the greatest part of Chile’s
foreign trade.
FRAP, however, has to over-
come great difficulties. It is a
coalition of Communists, So-
cialists, Masons and some
Catholics each a natural en-
emy of every other. Allende
must hold them together until
Sept. 4, although some of his
awn Socialists aregoing over to
Frei because they object to the
Communists.
Perhaps Dr. Allende’s great-
est difficultywill be to capture
the women’s vote nearly half
of the total to be cast. Women
in Chile traditionally will not
vote leftist, however. They
fear violence and sudden
change. In the last elections,
they gave FRAP only 15% of
their ballots.
The economic failure of
Marxist governments is a
strong argument that Allende
has to fight against, and he
tends to dilute the Marxist as-
pects of his program. This
angers the Communists whose
support is essential to him.
TIIE CHRISTIANDemocrats,
on the otherhand, do not suffer
from the weaknesses of a coali-
tion.
They have the grudging
support of the Liberals and
Conservatives, but Frei has
made no concessions to win
that support. This lack of com-
mitments has enabled Frei to
wage a consistent independent
campaign.
The party offers a complete
program of reform in agricul-
ture, taxation, education and
industry. Allende has never of-
fered a complete platform; the
nature of his coalition makes
it impossible to do so.
The Christian Democratic
leaders have the reputation of
being honest men who are not
rich. The party has sponsored
legislation in Congress to pre-
vent conflict of interests. So far
it has not been passed, but it
is part of the Christian Demo-
cratic platform.
COME NEXT September,
there is going to be a revolu-
tionary change in Chile. It will
be effected either by the
Marxists or the Christian Dem-
ocrats. But regardless of who
wins, the socio-economic setup
of Chile today will be a thing
of the past.
Chile could be the first coun-
try in the world to vote the
Communists into power in a
free election, but it is more
probable that Chile will be the
first country in the Americas
to vote a Christian Democratic
government into office.
Panama to Stress
Social Doctrines
PANAMA CITY NC) The
Bishops of Panama have de-
creed the elimination of all
class distinctions in church
ceremonies and have issued a
call to all Christians to study
and practice the social teach-
ing of the Church.
The Panamanian Bishops’
Conference extended to the
whole country certain cere-
monial reforms prescribed for
the Panama City Archdiocese
last May by Archbishop Tomas
Clavel, including the simplifi-
cation of wedding and funeral
rites.
The Bishops adopted 10 res-
olutions including:
• That all Christians fulfill
their obligations regarding the
social doctrines of the Church.
• The elimination of prac-
tices that establish social dis-
tinctions in church cere-
monies. (First, second and
third class marriages and fu-
nerals, based on economic
reasons). From January 1,
1965, these ceremonies will be
the same for rich and poor,
only one with no ela-
borate excess* for anyone.
• The elimination of unnec-
essary expenses in both pri-
vate and public high schools,
in order to avoid overtaxing
the means of ordinary fami-
lies. (In Panama almost all
private schools are Catholic).
• Establishment of the Con-
fraternity of Christian Doc-
trine in all parishes.
• Teachers are asked to
fulfill the constitutional pre-
cept to teach the Catholic
Faith to all students. (The
Panamanian Constitution ob-
liges the teaching of the Cath-
olic Faith in all schools of the
country, except to those chil-
dren whose parents do not de-
sire such education).
• Confirmation will be ad-
ministered only to children
who have reached the use of
reason and are duly prepared.
Formerly infants below the
age of reason were confirmed,
by special permission granted
to this country and other La-
tin American nations.
• The Holy See Is asked to
approve the use of Spanish in
the Mass.
Renovations
At Monastery
UNION CITY —Renovations
have begun here on the first
floor of the 100-year-old sec-
tion of St. Michael’s Monas-
tery.
The floor contains offices.
The lobby is being enlarged
and the eight meeting rooms
equipped with fluorescent
lighting, new floors, walls and
acoustical ceilings.
Very Rev. John C. Ryan,
C.P., rector of the monastery,
said that the renovation should
be completed by mid-August.
No changes are being made in
the rest of the building, which
is cloistered.
Feastday Jubilee
At Alexian Bros.
ELIZABETH The silver
jubilee of Brother Jerome,
C.F.A., and the feast of St.
Alexius, patron of the Alexian
Brothers, were observed at
Alexian Brothers Hospital here
Saturday. Bishop Stanton pre-
sided at the dual ceremony,
which began with Mass and in-
cluded a dinner for about 90
people.
Brother Jerome, currently
stationed at the Brothers home
for the aged in Signal Moun-
tain, Tenn., has served as a
stationary engineer in Alexian
foundations in Wisconsin, Illi-
nois and Missouri since his en-
trance in 1938.
2 Pronounce Vows
ATCHISON, Kan. - Fraters
Jonathan Hunt, 0.5.8., and
Augustine Reagan, 0.5.8., of
St. Mary’s Abbey, Morristown,
pronounced their vows as
Benedictines at St. Benedict’s
Abbey here.
'GO AND TEACH' - Darlington seminarians taking a Confraternity of Christian Doc-
trine leadership course this summer at Catholic University of America, seated from
left, Timothy J. O'Connell, William J. Melillo, Michael E. Kelly and Joseph A. Stewart,
are shown in discussion of the theme, "Forming Christ in Others - the CDA Apos-
tolate, with the prof, Rev. Russell J. Neighbor, associate director of the CCD national
center.
Pray for Them
Sr. Maria Matthew
CONVENT Sister Maria
Matthew Coulahan, former su-
perior and principal at St.
Mary’s, Elizabeth, died July 15
at St. Anne Villa after a long
illness.
A native of Roxbury, Mass.;
Sister Maria Matthew joined
the Sisters of Charity of St.
Elizabeth in 1912. She taught
at St. Michael’s, Union City,
Immaculate Conception High
School, Montclair, and St.
Elizabeth’s Academy here. She
came to the Villa last year due
to illness.
Burial was in the Sisters’
cemetery following a Requiem
Mass Saturday.
Other Deaths
....
Rev. Leopold Braun, A.A.,
62, former chaplain to Ameri-
cans in Moscow, died July 18
at Worcester, Mass.
Mrs. Catherine Quinn, 74, of
Jersey City, mother of Sister
Mary Terence, 0.P., died July
11 at the Jersey City Medical
Center.
Mrs. Anne V. Cahill, 51, of
Newark, mother of Sister Mary
Theresa of the Daughters of
Mary Help of the Sick, Crags-
moor, N.Y., died July 13 at
Presbyterian Unit of United
Hospitals. i
Myles Connolly, 66, journal-
ist, novelist, playwright, film
producer, and one-time editor
of Columbia magazine, died
July 15 in Santa Monica, Calif.
Bishop Edward P. McMana-
man, 64, Auxiliary Bishop of
Erie, died July 18 in Philadel-
phia.
M.R. Kncifl, 67, former ex-
ecutive secretary of the Catho-
lic Hosiptal Association of the
U.S. and Canada, died July 10
at the University City, Mo.
In your prayers also re-
member these, your deceased
priests:
ISetcark
Rev. William J. Landers, July
24, 1954
Rev. Michael J. Connor, July
25, 1937
Rev. John Miklus, July 26,
1937
Rt. Rev. Msgr. John J. Gorm-
ley, July 26, 1957
Rev. William J. Dunne,
S.M.A., July 26, 1959
Rev. W. A. Purcell, July 28,
1912
Rev. Joseph Marczinko, July
28, 1935
Rt. Rev. Msgr. Charles H.
Mackel, July 28, 1945
Rev. Silverius Quigley, O.
Carm., July 28, 1960
Rt Rev. Msgr. Vitus J. Mas-
nicki, July 29, 1956
Rev. Thomas Killeen, July 30,
1907
Paterson
Rev. Marcellus Kolmer,
0.F.M., July 24, 1955
Court Holds
Will Valid
TRENTON A bequest of
$23,000 to a church in Lithu-
ania will be held in the Union
County Court office until it can
be safely sent to the Com-
munist-controlled country.
Anthony Andrejauski, a
Lithuanian immigrant, had left
the money to St. Matthew's
Church in Vevirzenai when he
died in 1941. It was about this
time that Lithuania, one of the
Baltic nations, was overrun by
the USSR.
Two nieces of the deceased,
Pauline Stylcr and Petronella
Scanlon, contended that the
church w’as no longer in exis-
tence and contested the claim
of the Archbishop of Kaunas in
1963. A Superior Court judg-
ment denied their claim.
Judge Sidney Goldmann, de-
livering the opinion for the
appellate court, said that the
money should be returned to
the Union County Court until
such time as the international
situation indicates that it can
be safely delivered to the
proper hands in Lithuania.
Rumanians Release
10 Priests
BONN, Germany (NC)—Ru-
mania’s Communist govern-
ment released 10 priests from
a concentration camp in Bara-
gan in early July as part of
a general amnesty, it was
reported here.
14 the advocate July 23, 1964
CfiT/O^
let Fidelity Help with
•Vacation Loan
•Travel Checks
•SafeDeposit
/^FIDELITY
UNION TRUST COMPANY
lumber fidtri! Dcpoilt Internee Corporation
MICHAEL J. HARRIS
INC.
HIGH LEVEL
ROOFING EXPERTS
SHEET METAL
CONSTRUCTION
FOI* CHURCHES, SCHOOLS
AND INSTITUTIONS
SPECIALISTS IN
• Residential Roofing
• Leaders & Gutters
• Siding
EL 3-1700
64S NEW POINT ROAD
ELIZABETH, N.J.
ESTABLISHED 1915
Borgos & Borgos
Insurance
of all kinds
593 KEARNY AVENUE
KEARNY, N. J.
GEOROE J. BORGOS
ALBERT H. BLAZE
WILLIAM J. OLACCUM
Miom WYmon 1-8700
FAMILY MONUMENT*
John f. a. McGovern
MEMORIALS
AUTHORIZED DEAI.CTI
<opp. Holy (’mil Comclcry)
307 RIDGE ROAD
NORTH ARLINGTON N J.
WYman ••3473 DlRwiri IIJIO
ADVOCATE CLASSIFIED MARKET PLACE
Ratci: 1 insertion 42c per line 4 insertions 40c
per line Minimum
3 lines
Deadline: Monday 4 P.M.
Write to The Advocate
31 Clinton St., Newark. N. J.
or phone MArket 4-0700, Ext. 32
HELP WANTED FEMALE
WE HAVE OPENINGS FOR
FEMALE-STENO
TYPIST
SECRETARY
MALE - SALES
ENGINEERS
EXECUTIVE
*
“MANY OTHERS"
BURNS
EMPLOYMENT AGENCY
Bn»d 4 Market MA 1-7103
NEWARK
COOK
Experienced. lor rectory to Morrte County.
Prjta- middle aged ltd; with no depend-
ent*. to live tn. Reply feox ms Th* Advo-
im St.. Newark. N. J.ctu. U Clinton
Houaeworkrr Waltreae
(or rector* tn Eluabeth. aleep In. othrr
help employed. 1 prie.it In reeldanee
Mature women deelred. Kelerencet
"d"*f««d. Reply Bor ai. Hit Advocate.
)l Clinton St.. Newark. N. J.
W«nao ot nod character for general
bouatkantn* In rectory, live In. good aal-
nry. Otlr reliable peraoa need apply.
Phone Mtaa Sutherland, 743-01VJ between
Stop Knocking on Doors!
New Jewelry party plan bee tome opening*
<«\ tnanager *nd demon*traton. hill or
pert Ume. No collecting. no delivery. High,
eet commlietona. need ear, no experience
required. Wrltet Royal Craft. Bon 414.
Paaaalc. N. J.
FOR SALE
Aapel Pea». t feet, reel brotue corpua.
wooden trainee, mite, church waraa at
aacrtflce. Summit Studloe. yp|-MM»I.
AUTO-DEALERS NEW CARS
CADILLAC
‘
■ALES 4 SERVICE
CENTRAL CADILLAC INC.
Etna Selection el Ueed Care
1 Central Ave. Newark
Phono AAA 4-2255
BROGAN CADILLAC-OLDS
New Jeney'e Lergeet Cadillac
Dtatrlbulnr
Author lied CADILLAC - OLDS
«ALES k SERVICE
TH Patella Ave. Clifton N. J.
GR 3-2900
SPERCO MOTOR CO.
CADILLAC - OLDSMOBILE
CALEB - SERVICE - PARTS
CJUMvtmr >l7OO
«1 MOHKIB AVE. . SUMMIT. N. J.
MOORfi CHEVROLET
EatablUhrd Hoc* \m
SALES . SERVICE • PARTS
OR USED CARS
Dial EL 4-3700
US N. Broad BL. EUutwtb
CHEVROLET
SARGENT MOTORS, INC.
AUTO DEALERS - NEW CARS
CHEVROLET
CORVAIR CORVETTE
KONNER CHEVROLET
"Oo*o4 America's Largest
Chevrolet Dealers
473 Bloomileld Avs. Caldwell
CA 6-6666
DEMARTINI CHEVROLET
ASJSjS* Mm Service
CHEVROLET CHEVY II
CORAIR CORVETTE
Complete Dm of Good Used Cere
MB Anderson Ave., CUfltlde Park
CHRYSLER PLYMOUTH VALIANT
TOWNE MOTORS INC.
Direct Factory Dealer
Salea Parts Service
_
Uied Care Body Shop
IJ SI. Ceorco Ave. W. Unden. N. 1.
Phone HUnter 6-1400
BROWN • FORD INC.
»n<l Service
THUNDERBUUJ . MUSTANQ
1 KORD
„
•FALCON . FAIRLANE
ComptaU Service Dept.
Full line of Quality Used Cars
MU iMxho
*O7 Morris Ave.. Union
PATERSON
LINCOLN-MERCURY
"Lar»n Enouih to Know You"
Small Enouih to Serve You
.
Authorized Faatory Dealer
LINCOLN - MERCURY . COMET
SALES - SERVICE • PARTS
AR 1-2700
McLean Blvd.. Paterson
n FRANKLIN PL.
FLETCHER
LINCOLN - MERCURY CORP.
eonUwaUl . Mercury • Corn**
*»'“ k Syo-lc* - Paris * Acceuortae
Safa Buy Used Cara
SUMMIT. N. J.
CR 7-0940
For lhr„yS?;, n Area It.LIPPY*B lor
„
MERCURY . COMET
Wa Put tha -ftinr*- 1„ SERVICB
Amaya A Lar*e Selection
°L 9°XL u**<* Car*
... e. e
01,1 HUntar Mato
Il< tl. George Ava.. E. Linden. N
For the licit
Deal In
OLDSMOBILE
.
«• JOYCE OLDSMOBILE
• Authorised Sale, k Service
• Guaranteed Utad Cara
01
PI 4-7500
Ave. Montclair
TOPPETA MOTORS INC.
vauAN-ra » PLYMOimis
CHRYSLZRS e IMPERIALS
Guaranteed Ueed Can
PARTS • SERVICE • BODY SHOP
Dial HU 3-0015
O 0 Bloomfield Avo. Newark
1964 PONTIAC
- TEMPEST
AH Model, and Color. Available
Kor Immediate Delivery
BEST DEAL IN STATE
‘
MAXON PONTIAC
Phone WA 3-6900
I4TT N. Broad St.
PONTIAC
New Car Sale. . Service
- Parte
Owe Bleed Uaed Car*
rtnaet Body Wort k Repair Sendee
TROPHY PONTIAC
a I‘way. Cor. «tb SL Bayonne. N, J,
HE 7-4900
AUTO DEALERS NEW CARS
for Heir Trinity ParUh
IP* WUX* RAMBLER. Inc.
Aotbortlod SALES k SERVICE
For Vw Boat RAMBLER Deal
»*» u‘r Utod Cara
Dial ADama S-MM
*n<l Traffic Circle
eo SOimi AVEW WESTFIELD
RA/ABLER
Jfry Signora
ELM AUTO SALES
SALES . SERVICE . PARTS
WYmon 8-7311
a Kttrar Avt. K.tmy, N, J.
VOLKSWAGEN
TAYLOR MOTOR SALES INC.
Aathortsad Datier
SALES • SERVICE • LEASING • PARTS
Phone 489-1300
&mrsur-* a~- «
C. J. DILLON INC.
Autbortzad VOLKSWAGEN
SALES • SERVICE - _PARTS
CoWitoa Work . Scully
CA 6-8620
Sa BloaoSMd Avt.. Caldwall
AUTO SERVICE * REPAIRS
G. M. Transmission Service
f*!*™”I*-r1 *-
r
Chtvroltl. Balck. Oldt
CtdlUtc. tny nukt tuloi «•
»1U tatUU t rtbullt trmtmijtlon. (air-
anteed ft months j 1 pries quoted, no
■»» M Urmt. I dtr nTAc.d
•ovy S. Nswarfc. ror priest call MI2-S&4. • A.M to ft P.M.
BUILDERS
Builder* Over 40 Years
Mjjoorr Carpentry
Water-proofing. Shrlnar.
MUICAHY BROS.
I» vallay it. So. Orange, so S-UU
or SO WtTt, Earning DR *-040.
BUILDING MATERIAL
VIOLA BROS. INC
Maaon 4 Lumbar Mart
COMPLETE LINE Of BUILDING
MATERIALS 4 SUPPLIES
for l*romp< D.llv.ry Call
NOrlh 7-7000
s*o Waahlaatoo Ava. Nutlay, N. J.
FUEL OIL - OIL BURNERS
JOHN DUFFY FUEL CO.
"Maria* 4 fcrvtal rrt.ndj
■aca uil*
OU tan laMallad 4 Serviced
MaUrad Datlvartaa M Hour larvlca
Dial Ml 2-2727
U*-m Adanu at. Ntwark. N. 1.
FLORISTS
JONES THE FLORIST, INC.
NuUay'a Old** florin _ Eat IMO
Can Ua For Your Moral Naada
NOrth 7-1022
•aa* aa4 Craanhouaa
M Paaaata *»•.. NuUay. N. J.
MOVING & STORAGE
Movlnf 4 Truckln*. Xadocod rate for aU
PST*,n counUr*. Pleaao call
btfow S A.M. or altar 7 P.M.
M4-MK WALTER BALZI
In Jorooy City and All Baton County-
CaU
GALLAGHER
MOVING * STORAGE INC.
DELWARE 3-7600
*r°f local and long distance moving
HENRY P. TOWNSEND
MOVING
_ STORAGE PACKING
At Your Prompt Srrvlco
PL 5-1881 • AD 2-4464
MI North Avo. W. Waatllnld. N. J.
Call thaaa Phonal,
CH 5-2483 • MU 8-4465
NURSING HOMES
BROOKBEND
CONVALESCENT HOME
Whara profaaatonal nuntng cara
la fuarantaad to tha medical,
aurdcal and aged patlant by
RUTH D. HINSON. R.N.
Ownar 4 Rag. Nuria to Charga
Mai «9 NawarkPorapton Tpk.
OXlord <KH Wayne N.J.
Hrt2? LaJiM2S. ~ A CERTInED
E
.
• ,<torl J' m*n anO woman
c attention ana cara. rataa rcaann-
ablal Elmwood MIC*. P.O. Boa 1M
Spring Vallay. Naw York.
THE HEMLOCKS
• DtatiacUva Country Surroundlngi
a Kind 24 Hour Nuralng cira
• Phyilclani In Attendance
N. PASSAIC AVE. CHATHAM. N.
Dial ME MUS
PHARMACISTS
NUTLEY
RAY DRUGS CO.
Jamai lUccto. Raw. Pbar.
Baby Naada
Praacrtptlona Promptly Killed
Cut Rata Drugi and doametlri
Jl» franklin Ava. NOrtb 72901
JERSEY CITY
VALENTIS PHARMACY
JOSEPH VALBNTL Rm. Phar,
>»t SI do A vo,# opp.
Joraoy Ctar. N. J
PHONE: DE 3-203
NEWARK
Um 4 £SSp*raSSSSv* Pw
_EatahUah«d over JO JUTI
Four ReftaUred Fftarmactela
Free Delivery Open every Dey
frorn t e ra. to 11 p.m.
JH Ml. Proepect Avenue, cor.
Montclair Avenue.
HU 1-47 M Newark, N. J.
PLUMBING * HEATING
NO MONEY DOWN. No. payment for I
month*. 1
year*
to pay. SORf'lllNl UROS.
Newark M l-M*o. iMalnlleld PL MM.
RIAL ESTATi • INSURANCE
FRANK KUBERSKI
KUBER INSURANCE AGENCY
Realtor
REAL ESTATE • INSURANCE
m *ARrrAN
D
RD.
rU *',4n
CLARK
j
$19,700
Aa array of detail ao exceptional you'll
blink at tha low pricil
Spec loo* 2-glory. 4 bodroom dwelllnf on
a beautiful 100x100 lot. Stone fireplace
in the llvlnf room, birch cabinata In the
modern kitchen, aeparale dlnlni room.
2 attractive bedrootna, bath. WaltT There'a
more alaaeed-ln front porch. 2 BED-
ROOMS AND TILE HATH ON 2ND
FLOOR. Partial haaomanl. Hot-air oil
fired heat. It'a In Itna condition. See It!
Klnnelon children will attend the new
Our Lady of Magnificat Parochial School.
FAYSON LAKES
COMPANY
' Hoonton fxiyaoq^ Lake lid.
Mania County, N. J.
Terminal a-4U>
FREEHOLD
Moving 1o the Country??
Famu. acrea«e and country homaa
SEND FOR FREE LIST
ALPERN, Realtor
Freehold, N. J.
REAL ESTATE FOR SALE
GLEN RIDGE
NATHAN RUSSELL, INC.
Established Sine* 1890
REAL ESTATE INSURANCE
217 Ridgewood Ava. Glen Ridge. N. J
PI 3-5600
HAWORTH
DESIGNED FOR GRACIOUS UVINO!
12 yr. old executive etone k Irwne ranch.
Immaculate: on Vi acre: In prestige
neighborhood: 3 bcdrmr; center nail: 2
tile batha: 21 ft. living rm. with fire-
place: full dining room. Wx3T tree (haded
patio: profeaalonally landscaped, privacy.
Conveniently located to all achoola In-
cluding the new Sacred Heart School.
Rapid commuter transportation. Owner
leaving state. Sacrifice $32,900. Principals
only k by appointment 384.3290.
HILLSDALE
HILLSDALE 532J00
4 bedrooms. 2V4 baths, rec. room.
2 car garafe. desirable location.
WOODCLIKF LAKE 929.900
7 room ranch. 2 full baths, large
expansion attic. 2 car garage, on
125 x 200. Must be seen.
C. W. SOMMERS - Broker
432 Hillsdale Avenue
Hillsdale. N. J.
66G-BSB2 Eve. 943-0129
KEARNY
BORGOS & BORGOS
REAL ESTATE IN ALL ITS PHASES
and APPRAIBAIS
Phone WYman 1-4344
M3 Kearny Av*. K,«rny
LAKE HOPATCONG
Cottage. 3 bedrooms, living room with
fireplace, glass and screened enclosed iuu
porch and breakfast nook, new furnace and
oil burner, new gas hot water heater,
driven well. sr<xlso wooded lot, situated
close to lake., stores and church, low
taxes, low mortgage payments. Asking
39,000. Phone 7W-0792.
LITTLE FALLS
JAMES E. MARSTON
Realtors Insurers
Phont: 296-MOO
II Csnlsr A vs.. Little Falls
LITTLE SILVER
Little silver: Four bedroom, 2tv Beth
Colonial, File piece In llvlni room. Con-
ventional dining room, den 4> lime room,
full baacment with built In bar. Large
ahade trees Excellent neighborhood.
Offered at 622,900. Weart-Nemeth Agency
Reallore. 102 W. Front Sc. Red Dank.
N.J. Call 741-2240 for ai>|
ointment.
MONMOUTH COUNTY
EXCEPTIONAL VALUE. 4 Bdrm. Ranch.
2 Balha. Large Living Room. Kitchen with
aeparate break!net area. Playroom Cellar,
16x32 awtm pool. 622.000.
J. LESTER RIGBY. Aoooe., Inc.
104 Khrewxbury Ave.. Nave Shrewebury
Phone 741-7741
NORWOOD
j
NEW
Beautiful Colonial split. 1 bedrooma IVi
caption achool. Buy direct from builder.
CAMELOT CONimt. CORF.
TE 0-0019
HOW BIG
U an Act ft Seven . 00x100 loti. Almost
Kquel An Acre And This Deluxe 1 lI.It.
Ranch le on 214 Acme In L. MOHAWK
Valued at 212.000. Estate Sells at 123.000.
NEED SPACE?
This New 3 B.R. Ranch Located on an
Acre ot Privacy In FOX HOLLOW FARMS
Haa Just Reen Reduced From 342.300 -
to B3JOO. House lx 73' x 30' and la Close
to Spartan 2nd Larieet Lake.
E. G. ANDERSON, Roaltor
See Our Photo Multiple Listless
RL 13. Opp. Sparta Theatre 72»dl»l
SUMMIT
EDMONDSON
Real dent!
Serving
24 Beechwood*Rd!!’
FISHER. Realtors
REAL ESTATE FOR SALE
SUMMIT
Let our experienced ataft
Kind ■ homo
(or too
Wo Will Toko Your Homo In Trod*
HOLMES AGENCY
Rt&Kor - EfL 1896 . •
291 Morris Ave., Summit. CR 3*2400
SPRING LAKE
Gerald A. Murphy .
Realtor • Multiple Uatlna Member.
Fully furnlehed lemmer home Ideally
aullod to large family ■ -5 bedrooma. 1
bath, living mom. lire place, dining room.
Kitchen open porch, garage. Walking dis-
tance to beach and church.
S3* *■>
500 Waahtngton Blvd.
Sea Girt
Glbaon 9-7373
UNION
In Union County ii eurroundlng are*.
I.et ua help you to eelect a bom. fog
your comfort and happlneea.
Our experience
la your protection to
buy or aell. call on
JOHN P. McMAHON
1985 Morrla Ave.. Union MU 8-3434
WAYNE
JOHN WKISS CO.. Realtor
1307 Paiereon Hamburg Tpke Wayne.
OX 4-3300
HOUSE FOR RENT
JoeS 4 rooma 2nd
floor. 1* balha. Garage, large
beck yard.
3-2960 UP to t P.M..
MU I
SUMMER VACATION RENTALS
iPRINO LAKE, attractive 7 room heme
tear beach. Ilnlf aeaaon Irom Auguat laL
IMO. Glbaon MIT 4.
KOR RENT- Two
bedroom bouae ene
dock Irom beach at Green 1aland, naar
roma Rlvar. Kurnlahad - ready for
Irm
mediate occupancy. Call 349-3447. By weak
&PT. TO RENT
NEWARK - Etllclency apt. In brand new
air conditioned luxury garden apt. Im;
mediate occupancy, luidy of Good Counaal
area. $llO. per month FREE gee. perk-
ing A refrigerator. Convenient to eO
achoola, buaea 4 ehopptng. 224 Llnoote
Avenue (coiner Carteret Street) Newark.
HU 3-2980 up to 4 P.M. Mu 8-3582 attar
5 PM.
TELL THE
ADVERTISERS
THAT
YOU SAW
THEIR AD
IN THE
ADVOCATE
Villagers Flee Reds
Laos Diary—Fear, and a Small Grave
HONG KONG (NC) - Be-
hind the headlines of the war
lIP Southeast Asia is a story
'of Christian villagers old
•and young, men, women and
Children fleeing along jungle
frails seeking places where
“'they will be safe from the ad-
vancing Communists.
5 A dairy kept by missionary
□Father Delcros, of
'northern Laos, is full of de-
ilalls of the bravery and suf-
fering of these people. As re-
ceived here, it covers 17 days
April and May.
I
■ '-APRIL 13. For the past eight
{fays, 1 hgve been waiting in
-ftaksane for the opportunity to
jdave for Tha Thom. All of the
vehicles were out of commis-
sion, but finally one truck was
repaired and we were able to
leave. The truck was filled
with soldiers and their fam-
ilies. The road was little more
than a footpath and we ad-
vanced with great difficulty.
Frequently we stopped and
everyone climbed out to re-
arrange the rickety bamboo
bridges.
APRIL 14. I continued my
journey on foot with my pack
strapped to my back. This
would not have been so dis-
agreeable if it were not for
the thousands of bloodsuckers
that stick to my skin; at times
they actually entered my body
causing excruciating pain. I
arrived at Tha Thom at 11
a.m. and have been given a
bamboo hut where I can say
Mass and receive the Catholic
families.
APRIL 25. I arrived at Komi
just outside of Tha Vieng. The
elders of the village have been
persuaded to name a "Sara-
vat”
. . . the chief of prayers
and the one responsible for the
church. During these few davs
I have prepared 20 children,
ages 8 to 14, for their First
Communion. Each evening the
adults come to spend several
hours with me. I teach them
their catechism. The people
have been busy building their
chapel. For walls we borrowed
woven bamboo from a house
abandoned in 1961. The altar
is a simple plank.
APRIL 26. I climbed up the
mountain from Komi to Pha
Louy. I am going to instruct
the children for their First
Communion. I will have to
do it quickly for last Monday
the order came to evacuate
this mountain!
MAY 1. The dreaded day
of evacuation. All the vil-
lagers and myself climbed
down the mountain from Pha
Louy to Komi. It was heart-
breaking to see the people
glancing back at their vast
clearings of rice, which had
already begun to head, and
the fields of corn ready to eat.
MAY 2. I blessed all the
houses and five pagan families
asked me to chase out the
evil spirits and requested
mission to pray along with
us. A witch doctor brought
me his sack of amulets and
charms to burn . . . now all
the village is Catholic.
MAY 3. At 11 a.m. after
Mass, and two Baptisms, 20
First Communions, 20 Confir-
mations and blessing of the
rice fields, the whole village
assembled to eat a pig, but I
had to leave. Three young
boys arrived to guide me
through the jungle on my trip
to Sieng-Kong. For two hours
we plodded in a heavy torrent
of rain. Finally we reached
15 Catholic families who have
resettled here following the
assassination of their priest
and village leaders.
may 11. At Sieng-Kong the
military commander told me
he was extremely worried; he
ordered me not to go any-
where without his permission.
A military truck was headed
toward the front and I was
given a ride up to Nam Pan.
MAY 13. In Nam Pan the
commander informed me of
Tha Thom. The Communists
are attacking vigorously and
have three times as many
troops as we do. Soldiers and
people have been obliged to
flee the villages, leaving be-
hind blazing holocausts of rice
fields, bamboo huts, graner-
ies .
.
.
MAY 14. Tonight I am alone
in a village abandoned by its
people, who feel safer sleeping
along the tiny trail in the
jungle. I have burned and bur-
ied all the liturgical objects
I had brought. The only ones
I kept are my portable altar
and the chalices and ciboria
found in the villages. The peo-
ple have kept these hidden
from the Communists ever
since 1961. There are many old
people here who cannot walk
and I will try to get permis-
sion for them to be evacuated
by helicopter. However, heli-
copters are scarce . .
MAY 15. I gathered together
all of the people I found along
the trail and in the forest, also
the refugees I had brought
down from Komi.
MAY 16. We had to drag
the old, the sick and the
wounded up to Na Kang. All
of us are crowded together in
the tiny huts.
MAY 17. The Thay Deng
people made a vow to have
Masses said if Almightly God
would lead them where they
could practice their religion
freely. It is feared the Com-
munists will cut us off at the
Nam Niep River which would
mean we would have to aban-
don the trail and cut over the
mountains.
MAY 18. The river. No rafts.
The men plunged in and all
morning swam back and
forth ferrying the women,
wounded, babies and agedi I
myself made 10 trips. Pitiful
but treasured belongings of
these homeless people were
swept away by the swift cur-
rent, but miraculously all of
our people made it across.
May 21. We had to leave be-
hind six old people. They will
wait and be evacuated by hel-
icopter along with the wound-
ed. I met a group of soldiers
who had just arrived from Tha
Thom by cutting their way
through the jungle. They had
been ambushed by Communist
patrols four times and had
had nothing to eat for eight
days.
May 22. A young Thay Deng
mother is carrying her 4-year-
old daughter in her arms. For
the last several days the child
has had an enormous abscess
in tije lower jaw. Gangrene
sets in, the whole head is af-
fected and I have no penicil-
lin left
... We walk as quick-
ly as possible. I carry the
mother’s luggage as well as
my own knapsack.
At 9:30 a.m., when we are
still three miles from Muong
Kao, the child stops breath-
ing. I immediately give her
Confirmation and, by the side
of the weeping mother, I wait
for an hour till the others ar-
rive. A little grave is dug in
the sand by the roadside and
the child is laid in it . . . then
we go on.
MAY 23. Father Lynde from
Paksane came out to meet us.
The head of the province un-
dertakes to find lodgings for
the refugees and USAID (the
American organization for pro-
viding assistance) is there.
Now everyone is busy finding
a suitable place to build one
or two villages for these poor
people.
A Fall Opening
To SRO Crowds
BOSTON The seminary
Isn’t even open, but Richard
Cardinal Cushing is already
•talking about expanding it.
He has to; the new Pope
'John XXIII Seminary for de-
layed vocations in nearby Wes-
ton, Mass., is scheduled to
open this fall with 50 can-
didates.
The Cardinal anticipated
half that number for the first
class.
Friday Meat OK
On 2nd Airline
SAN FRANCISCO (NC) _
Catholics traveling on Japan
Air Lines have been granted
a • dispensation from the
Church’s law of abstinence
and may eat meat served
aboard JAL flights on Fridays
or any other day when the law
pertains.
The dispensation was ob
tained through tehe San Fran-
cisco Archdiocese and will re-
main in effect for five years.
A wide variety of experi-
ence is represented among the
men who are entering the
seminary. They include two
physicians, a school superin-
tendent, teachers, salesmen, a
court reporter, store manager,
public relations executive, ad-
vertising consultant, govern-
ment employees, printers,
journalists, air line executive,
geologist, and a radio station
engineer.
And as the 25th anniversary
of his consecration as a Bish-
op neared. Cardinal Cushing
remarked; “I don’t want any
party . . . give me something
to help me pay for the Popo
John Seminary.”
National Weekly
To Print in Fall
KANSAS CITY, Mo. (NC)
The National Catholic Re-
porter, anew national weekly
newspaper, will begin publi-
cation here in the fall, edited
by laymen and published in-
dependently of formal Church
affiliation.
Robert G. Hoyt, editor, and
Michael J. Greene, managing
editor of the Catholic Re-
porter, newspaper of the Kan-
sas City-St. Joseph Diocese,
will be editor and publisher,
respectively, of the new pub-
lication.
Reddington Heads
Speakers’ Bureau
MORRISTOWN
- Timothy
Reddington of Madison has
been appointed chairman of
the speakers bureau of the
Serra Club of Morristown by
president Joseph E. Hallorsn
of Morris Plains.
Catholic organizations in the
Morrls-Sussex area desiring to
obtain speakers on the priest-
hood and vocations may ar-
range such a program by con-
tacting Reddington at 1 Sta-
tion Rd., Madison, or Hal-
loran at 15 Sunrise Dr., Mor-
ris Plains.
K of C Picnic
ROSELLE St. Joseph the
Carpenter Council, K of C,
will hold its annual picnic at
Nomahcgan Park, Cranford,
Aug. 2. There will also be a
"piua night’’ at the club-
house July 31.
MOTHER SETONSHRINE- Workhas started onground adjacent to the College of Mt.St. Joseph and the Motherhouse of the Sister, of Charity at Cincinnati Ohio for theconstruction of this shrine in honor of Blessed Elizabeth Soton, foundress of the Sistersof
Charily in the U.S. It will house a statue of Mother Seton, the subject of a nation-
wide competition among sculptors.
Family Life
PRE-CANA FOX THI ENOAOID
Aus. 3-9 - Brritnlltld. s*. John
Evangelist. Wll 5-0la)
Aug. 2-9 - Uvtnfgtnu, St. Phllomena’s
OR 2-SDU
Aug. 19-23 - Rott'!* Par*. Anumptlin.
299-93H.
Aug. ism Rtwgffc. st. Francis
Xavier. OR 2 SSJS. ’
HUSBAND
_ WIFE RETMATS
(AO 2-tOI)t Of Cl SSMSI
Campaign Office
Is Still Open
Headquarters of the New-
ark Archdiocese Develop-
ment Campaign is continu-
ing to function in the Seton
Hall Building at 31 Clinton
St., Newark. The telephone
number is MArket 3-9000.
The campaign, now in the
final stages of pledge pay-
ment, raised funds for new
high schools, homes for the
aged and a philosophy build-
ing at the seminary.
Blue Mt. Lukes
Shows ‘Retreat’
A iMarech Release
STILLWATER (PFS) - A
marvelously flexible new sum-
mer retreat "Tradewinds”
is now being shown at Blue
Mt. Lakes here.
Due to its low cost and uni-
que floor plan, this home can
serve any number of family
situations, ranging from a re-
tired couple, to a young fam-
ily requiring five bedrooms.
The basic or "starter” house
contains 704 sq. ft.; its most
striking feature is a continuous
masonry "wing wall” which
serves as the structural start-
ing point for original and fu-
ture construction.
This wall also assures pri-
vacy when placed facing the
road, ip addition to serving as
a decorative element. Sweep-
ing out from this wall is the
basic house, composed of an
immense living-dining room
with a wall of glass.
The secret of this home’s
flexibility lies in this utility
core. No matter what addi-
tions are made in the future,
the original plumbing remains
intact; it even permits a sec-
ond bath to be added in the
utility room if desired. The
plan calls for future expansion
of up to five rooms to the
rear, behind the rear enclosed
porch. The cost per square
foot of expansion will be con-
siderably low, due to the
minor alterations required in
the original shell, as well as
the simple construction en-
tailed. Easily converted for
year-round use, these homes
start as low as $2,995, less lot.
Hamiltonian-at-Edison
Makes Way for Boaters
A Cberenson-Carroll Release
EDISON (PFS)—Two unre-
lated concepts which have
gained popularity in New Jer-
sey—garden apartment living
and boating—will be brought
together for the first time at
Hamiltonian-at-Edison, the
new 200-unit garden apart-
ment project being built here
on the banks of the Raritan
River by Baroff and Elin As-
sociates of Union.
Hamiltonian at Edison,
which opened July 4, will be
■the second step by builders
Charles Elin and Gerald F.
Baroff in their plan to build
5,000 units in the state. Their
first, Hamiltonian-at-Middle-
sex, a 140-unit garden apart-
ment community, is now rent-
ing.
Hamiltonian-at-Edison will
offer, in addition to the ulti-
mate in modern rental apart-
ments. a 50-slip Marina Gar-
dens, and a swim club witn
complete facilities. The mod-
ern marina and the swim club
pool were completed July 4.
Baroff and Elin explained
that they decided to take ad-
vantage of their location on
the Raritan River and build a
marina to service the increas-
ing number of boat enthu-
siasts. "Pleasure boating,” the
partners said, “is no longer
considered a luxury afforded
only to the rich. There are a
lot of ‘weekend sailors’ with
modest incomes."
Boating has in recent years
been enjoying a "quiet boom,”
Statistically, boating as a lei-
sure-time activity and hobby
is impressive. Two national
boating trade organizations
said that 38 million Americans
took at least one boat ride
last year.
They said that $2.5 billion
dollars was spent in 1963 for
boats, motors, accessories,
fuels, insurance, repairs and
otiler boating items. Boating
organizations are not inclined
to underestimate such things,
the partners pointed out, but
their figures do show the
growth of the sport. Half a
century ago, only 400,000 rec-
reational boats were In use in
this country. The number has
increased 19 times.
This Builder Considers the Buyer
An S.O.T. Releast
JACKSON TOP. - (RFS)
Abe Feinberg, a New Jersey
builder for 25 years, and now
building llarfield Homes here,
near Lakewood, contends that
the new home developments
which concentrate on houses
alone are able to offer better
values than the "total com-
munity" concept.
According to Feinberg, the
reason is mathematically ob-
vious, since the community
project must allocate valuable
land and materials for schools,
pools, clubhouses, recreation-
al facilities, playgrounds,
churches, shops and other
group facilities.
The result, says Feinberg, is
that the houses carry the cost
of the community "extras."
Conversely, at anew home
community such as Harfield,
the buyer only pays for the
property he occupies, and so
can enjoy a better value.
At Harfield, a swim club is
adjacent to the property, two
others and a fine country club
are minutes away; it is a
short walk to school, and shop,
ping and houses of worship
are convenient in nearby Lake-
wood.
Since all these requirements
already exist, says Feinberg,
"our prices needn’t include
assessments for extra land,
buildings or development in
connection with the total job.”
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FOREST
LAKES
for
"Unepoiled Natural Beauty11
ROUTE 206
ANDOVER, N.J.
FOR UNSPOILED
NATURAL BEAUTY
V«-ACRE BUILDING SITES
MANY LARGER
From 1,995
Termi to Meet Your Budget
Sloopy Hollow Road
> Section Now Openll
Not only ono —but many
builders ready to serve
you.
You will be glad you taw
Foreet Lakes on Route 206,
Andover.
UNMATCHED
LOCATION
SEACREST BEACH HOMES
(ON THI ATLANTIC OCEAN)
SEACREST, N. J.
• Private Baach Club
• Fin* Vl*w of Barnegat
Bay
• Liberal Financing
available
• Select your lot now
FREE GAS DRYER WITH All GAS
Directions: Garden State Parkway South to Exit 82; then
East on Rt. 37 to Seaaide Heights; then north (sprnx.) 2
miles on Rt. 35.
SIACREST REALTY CO. 793-6341 - 349-3487
MORTGAGES
HOME IMPROVEMENT LOANS
ALEXANDER HAMILTON SAVINGS
Cr LOAN ASSOCIATION
UNION VALLEY ROAD • WEST MILFORD
PA' 8-3159PATERSON HAWTHORNE
Unusual value at *28,990
An yway you look it thit 8-room homo It
iddi up to unusual Vila*. Thi rooms in Urge
md the closit spiel ii extrevigent. There in
3 bedrooms, 2 full biths, living room, dining
room, work-saver kitchen with dinette oret, 27
ft. recreation room with direct access to i 2-
cor gerege, laundry room plus i 10 ft. by 10
ft. pitio porch Juet off thi kitchen.
But that’s only half thi vilui. The immedieti
mrroundmge it Carlton Woodi an truly breath-
taking. A itone'i throw from your door Is thi
meandering Ramapo River with the majestic
Remepo Mountains riling from its fir shori.
Only minutes away ire crystal clear lakes for
fishing, boating and swimming, golf md coun-
try clubs, riding trails In beautiful Campgiw
Mountem Reservation.
Carlton Woods otters every modern facility,
too. Seven highly-rated public and parochial
schools. A frie recreation program. Superb
shopping. And commuting is eaccllentt Only 30
minutis from New York CHy or Newark, 35
minutes from thi Tappan Zee Bridge.
MODILI OPEN SEVEN DAYS A WEEK, 10 AJN. TO DUSK
TWO OTHER OUTSTANOIN6 MODELS
AVAILABLE FOR YOUR INSPECTION
THI lioram - Specious ranch with 3 bed.
roome, I lull bathe, living room, dining room,
kitchen with Its own dinette area, panelled
femlly room, laundry room tnd oversued
eanee with etelrwey to beeemint. 521,998.
THI ITMTreno - Clinic 3-etory colontel
homo with 4 Oodroomi, iVt hethe, living
room, dining room, kitchen, pmollid femlly
room, foundry room, lull beiement and
T ear earaie. {31,(90
10% DOWN
30-YEAR FINANCING
DIRECTIONS. FROM BERGEN COUNTY, Route 4 and 208 uoj peroou ■mJo|u rnw einoti oaviiat „*a
on Route 202 for approximately lVb miles to modal homas. From Essex and Passaic County harder
s,, 'e no 'i!l ,0 Exit 160, Turn lB,t on Passaic ,0 Rou,e 4 w«t. Then Roue 208 north to exit
marked Route 202 North." Proceed north on Route 202 lor approximately IVY mile* to motels.
•lir-Htfitee Realty Aeeoclelee, Inc., 67 Allendale A*#., Saddle River, H. j, OA T.stOO / Medal stmm H MM
a
IN OAKI.ANQ,
BtRGfcN COUNI
NEW GARDEN APT.
Occupancy September or October lit
1 & 2 BEDROOMS APTS.
from 125. month □
* Extra large rooms
* Air Conditioning
*
Free Gas
* Separate thermostat for
each apt.
* Carpeted Corridors
* Modern Laundry Room
1 block to schools
* Free Parking
* Free GE Refrigerator
* Master TV Antenna
*
Buses at comer
* Good Counsel Church
at comer
* 1 block to shopping
34 CARTERET STREET
OlrMtiomi Ttk* lummtr Avt. tr Sru4»ay
*• Carttrat ItrMt.
NEWARK
"Open Doily A All Day Weekends"
HU 5-2980 MU |.5552
| HURRY!
7 HOME BUYERS
SUMMER
«= CLEARANCE
~ SALE!
up to
m'M 50%
off Reg.
Price*
lour Flxtura
mMMHI
Always Go«a
Furthar At
Faremui
Lighting
54 NOUII 4. I'AWAMtJS N I
HU 7-1705
YOUR BEST BUY IS STILL ..
YOUR OWN SUMMER HOME
v
r
YOUR DOWN PAYMENT
ENTITLES YOU TO-
Recreation Center «nd Club House. Picnic Ami,
Guarded White Send Bosches, Swimming Water
Sports, fishing, Boating. Hunting, Gun Club, Movlou.
Dancing, Olympic Site Pool, Fun For The Entire
Family.
NOT a "Shell" or Prelab—but a4-
room and bath cottage custom built
completelyby Forda Homes,
Inc. on the plot o< your
choice at Blue ML Lakes.
This value Is un-
SELECT YOUR
HOMESITE—NOWI
Hundreds of choice laWront, lakeview, and wooded
sites available In this 4000 acre unspoiled vacation
wonderland.3 crystal-pure lakes with miles of shore-
line, high atop beautiful Blue Mountain, 1500'above
tea level—so easy to reach.
Vacation Now
... Retire Later...
BLUE MT. LAKES
DRIVE 08T TODAY
Take Routes 3 and 46 to Danville, then right on new
Interstate Route 80, to Netcong.then North on Route
206—0r. Route 10 to 46 to Netcong, then North on
Route 206—follow the signs to beautiful Blue ML
lakes (open 7 days—’til dark).
One of a Kind
Nursing Unit Opens
At All Souls Hospital
MORRISTOWN The first
hospital-situated nursing home
in New Jersey opens July 23
at All Souls Hospital here,
with six patients to be admit-
ted to the 28-bed unit on the
fifth floor.
The Mother Elizabeth Seton
Home for Chronic and Conva-
lescent Patients is designed to
care for those who are too ill
to be at home but who would
not ordinarily be sent to a gen-
eral hospital.
The home is under the
direction of Sister Elizabeth
Edmund, newly transferred
from St. Anne Villa, Morris-
town.
AN OPEN HOUSE was held
July 19, with a conducted tour
by Sisters and other members
of the hospital staff. The reno-
vation of the fifth floor cost
$40,000 and has resulted in a
home-like atmosphere for each
room, some private and the
rest semi-private with the ex-
ception of the solarium, which
accommodates four.
A volunteer staff of 10 adults
and about 15 “candy stripers,'*
girls 14 to 17, have received
special training for their work
which will include making
beds, arranging flowers, as-
sisting at meals and generally
trying to make the guests hap-
pier.
In the dining-recreation area
for ambulatory guests, for-
merly the hospital conference
room, food will be served ac-
cording to a selective menu
prepared by the dietary de-
partment. A food supervisor
assigned to the home will cor-
relate doctors’ diet prescrip-
tions with patients’ taste in
food.
While one reason for locat-
ing the home at the hospital is
the advantage of having the
latter’s facilities nearby and
available, patients can be
visited by any doctor.
AlexianHospital
Is Accredited
ELIZABETH Alexian
Brothers Hospital has been ac-
credited for a three-year pe-
riod by the Joint Commission
on Accreditation of Hospitals
following an evaluation survey
made June 9.
Dr. John H. Irwin, field rep-
resentative for the commission
cited the hospital for “main-
taining standards deserving of
accreditation and for constant
effort to improve the quality
of patient care."
Founded in 1892, the hospital
has a bed capacity of 199 Cur-
rently under construction is a
two-story addition to house ra-
diology and physiotherapy de-
partments.
It is expected to be com-
pleted next July.
Passaic Hospital Launches
Employee Pension Plan
PASSAIC St. Mary’s Hos-
pital has -announced a pen-
sion program for all full-time
employees, with the first pay-
ments to be made March 1,
3965, to those eligible.
Sister Eileen Teresa, admin-
istrator, announced that the
plan will cost the hospital
$50,000 a year, with this a-
mount to increase as new em-
ployees are hired and salary
increments take place.
In addition to the pension,
which is based on salary and
total years of credited -ser-
vice, the plan also provides
retroactive credit for past
years of service and a death
benefit for survivors of those
who die before retirement
age.
The pension will be paid for
entirely by the hospital, with-
out contributions from the em-
ployees, It allows for normal
retirement at 65, early re-
tirement because of special
family circumstance, retire-
ment in case of physical dis-
ability and a selected pension
balanced with Social Security
payments.
Three years of service are
necessary before an employee
is eligible. An employee who
terminates and then returns
within 15 years is credited
with past service, a benefit
which should appeal to mar-
ried nurses, according to Sis-
ter Eileen Teresa.
Sister Anne Virginie, assis-
tant administrator, is chair-
man of the retirement com-
mittee.
U.S
. News Briefs
Church Schools in Poverty Bill
WASHINGTON (NC)
- The
Senate Labor Committee has
reported the administration's
“war on poverty” bill to the
Senate floor after amending it
to permit participation by pri-
vate, nonprofit agencies in
two key programs.
Under the amendment, these
agencies, which include
church-related schools, would
be authorized to participate in
the measure’s work-training
and work-study programs, to
give work experience to young
people 16 to 21, increase their
employability and provide
part-time employment to en-
able them to stay in school.
Participation by church-re-
lated schools and other pri-
vate agencies would be allow-
ed so long as it did not in-
volve youths In projects for
the construction, operation or
maintenance of facilities used
primarily for sectarian pur-
poses.
The amended Senate bill
thus is close to the House
version now before the Rules
Committee. The House bill
provides for participation in
projects which do not involve
faedities used "solely" for sec-
tarian purposes.
•
Offers Housing
BOSTON (NC) - Richard
Cardinal Cushing has volun-
teered to sponsor construc-
tion of a cooperative housing
project in Boston’s Dorchester
neighborhood to replace 19
buildings destroyed hy fire last
month.
The 53 families left home-
less by the fire would have an
opportunity to buy the houses
through long-term mortgages.
The construction would be
sponsored jointly by Cardinal
Cushing and by St. Margaret's
parish in Dorchester.
•
Blasts Sterility Plan
COVINGTON, Ky. (NC) -
The Messenger, Covington dio-
cesan newspaper, has attacked
anew sterilization plan as an
Immoral and inadequate solu-
tion to the problem of poverty.
The newspaper attacked a
free sterilization program
launched In Berea, Ky, by the
Human Betterment Associa-
tion for Voluntary Sterlization
with • $25,000 gift from New
York businessman Jesse Hart-
man.
Backers described the plan
as a means of relieving pov-
erty in Kentucky mountain re-
gions and u a prototype for a
Mttaral *Ui‘Uiiitioß program.
“Sterilization is wrong for
everyone, not merely for Cath-
olics," the Messenger said in
an editorial. "It is wrong be-
cause it interferes with human
activity violently and unnatur-
It makes use of a vicious
ally.
means for achieving social and
economic advantages that can
and should be otherwise sought
after
. .
,
“The poor people of our
mountain areas are to be
treated as second class citiz-
ens . . . "Jbfy ire encouraged
to violently prevent procrea-
tion by subjecting themselves
to the horrible indignity of
sterilization .
.
Abbot Heads Group
Priest-Pilots Unite
To Teach Nations
CARROLLTON, Ky. - An
organization of priests who
would “go and teach all na-
tions" via airplane has been
formed here with a New Jer-
sey pilot Abbot Charles V.
Coriston, 0.5.8., of St. Paul’s
Abbey, Newton —as president
of the board.
The National Association of
Priest Pilots was formed here
July 15 under the patronage of
Bishop Richard H. Ackerman
of Covington, Ky. The found-
ers are Rev. Robert Wcndeln
and Rev. Henry Haacke, both
of Carrollton, who were hosts
for the meeting, attended by
60 priest pilots from 19 states.
THE MAJOR purpose of the
organization is to promote the
use of private aircraft as a
practical, safe and efficient
tool in the apostolic work of
the priest, especially in mis-
sion areas at home and
abroad. The association re-
ceived greetings from such
mission-minded prelates as
Richard Cardinal Cushing
Bishop Fulton J. sheen and
Bishop Leo Arkfeld, S.V.D., of
New Guinea.
Abbot Coriston told the
meeting that “When Our Lord
gave the command to ‘Go and
teach all nations’ He must
have presumed that men
would use their God-given in-
telligence in
*
choosing the
means of transportation. Ouv
Protestant brothers in the mis-
sions have developed air
transportation to great advant-
age."
Guests of honor at the ban-
quet included Max Conrad,
who has flown the Atlantic 110
times, and Mrs. Jerry Mock,
who recently established seven
records with her flight around
the world in a single-engine
aircraft.
A conference on mission
aviation is planned for this
winter. Other officors of the
NAP include Rev. Richard
Spellman of Albuquerque,
N.M., vice president; Father
Wendcln, secretary, and Fa-
ther Haacke, treasurer.
ALL SYSTEMS 'GO' - Abbot Coriston of Newton, recently
named president of the newly formed National Associa-
tion of Priest Pilots, is shown at controls of a plane -
a mode of transportation he advocates bs a tool in the
mission priest's apostolate
First Services
In Clark Church
CLARK Services were
held for the first time in the
new St. Agnes Church here
July 19, following an open
house held to inspect the
church, school and rectory
July 12.
Rev. Denis J. Whelan, pas-
tor, said that the three build-
ings, plus a school auditorium,
were erected at a cost of $665,-
000.
Bp. Stanton
Leads Sick
NEWARK - The sixth an-
nual invalids’ pilgrimage to
Canada will leave Newark Air-
port July 26, with Auxiliary
Bishop Martin W. Stanton cele-
brating a Mass before depar-
ture at 8:30 a m. and then ac-
companying the group as chap-
lain.
The pilgrims will fly to the
shrine of St. Anne de Beaupre
in time for the special blessing
given annually July 26 on the
feast of the patron. They will
also visit the Shrine of Our
Lrdy at Cap de la Madeleine.
A total of 65 pilgrims will
make the trip, which has been
arranged by Mrs. William
Varick of Jersey City. There
will be 51 on the plane, with
the other 14 leaving June 25
by auto caravan.
Two priests will also accom-
pany the group, Rev. James
E. Foley, chaplain at Veter-
ans’ Hospital, East Orange,
and his companion, Rev. John
Jerlinski, C.SS.R., of Newport
News, Va. There will be three
Sisters in the group, Sistci
Rose Genevieve of St. Anne's,
Jersey City, Sister Mary Mar-
tin of St. Vincent’s Hospital,
New York City, and Sister Ro-
saire of St. Joseph’s hospital,
Yonkers.
St. Clement’s
Begins Masses
DOVER The new parish
of St. Clement, Pope and Mar-
tyr, in Rockaway Township,
will inaugurate Sunday Masses
July 26 in Dover Elementary
School at 9 and 10:30 a.m.
Rev. Eugene B. McQuald,
pastor, said the town of Dover
is loaning the grade school,
whose auditorium accommo-
dates about 1,000 people.
Weddings and Baptisms will be
performed in Holy Rosary
Church, in whose rectory Fath-
er McQuaid resides. Confes-
sions will also be at Holy Ros-
ary, 4 to 5:30 p.m. and 7:30
to 9 p.m. on Saturdays and the
eves of holy days.
Borneo Farmers
Get CRS Aid
SINGAPORE, (NC) About
20,000 people whose farms on
the island of Borneo were
withered by drought have been
helped by 460 tons of food
shipped by the Catholic Relief
Services NCWC, whose Singa-
pore agent is George Wolf of
Garwood, N.J.
The emergency supplies are
expected to last three months
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MIDDLE EAST HOLY LAND
EUROPE
via lufthanta - viiillng EGYPT • LEBANON
- SYRIA . JORDAN . ISRAEL
. TURKEY -
GREECE - ITALY and GERMANY. Doparturoi
from N.w York, with Spiritual Ltad.r on
AUGUST «, SEPTEMBER 3, OCTOBER 1.
22 DAYS $1204.
MMMRMnNIMMRHIMMHMRMMIBn
• WESTERN EUROPE
via luflhanto ■ vliltlng GERMANY . AUSTRIA
- ITALY
.
FRANCE
• MONACO and SPAIN.
Doparturoi from Now York, with Spiritual
loador on AUGUST 3, SEPTEMBER 7,
OCTOBER J.
22 DAYS $B4B
Retervatiom now being accepted for the
39th EUCHARISTIC CONGRESS PILGRIMAGE
MAKE YOUR RESERVATIONS NOWI
Call or Write
JOS. M. BYRNE CO.
TRAVEL SERVICE
828 BROAD IT., NIWARK I- MA 3-1740
2
Inspiring
(atholic
Vacation
Tours
SHOP/
HERE >
/CHEVROLET?
)SAVE
MORE!
MAKE YOUR DEAL NOW!
'64 CHEVYS
Immediate Delivery • All Models & Colors
Biggest Savings Used Cars
mirvrr&WW- r"°r./ r"'
.
BIT-
-3085 Kennedy Blvd.
(Formerly Hudoon llvd.l
JERSEY CITY • OL 6-8000
4 BLOCKS NORTH OF
, JOURNAL SQUARE
I
Will your child
ever wear one?
A college degree requires a degree of planning. And
saving. It'll add a lot ofmoney to a young person’s
lifetime income. That’s worth saving for. And
Emigrant’s special purpose accounts help you reach
your goal. Dividends are compounded quarterly, and
you start earning the full dividend now—right from
day ofdeposit.
For the latest quarter,
Emigrant’s dividend is ..
4V
per year.
EMIGRANT
r Industrial SAVINGS BANK |
| D Without obllgatlon-atnd literature on how I can aMrt building a
I College Education Fund In an Emigrant Savinga Account. lam Inter-
I ln *n□ Individual Account □ Joint Account □ Truat Account
Enclosed it
□ In my name alone
□ In my name in trutt for (
□ In my name jointlywith (
’
Forward passbook to
MINT NAME.
ADDRESS.
CITY .ZONE
.to open an account
□ Mr. □ Mrs. □ Miss
-STATE.
(Uaa Registered Mall whan sending cash)
51 Chambers St. a 6 East 42nd
7th Avs. As 31st na
. uiMeanfcoi»al oaroair iNauRAHCt corporation
CUP THIS COUPON
100
FREE EXTRA
MERCHANTS
GREEN
STAMPS
Merchant* j
PREE EXTRA
MERCHANTS GREEN STAMP!
®W!TH
THIS COUPON AND
PUkCHAU OF
$7.50 or More
Except Cigartllti, FrtiK Milk,
Cream or Fair Trado Items.
Adults Only Ono Coupon Pot Family
IN ADDITION TO TANARUS!« ST«-P$ YfVI PfCtlvt WIIH YOU« PUHCMASI -I
VOID AFTER JULY U "o'™
Shop
VEAL ROAST
LEGS OR RUMP
«
lb.
CALIFORNIA
SttOtESS
GRftPK
\b.
SLICED
SWISS CHEESE
IMPORTED FROM FINLAND
12-oz. pkg.
farmer
graY
all meat
FRANKS
\b.
TIDE
DETERGENT
41 lb. 4-oi.
Boxes
For Location and Store Hours of
Food Fair Nearest You... Coil
HU 6-2000 or MA 4-5705
W« rotary* tht right to limit quantitloi, pricoi offoctlvo thru July 25.
